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A Study into Reading Gain of Intermediate Students Ut1l1zing certain
Hol istic Language Teaching Techniques
by
Patricia Fern (Fudge) Ryan
October, 1992
The objecti ....e of the present study was to pro.... ide a literature
-based reading program for a group of reading-disabled intermediate
students :IS an alternati ....e to the more tradlt10nal "skills approach"
methodology of teaching reading and writing. According to current
research, a holistic approach appears to be effecti ....e for teaching
young children to read, It was hypothesized by the present
researcher that certain strategies used with young children could
also be used effecti ....ely with older stUdents. The underlying
assumption \ollIS that, since these older students had not de....eloped
efficient reading strategies, they would be, In many WIlYS, similar
to younger beginning readers. They were, In filet, in many respects,
beginn1ng readers. The study was based on the premise that there is
sign1f1cant educat10nal ....alue In pro.... id1ng for students of all ages
learning act1 .... ities in which they are able to experience some degree
of success.
Analysis of the quantitati ....e data c:ollected in this study,
corroborated by qua11tati ....e information, c:learly tnd1c:ate that the
methodologies used, here, can be ....ery effecti ....e in teac:hing older
11
children to read and write. In every case but one, reading skills
Increased by at least one year, wlth a Ilean gain of all1lO!lt two y'!ars
during the course of the study.
When oldar students, particularly those Who have had a history
of negat1ve schooling e)Cperlenc~s and fallure, respond in the IIlInner
in which the students In the present study have done, and with such
reading gaIns and attitude change 8S have been achieved, there
appears to be little doubt that methodologies utllized have been
effective, not only for the gains made 11'1 read1ng, but also for the
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The adolescent who is unable to read continues to present a major
concern within today's educational systems. As in the past, ",any of
today's students fail to acquire the basic literacy skl1ls needed to
asslst them tn attaintng hjgh school graduation. This may be due, at
least partially, to the fact that many of these students drop out of
school as soon as they reach post-compulsory age.
The majority of these students, conwnonly labelled "functional
illiterates", have experienced difficulty all the way through school.
This may be attributed to their failure to acquire the requisite reading
skills at the appropriate times during their reading development.
These children are, In general, neither mentally deficient nor
dyslexic. They are simply individuals who failed to get off to a good
start in reading. Reasons for thts fal1ure may include cultural
deprivation, emotional and psychological factors, or simply ineffective
teaching strategies (SmIth & Barrett, 1974; Farr, 19B1; Smtth, 1983;
Davis, 1990). Some students appear to be more negatively affected by the
qualtty of teaching than are others. Fortunately, many young children
learn and make rapid progress in the classroom in spite of, rather than
because of, the quality of teaching. The kinds of questions teachers ask,
how they group students for instruct ton, time in contact wHh children,
and consideration of individual differences and learning styles (Dunn,
19t16 ) all contribute to academic growth of children (Smith & Barrett,
1974). Meny teachers appear not to consider ch1ldren's 1ndivldual
d1fferences. Oral lan9uage development, background illlperiences, as well
as v1sual and auditory di$crlm1natl0n appilar to be crucial to the
beginning stages of learning to read.
Walberg, Strykowsk1, Roval & Hung (1984) use the term "Matthew
effects M to describe those educational seQuences 1n which early
ach1evement creates faster rates of subseQuent achievement. (The term
"Matthew effects" comes from the Gospel accord1ng to St. Matthew: For unto
everyone that hath shall be g1ven, and he shall have abundance: but from
him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he hath. 25:29).
The effects of ,'eadlng volume on vocabulary growth and ovenlll
read1ng progress are evident in stud1es by Allington (1984) and Nagy &
Anderson (1984). Results of both stud1es Indicate astonishingly high
ind1vidUo11 differences in the volume of language experiences, resultin9 In
djfferences 1n vocabulary devalopment among young children. Thu3,
1ndiv1duals who have had advantageous early educational exper1encq~ are
more efficient at process1r,g new educational experiences. According to
Walberg, at al. (1984), the Matthew effect in reading arises from the fact
that It is the better readers who have more developed vocabularies,
steming from read1ng exposure differences between 1ndividuals of
d1fferent. sk1l1 levels,
Hall (1970) reports that the beginning stsgo 1n read1ng Is crucial
since later attitudes and achievement are influenced by the child's
progress and reaction to initial instruction.
Elkind (1986) uses the term "miseducatlon" to describe the harm done
to many young chIldren when they are put at risk by their school1ng
experiences. He says "The risks of miseducating young children are bOth
short- and long-term" (p. 27). Short-term risks develop from school-
inrJuced stress. long-term rIsks are of at least three kinds: motivational,
Intellectual. and socIal. Formal instruction, as it has been
traditionally utilized, places excessive demands on young chl1dren which
"far outweigh any potential educational gain" (p. 27).
Because of the inability of some school programs to meet certain of
the needs of individual chl1drell, problems that may have been prevented at
the beginnIng, with proper attention, may compound with each passing year.
The pU,pose of thls chapter is to give a statement of the problem of
the failure :;'If a large proportion of the student popUlation to become
competent readers and writers. It wll1 also define specific terminology
used In the text of thts report. Also included is 8 discussion regarding
the need for the study. The hypotheses whlch provided the tmpetus for the
study. and the theoretical framework for the program utilized, will also
be presented.
Stat.ement gf the Problem
The inab11ity of many students to benefit from tradttional programs
and teaching strategies have been well documented (Hulligan, 1974; Carter,
1984; Carroll, 1986; Pinnell, 1989; Slavin' Hadden, 1989). The results
of a study by Carter (1984) reveal that traditional pull-out programs have
not worked. At best, these diagnostic/prescriptive programs prevent
students from fa1l1ng further beh1nd. However. this effect is li.lted to
early grades and is IIOre apparent in MathMatics than 1n readin9 (Carter,
1984).
Students have been falling, and continue to do so, because
traditional strate9ies have simply not worklMi for SOlIe students. Two
cOllt1lOnly-used practices 1n dealing with these students haye been grade
retention and pull-out special education programs.
Documentation, such as that of Goodlad (1954) and Johnson (1984)
sU9gests that ret&nt1on does not work. In fact, research 1ndicates that
long term effects of grade retention are most often negative (Jackson,
1975; Shepard & Slnith, 1985).
Research has also shown that trad1tional remedial programs, In
general, are ineffectiv·.! (Glass & smith, 1971; Sargent, 1981; Milligan.
1986; Savage, 1987; Gent 11 1 & MacHl1lan, 1988; Pinnell, 1989). Claims
have been put forth that lIlany of these progrus are ineffect lYe because
they consist largely of drills and worksheets which focus on so-called
-basic skills· end wh1ch are divorced frOll students' persooal exper1ences
(Thorn, 1974; Weiss, 1975; sm1th, 1983; Carter, 1984; Savage, 1987).
These skl1ls are often taught as ends 1n themselves, hav1ng no meaning for
the students because such skills do not relate to real situations, maybe
because few remedial programs effectively Integrate writing lind reading
(smith, 1983). Many programs fatl to focus on getting students engaged
tn actual read1ng; tnching "skills" becomes the focus of the lessons and
receive the bulk of 1nstructionel time.
According to Gentil1 & MacMillan (1988), one reason why most
remedial programs focus mainly 00 skills deficits is due to the fact that
results of standardized tests have been used to determine reeding ability.
Programs have been developed primarily to develop skills where
deficiencles occur, ar.cordln9 to the standardized test results. These
authors also contend that focusing on skills deficits is inadeQuate as e
means of helping studants deal with the1r problem!'i in reeding because it
does not address the emotional aspect. Because students have failed in
the past, many of them perceIve reading as a threat and it becomes, for
them, a stressful situation. tn addition to sk~l1s deficits, they faC/3
additional problems, one of whlch is erosion of self-concept (Gentl1e &
MacHillan, 1988i Coley & Hoffman, i990). If students at risk of reeding
failure are to overcome their learned helples>ness, they must learn "to
see themselves as capable of learning and succeeding" (Coley & Hoffman,
1990, p. 501). Related to thls, Wehlage, Rutter & Turnbaugh (1987) say
that school ~ influence students' beliefs end attitudesi It begins with
the establishment of a positive social bond between students and teechers.
In relation to this theme, Glowacki (1990) descr1bes a rem.edlal
reading program involving mentally handicapped students "study buddy"
system and suggests that as the years progress end reading disability
lncreases, remedial readers' self-esteem, interest, and enthusiasm often
decrease so that by the t1me they become teens, they often M go from be1ng
poor readers to being nonreaders M (P. 650).
Coley & Hoffman (1990) suggest that, as a result of being caught in
the "failure CYcle", at-risk readers develop their own coping strategies.
Many of these are student behaviours which result in learned helplessness.
It seems clear, than, that what 15 needed is instructional strategies
specifically designed to help at-risk students to v1ew themselves in II
more positive light and to help them enhance thalr self-concepts.
If a child is considered to be "low-functioning" in a specific
skill, what do we normally do? We force upon the chnd large doses of
activities 1n which we already know she cannot successfully perform. Due
to a dearth of appropriate materials, and due to the absence of a
specified program for students of remedial reading classes, teachers have
been forced to make use of whatever happens to be available. Too often,
programs have consisted of ....orkbooks and basal texts which may not only be
beyond the reading capabilities of many stUdents, but also consists of
content to which many students have difficulty relating. It has been
determir,ed that long-term effects of special education classes have,
generally, not been positive. The results of most of these programs have
had a stultifying effect on children's reading progress and have affected
negatively their attitudes and self-concepts.
The objective of the present study was to develop and evaluate a
progral'll designed to teach reading and writing competencies to a group of
1ntermedi ate ~ low-perform1ng" students.
Definition of Terms
Throughout this study, spec1fic ~reading-related~ terminology has
been used. So that professional conrnunication may be strengthened and
enhanced, definitions for some of these concepts follow.
1. Read1ng d1sabl!':d: Students who have had considerable d1fficulty
in learning to read from average instruction, both within the regular
classroom setting and by remed1atlon. Newman (1969) contends that reading
d1sab111ty 1s not an entity. It is a symptom, and not all students
demonstrate the same type of 1mpa~r~nts. However, there 1s always a
basic o;:ause, such as "neurological dysfunct1on, emotional 1nterference, or
confusion from missed or erroneous learning" (P. a1). The majority of
these stUdents are from two to five years behind their age-peers in
reading abillty.
2. Read1ng fluency: The flow of speech while reading. Good fluency
may be characterized by a lack of meaningless miscues. Fluency involves
two components: reading speed and word accuracy (Rashotte & Tergesen,
1985).
3. Low performing: Students whose academic levels are at least two
years behind age-level.
4. Attitude: Th& predisposit1on or tendency to react specif1cally
towards an object, s1tuation, or clue, usually accompanied by feel1ngs and
emotions (Good, 1973).
5. Successful learning experiences: Reading and wr1ting experiences
with whfch the student feels a degree of competency.
6. Quality literal;ura: Literature whfch helps to broaden the
Intellect and imagination of children through the author's use of language
and style, rather than that writing considered to be ·COfIYIIOd1ty", such as
books based on cartoon characters Or toys. Good Qual1ty literature
contains the power to fnstill in the reader an insight into the hUfllan
condition, an invasive tool wh1ch improves the capacity to "reed between
and beyond the lines" (Pagett, 1990, p. 66).
7. Decoding: Making the sound-symbol relationship so as to unlock
written text and translate it into language.
SlM.1.f1cance Qf the Study
Intermedtate N1 QW perfonning" students typically percetve
themselves as faflures. They make virtually no effQrt to succeed because
they have had so few successful or personally-satisfying school
experiences. Most of them have expressed feelings of infertority and
defeat. Success, for them, 1s something that has become less and less a
reality with each passing year, and less worth the effort of trying.
Rogers (1969) states that "Human beings have a natural potentiel for
learning" (p. 157), a sentiment echoed by Caine & Caine (1991). Goodman
& Goodman (1979), contend that efficiency in reading depends on the
reader's ability to maintain focus on meaning. For that to be true, tha
material must be meaningful, comprahenslble, and functional to readers.
Related to this, Smith (1988) states that not only do they [students] want
to learn, but they HAVE to learn; it is the state of being human. If
students find themselves in a situatian not conducive to learning they
will struggle to escape (1.e. fight or flight), Other authors make
similar statements, For example, Baskwell and Whitman (1988) say that
human be1n9s have been created with a natural drive to learn, and If that
drive isn't thwarted, they'll corltinue to learn all their lives (p, 35).
If what is being taught is relevant to the student, learning will take
place. They learn most easily materials they have an interest in, what's
meaningful to them. The present study is based on the premise that
learning occurs best through personal involvement, and that the elements
of success, mot1vation and attitudes, all have a direct effect on the
learning process.
It has been hypothesized that, regardless of age, the reading
process 15 the same for everyone (Sherman, 1979; Baskwell & Whitman, 1988)
and that the differences among readers clln be accounted for by the level
of prior knowledge and experiences brought to the task. In the teaching
of unfamlliar concepts, 1t is important that the teacher Ilctivah
students' prIor knowledge and use famlliar concepts as a bridge to the
unknown (Allington, 1984; Nagy & Anderson, 1984; Walberg, et a1, 1984;
Stanovich, 1986). Making use of what t5 fam'i11ar min1mizes the need for
the reeder to rely on grephophonic cues in decoding, and more on semantic
and syntactic rules of language (Pearson, 1976).
One of the premises underlying the present study is that there is
sign1ficant educational valu·J 1n giving chlldren successful school1ng
e.~per1ences. Another premise is that students learn to read by engaging
in meaningful reading-related activ1ties. That is, that people learn to
read by reading (Goodman & Qoodman, 1979; Cullinan, i987; smith, 1988);
that reading and wr1ting are rec1procal processes (Ashton-Warner, 1963;
Smith, 1973, 1983; Allen, 1976; SlIlith, J., 1983; Tierney & Pearson, 1983;
Flllton, 1985; Goodman, 1986; Goodman, Goodman & Hood, 1989); and that the
learner needs to be provided with many related activities by which to
experience these processes.
A basic assumption is that older remedial students can be provided
.... ith successful learning experiences; that negative attitudes can be
changed to mora positive ones; and, as a result, progress will be achieved
in reading and writing. Another (oundation assumption Is that these
results can be achieved through the use of strategies similar to those
used to teach beginning readers. That Is, many of the strategies used to
teach literacy skills to beginnIng readers can be modified and used to
teach intermediate reading-disabled students.
~
A review of the J iterature resulted in the (ollowlng hypotheses
being proposed:
Hypothesis 1: (ll) Students 101111 develop more positive attitudes towards
reading, (b) resulting in behaviours described more specifically in
Hypotheses 2 - 4.
Hypothesis 2: Students will demonstrate increased general reading
achievement.
Hypothesis 3: Students will demonstrate their abl1ity to read more
fluently.
Hypothesis 4: Students will demonstrate their ability to read .... ith greater
understanding.
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Theoretical Framework' Th, Nature of the prop9sfld Program
In an attempt to Improve student attitudes, the program utilized in
this study was based on a philosophy about how children best l4~·n. This
phllosophy includes the following principles:
1. Quality literature and student-generated materials should be used
as a basis for reading and writing.
2. It Is important to use materials with a reading level at which
the learn,rs can be successful.
3. It is Important to use materials related to Interests and needs
of students.
4. It is essential to have a classroom atmosphere which is rich in
print mater1als.
5. It is essential to have a classroom where there are numerous
llteracyell.amples.
6. It is important to provide time for real reading and writing
experiences, rather than emphasis placed only on "sktlls work ft and drills.
1. It is essential to create a non-threaten1ng environment where
students are encouraged to contribute and to share ideas.
Sm1th (1988) and Caine & Ca1ne (1991) contend that people naturally
have a desire to make sense of the world around them and that IICst people
are stllnulated by novelty. That is, people have an fntrlnslc
predisposition to learn. Students respond to their global experiences and
need to be tn a non-threatening envtronment, one of Mrelaxed alertnessM
(Caine J Catne, 1991, p. 134). An atll'lOsphere that helps the child to
11
survive is one of support and acceptance, acceptance of the stUdent .5 I
lellrner, and of his contribution to the ClllSS.
Caine & Ca1ne (1991) also contend that there naturally exists I
certaln ~chl1d1tke state~, a sort of ~crellt1vl!l playfulness· aIlOn9 children
that educators should capitalize upon. This Ny be 1n a contellt of having
chlldren develop puppet plays, for eXllllple, of using picture books in
writtng activ1ties, or of using games to present spec1fic concepts. Used
1n such a context, playfulness may K do a great deal to help students lose
fear, break through to new knolOledge, and go beyond what they, and often
tho teacher, believes to be their capacity to learn K (Caine & Caine, 1991.
p. 137).
Pinnell, Fr1ed & Est1ce (1990) suggest that aven chlldren appearlng
to havo It.ited knowledge can learn to become good readers. This hapPens
only if programs are butlt around strengths, rather than weakness.s of
students, allow1ng lndlvldual ca:lP8tencles and knowledge to be used
effectively.
The progrl/ll util1zed in the present study was prillarl1y literature·
based; no basal texts were used. Dailyactlvitles included the teacher
reading aloud fral'l novels, dictated wrlt1ng based on students'
experiences, and independent readIng and wrttlng by students.
Read1ng quality literature and compos1ng various types of writlng
were central to the program, the or1g1ns of wh1ch are found tn the work of
lee & Allen (1963). Ashton-Warner (1953). Hall (1970), Clay (1972, 1985).
Rosenblatt (1975), Holdaway (1979), Veatch (1985), Cullinan (1987), Srl1th
(1988), and Pinnell (15189). According to the views of these researchers,
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literacy consists of two primary aspects - reading and writing. /leading
consists not only of the drilling of skills considered by sOllIe teachers to
be necessary in learning to read, but also of the reading of real
literature. In the same vein, writ1ng activities consist not only of
practising holated skills but, rather, writing to corMlOn1cate ideas and
feelings and for a specific audience.
Teachers who have used literature-based reading instruction as an
alternative to the more traditional basal approach speak of high levels of
succoss with all students and particularly with disabled and unmotivated
readers (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). Young children do learn to read and
write naturally as they interact with meanin9ful materials (Smith, 1979,
1988; Calk1ns, 1986; Goodman, 1986). However, it cannot be assumed that
a conducive environment is ill that Is necessary. For most children, the
learning process also involves mediation by the teacher. Newman (1985)
refers to this mediation by the teacher as "leading from behind" (P. 10),
that is, helping the learner in accomplishing whatever it is he or she h
attempting to do. This mediation ought always to be relevant to the task
at hand and w1thin a context of a meaningful learning activity.
The mediation and teaching process in the present study is typically
characterized by a number of components. A discuss10n of these components
follows.
Class-dictated and Indiyidual Stydent-dictAted Experience Writing
The instruct10nal program util1zed in this study made use of the
language experience approach to teaching (lee & Allan, 1963; Ashton-
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Warner, 1963; Stauffer, 1980; Aulls. 1982; Daniels, Kasnic & McCluskey,
1988). This is a highly structured approach, proven to be effective not
only for beg1nning readers but also with adolescents who are potential
drop-outs. It prov1des reading lI'Iaterials based on the learners'
"syntactic knowledge, content kno.... ledge and interests" (Aulls. 1982, p.
509). The language-experience approach was used elltenslvely 1n the early
stages of the program and periodically in the latter stages. The intent
was to redirect students' perceptions of reDding and to replace negative
attitudes by more positive ones.
Stories dictated by the group or by individual students became the
basis for reading and for .... riting and for skills-related activ1ties. In
the present study, a typiCal lesson was based upon a sequence of
activities designed for thinking. language, reading, and writing sktlls
development and progressed as follows:
Day 1: A stimulus was presented. This was In the form of a ftlm, a
poem, a novel being shared. relation of individual experiences. discussion
of a newsworthy incldent in the cOlMlunlty. or a newspaper story.
Oiscuss1on took place with all students being Invited to share 1deas.
Ideas developed through brain-storming, were tncorporated Into a web drawn
on ths chalkboard or were listed on a chart.
Day 2: Ideas were reviewed and a story was developed. Indtv1duals
from the group each contributed a sentence and the story was written on a
chart exactly as worded by students. This writing was then editsd by the
group with the assistance of the teacher. After re-reading to ensure that
everything was in order, the story was copied by students into indiv1dual
"
notebooks. An example of a group-dictated story is included In Append1x
1- 1.
Day 3: The students read the story independently. Words that
students knew were underlined and some of them were selected as key words
to be added to individual word lists. Unknown words were discarded at
this juncture.
Dey 4: The students re-read the story independently. The teacher
encouraged the students to try to decode unknown words through the use of
contel't (1.e s&mantic and syntactic) clues.
Day 5: Students worked on skills development activities. These
activities included using key words to develop a crossword puzzle,
classifying words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs), and working on a
c10ze paragraph. The students also used the stories for repeated reading
activities and read short stories related to the topic.
Use of Children's Picture Books
Picture books hsve been used effectively with older reading-disabled
students (McGee & TOlllpkins, 1983; Sharp, 1984; Johnson-Weber, 1989;
GiteTman, 1990; GUlzettl, i990). Many less-able students becOlll8
frustrated and confused when presented with some of the more complex
literary concepts, suet. as theme, charscterizat ion, mood, simi Ie, and
metaphor. The complex lan9uage may overwhelm sOllIe students and prevent
them from processing the necessary information. Phinney (1988) describes
thts as ~overload", caused by several factors, includIng 1im1ted
background experiences, lind basic inexperience with a Yartety of
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structures used in literature. She sU9geiti that these learners be
supported by adaptfng read1ng uter1als in an effort to provide SOH: of
these concepts. Cousin (1991) sU9gests the usa ;)f other books which are
conceptually rellted to the tupfc of core texts but written in a .ere
simple language. Other researchers have d8l'llOnstrated how \lfCrdle!lS picture
books can be used to develop f1u&ncy end caDPrehension skills in readers
of all ages (McGee & Tompkins, 1983; Gltelmen, 1990).
McGee & TOllpkfns (1983) dfscuss how wordless picture books eln be
used to Ill1evfate students lack of readIng fluency because they
Incorporate students' own language since the developed story Is aKperlence
based. Most students have already developed a story sanse. The use of
pictures help them to develop organizational skills and the use of detail
11'1 writ Ing. Not only does this strategy assist fn the i/llProv9lll8nt of
reading skills, it also helps to develop IlllIgfnatfon, creativity. and a
sensitivfty to expression fn wrfting.
Many picture books also contlin universal truths that lillY be
IIhsed by young41r Children because many of these books are written on a
level above the comprehension of these children. This characterlstfc is
evident in some of the books of Chris Van Allsburg. for eKallPle. Plctur.
books are short, can be quickly read, and may entfce reluctant or poor
readers.
Although JIIost students have already developed a sense of story, the
use of plcturas allows them to develop organizational skills and greater
detat 1 1n their writing. Not only does the use of wordless story books
serve to stlllUlate oral conmuntcat10n, they can also foster the
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development of reading fluency (McCee & Tompkins, 1983) through the use of
sluuenls' own language in developlng experience-based stories.
less-able students ....hO are unable to grasp concepts at grade level
may benefit from having these concepts presented to them on a level at
whiCh they can succe$sfulJy process the information. Shanahan (1988)
sho....s that helping students see how an author structures text can
strengthen reading and writing abllitfes. Students need to be provided
With el';perlences which al1o'~ them to build a schema for story structure
and for understanding the various tochniques of writing. literary
elements, such as plot, conflict, setting, and mood; and special effects,
!>uch as foreshadowing Clnd flashbacks, are all found in picture books.
During the present study, picture books - with and without words -
were used for a variet)l of purposes. Utilization of these books is
described below.
Wordless picture books. In using wordless picture books, students
<.:all create te.-;t which is in their natural language patterns and based upon
their prior knowledge and schemata (McGee & Tompkins, 1983; Flatley &
Rutland, 19d6). For the purpose of this study a selection of books was
chosen which, it was felt b)l the teacher, was suited for the age-range of
the students in the group (See Appendix \ - 2 for a list of wordless
ptctura books used).
Activities involving the use of thasa books took place over a span
of several class periods and included (0 djscussing the pictures,
particularly details, and identifying target vocabulary, (2) group
dictated stories, (3) independent re-reading of stories, and (4) repeated
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reading act1vlties. These books were also utilized for independent
writing activities. Following group discussion of a particular bouk,
students were encouraged to study the p1ctures independently and to use
the structure of the book as a basis for their own stories.
Models for writing. Modelling is an open-ended activity for
students who need support in writing. The purpose of modelling stories
and poems is to provide needed structure for those students ....ho have poor
organizational skills. Using an author's structure to write another story
may also be valuable as a means of helping students develop an awareness
of features of print, such as quotation marks. Books used in the present
study included those conta1nlng repet1t1ve seQuences. 1nterlocking
sequences, problem-cantered sequences (legends and fables), and those
stories organized around a main character. (See Appendix 1 - 3 for a list
of t1tles used for this type of activity.)
A typical activity lncluded (1) Introduc1ng a book, (2) reading 1t
and discussing its particular pattern, (3) brainstorming for possible
changes that which be made 1n the story, (4) composing a group story using
brainstormed words, followed by (5) students re-writlng the story.
P08/ll modelling was carried out in a similar fashion, but without tl'rd
use of pictures. Many of the students in the group had developed
defensive attitudes about their lack of success in reading and wr1t1ng.
Repeated failures had caused them to develop hostile attitudes towards the
school and to....ards teachers. Students with reading difficulty are,
typically, reluctant to discuss their personal feelings or emotions. In
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the present study poetry writing was used in an effort to encourage these
unsuccessful students to openly conrnunicate personal feelings.
The methodology ut j 1il.ed were based on the ~skeleta1 poem" techniQue
of CrOl'llley (1976) and the pattern-writing technique found effective by
Staab (1990). Other types of poetry utilized included haiku, diamante,
number poetry, and limerick. After 110 particular poem was introduced to
the group on a large chart, read and re-read. the group discussed possible
words and phrases to be deleted from the poem, This activity was followed
by brainstorming for a list of words to replace those deleted. Individual
poems WBre then composed utilizing the b~ainstormed words. An alternative
activity was to forgo the brainstorming. A poem was presented and read
after which xeroxed copies of the poem, with words and phrases deleted,
were then distributed to students. Students completed the poem using
their own words and ideas, (See Appendix 1 - 4 for a sample of a skeletal
poem).
Use of picture books to present literary elements. In the present
study, picture books were used to teach literary style elements such 8S
personification. alliteration, rhyme and rhythm, as well as elements of
story such as plot, conflict, setting. mood, simile, and metaphor. (See
Appendix I - 5 for a list of books utilized in this type of activity).
To introduce themes in novels. A total of three major themes were
introduced during the course of this study, utilizing three key nO\lels.
These are further discussed under the section reading aloud to students.
For 9ach of these themes a variety of related picture books were made
available to the students. These books were used for independent reading,
"
read by a student during shared reading time. or read aloud by the teacher
for a specific purpose, such as a stimulus for a language experience
activity.
Interactive Journal Writing
One of thl! greatest problems experienced by reading disabled
students is their ineptness with written commun1cfltion. It is to be noted
that many secondary remedia 1 students, a 1so, st ill experience great
diff1culty in producing written output and in wr1ting fluently (Myklebust,
1973). Completing gre;Mlar ....orksheets and spelling assignments appear not
to be effective in helping students learn to write (Englehert, Raphael,
Anderson, Anthony, Fear, S Gre9g, 1988). Accord1ng to Calktns (i986) and
Graves (1983), if students are to learn to write, they must en9age in
writing activities and their writing must be meaningful to them. They
must have a specific purpose for writing. Journal writ1ng may be a means
of improving both production and fluency in the writing of older remedial
students.
Caine & Caine (19So1) describe journal writing as a powerful mellns of
processing experience and for helping student~ learn to write. This
supports the earlier views of Staton (1980, 1988)j Flores & Garcia (1964)j
Flores, GlIrc1a, Gonzalez, Hidalgo, Kaczmarek & Romero (1986), Singer
(1990) and Gauthier (i991). Progoff (1980) speaks of the journal as a
tool for process mediat1on, or an Inner dialogue, which allows students to
think about themselves and to experience themselves from many different
perspectives. Singer (1990) suggests that the act of writing provides a
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means of self discovery for students and, thus, of self re~elatlon (p.
73). Through the exper1ence of daily wr1ting, students are "11terally
explor1ng the landscape of their own local memory system" (Caine ,\ catne,
1991, p. 153).
Gauthier (199" reports that student responses in the form of
journal wrlting heve b.~en known to increase comprehension and to promote
greater interest in reading whl1e Shor & Fr1ere (1967) and Bode (1989)
assert that the advantages of dialogue journal wr1ting align with a
1tberating philosophy of education. It provides an ideal tool of
empowerment for both students and teachers and it is liberating in the
sense that it allows for the poss1bility of mutual conversations. It has
been noted that dialogue between teacher and students is the essence of
liberation 1n education (Shor & Freire, 1987). They also say that
"Instead of transferril"lg knowledge statistically as a fbed possession of
tna teacher, dialogue allows for the dynamic exchange of information" (P.
100).
Falk (1979) states that language "cannot be taught in tne
traditional sense; it must be learned through ... extensive exposure to,
and practical experience with, the use of language in actual, natural
contexts and situations" (p. 440). Writing and reading need to be
perceived by the child as being functional,
In the program utilized for this research, interactive journal
wr1ting pr:>Vided functional writing experiences for the stUdents. They
wrote for per10ds of five to ten minutes with a frequency of about three
dllYs per week on topics of their own choosing. Topics chosen included the
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novel being currently group-read. or that was being read independently
during scheduled reading time, a movie that the group had watched
together. and topics which had been discussed in class such as preferred
seasonal activities. rock music. or any other topic on which students felt
like commenting, Journal entries also included cooperative lllnguage
experience stories which students copied from a chart. The length of
journal entries ranged fr'om one or two short sentences, at the outset of
the program. to full page cOllVllentaries, later in the term.
No corrections of misspelled words or Inaccurate gra.nrnar was
undertaken by the teacher, Unless students spec1fied that their entrios
were confident la 1, the teacher read all entries and then responded to the
students by writing comments in their individual journals. Teacher
responses were such that stendard spelling, grammar. and punctuation were
modelled for the student with the intention that students use the models
in subsequent writing.
Reading Aloud to Students
Over the past decade educators appear to have developed an interest
in the 1dea of reading aloud to children of all ages. Studies indicate
that If children are read aloud to from a very early age, they will
develop good att1tudes about reading. an interest In reading. and that all
areas of language will improve. specifically vocabulary and comprehension
(McCormick, 1977; Anderson, Hiebert, Scott & Wilkinson, 1985; Clay. 1985;
Huck, Hepler & Hickman. 1981; Trelease, 1989j Carter & Abrahamson, 1991).
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Although the practice of reading aloud to students appears to be on
the rise in primary classrooms, this may not be the case in elementary and
high school classrooms. The results of a study conducted by LapOinte
(i986) showed that only half of the fourth grade teachers surveyed read
aloud to students on a regular basis. Other research indicates that
children don't read much either within or outside of schools (Goodlad,
1984; Anderson, Fielding & Wilson, 1988). Reading quality literature
alClud to students may provide Inspiration for them to begin reading
independently as the power 'jf story involves them in a process 1n which
the listener identifies with the character and relates those experiences
being described to his own personal life experiences (Rosenblatt, 1976,
1978). The result may be to change negative attitudes toward reading to
those of a more positive nature.
According to Vygotsky (1962), thoughts come into existence through
words. Through the process of listening to and reading stories with which
students can relate, they may d1s~over truths about themselves as
reflected in the thoughts and actions of the characters of the story.
ThUS, students find the vocabulary to help them describe their own
situation and their own feelings, and write their own stories.
Reading aloud to students provides exposure to and experience with
the complex linguistic structures of language (Chomsky, 1972; Cousin,
1991) and also pr·ovides exposure to fluent readin9 (Cohen, '968; Hunter,
1982). Renledial readers often have difficulty with orlll reading.
Generally, their reading is slow, without expression, end with little
regard for punctuat10n. The result is very poor reading fluency,
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Exposure to fluent oral reading may serve as a model, eSP6cidlly If
students follow the te)(t as it is bE:llng read by the teacher (Hunter,
1982),
chomsky's (1972) study indicates that measures of reading are
directly related to socioeconomic status. It was suggested that thIs was
due to the fact that parents of higher class status provIde a more
literate envi roament for children and read to thei r ch1ldren more
frequently than parents of lower socioeconomic levels. Navin & Bales
(1987) state that when reading is not reinforced at home many chOaren
enter and continue through school without the necessary background
knowledge and e)(periences to help them become proficient readers and
writers. We krlOW that readlng aloud to younger children develops language
skills, heightened reading interest and attItude, This Is also true for
older students who are unable, or are reluctant, to read for themselves.
Listening to storfes 1$ a pleasant r;'l~~rience for all students regardless
of reading level or age. Poor rud.e'r"!i may learn a great det 1 through
experiencing quality literature and from learning to respond to those
experiences. Casteel (1989) contends that students of all ages ought to
experience the pleasure of l1stening to stories and that such oral reading
should be considered an essential component of a daily reading program.
It has been suggested further that Wthe single most Important activity for
building the knowledge required for eventual success in reading is reading
aloud to children" (Anderson, at a1., 1985, p. 23)
"Thinking aloud" by the t'lacher throu9hout the reading process
provides students with a sense of author and of story structure. For
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9)(ample, talking about the development of a specific character, rereading
il particular descriptive section, constructing semantic mappings, and
havIng students make predictions all serve to develop comprehension and
help students to better understand story elements.
In the present study, students loIere read to for periods of ten to
fifteen minutes daily. These readings were from key novels relating to a
specific theme. Over the five month periOd of the study three key novels
were read. Other readings consisted of shorter stories relating to the
novel themes, magazines and newspaper articles as well as picture books
and poetry (See Appendj)( 1 - 6 for a Jist of novels and '(elated picture
books). Activities developed to accompany the novels may be class1f1ed In
three categories: (a) reading and l1stenfng: independent reading of books
related to theme, lIstening to the teacher read the novel, and choral
reading (See Appendb 1 - 7 for example of choral reading). (b) speakfng
and writing: dictating stories, Independent writing of stories and
letters, journal responses, and conferenc1ng with teacher. (c) languag6
and word study: discussing Ilterary elements, making lists of and
discussing unusual and unfamiliar words, classifying words, and cloze
activ1ties.
Sustained silent Reading
In implementing SSR, each student selects a book from a wide variety
of choices, and everyone, includIng the teacher, reads without
interruption for a fixed period of time. There are no reports, no
"
questioning of students. and no records ~ept by the teacher. The one
st1pulation is that everyone reads.
Supporters of "SSR" (Sustained Silent ReadIng) believe that chlldren
learn to read by reading le.g. Hunt, 1970; Allington, 1977; Childrey,
1980; Rye, 1983; 8urchby, 1988; Clary, 1991). One of the best ways to
develop students' reading ability is to gIve them every opportunity for
personal reading. According to 7release (1989), one way to help students
to improve writing and spelling s~llls is to have them read as much as
possible. Word meanings are also learned by repeatedly meeting them in
print.
It is important also that the classroom atlllOsphertl be such that it
is conducive to readIng. A pleasant classroom containing posters, some
plants, and lots of books and magazines on a variety of reading levels
provides a setting which may help to foster good reading habits among
students. Many teachers who have established such an environment for
reading have reported increased interost and motivation for reading among
students (Uary, 1991).
Results of studies cflrried out by Goodlad (1984) find Anderson, et
al. (1988) indicate that children are not reading very much either at
school or elsewhere. Goodlad (1984) reports the main type of
instructional reading to be round-robin oral reading from basal readers.
At the elementary level, only about 6" of class time constituted
independent read1ng from trade books. At the 1ntermediate and senior h1gh
levels, these numbers dropped to 3" and a respectively. Anderson, et
a1. (1985) report thet performance of AIlIer1can students shown by lower
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test scores is below that of students of ather countries. The report
concludes that students ought to spend llIOre till! reading independently,
both in and out of school, in order to practice readtng and to develop the
necessary skills for reading proficiency.
Sanacare (1990) contends that one of the greatest contribut ions that
an administrator can lIIake to remedial reading programs 15 to support
Independent reading. Providin9 such time for remedial students may help
nat orlly to develop reading fluency w1thout havlrlg to take risks but may
also help students bul1d on prior knowledge and exparld reading interests,
During the r.ourse of the present study periOds of from 10 to 15 minutes,
two or three times a week, were designated as independent reading tiene.
Ouring this time, everyone, including the teacher, read. Choice of
materials was unrestricted. If what had been chosen proved to be
uninteresting, students were free to make ather selections. Reading logs
were kept by each student to keep account of the a/llOunt read. (See
Appendix 1 - 8 for a sample reading log). Often, students responded to
what they were reading thr(\U9h entries in their journals.
Repeated Reading
The effects of repeated readings on reading fluency have been well
documented. Samuels (1976, 1979), Chomsky (1978), and Dahl (1979) all
report that the simp!'! practice of having students reread a passage can
have a positive effect on increasing reading fluency and comprehension.
Hany researchers regard reading fluency - the speed and accuracy
with which a person rlads - as bein9 very l.partant to the reading process
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(Calfee & Ona, 19861. Good readers read with 9reater fluency than do
poor readers (Perfetti & Hogabo_, 1975) and fluency in reading aids
comprehension (Samuels, 1976, 19191. Allington (1983) referrs to fluency
as the neglected goal of reading instruct ton while Anderson (1981) speaks
of fluency as m1ssing frOM the reading pr09ram.
Readin9 fluency Involves tvo basic cOlllponents, reading speed and
reading accuracy. Research suggests that, generally, students develop
fluency naturally lIS a result of much practice in Independent reading
(Chomsky, 1976, 1978; Carbo, 1918; Samuels, 1979; Otto, 1985; Rashotte &
Torg8son, 1985; Hoffman, 1987).
Breznitz (1987) sU9gests that slow oral reading can reduce
contextual memory and, thus, reduce cOll\Prehensl0n of what has been read,
whiTe the research of Rossman (1987) shows that automatic readers dId 251
to 501 better than non-automatic readers on speed, comprehension, and
vocabulary Huures and that a great deal of reading practice is required
to produce autc.at1c, fluent, readers. unfortunately, research also
indicates that in fNflY classrOOllls students are not provided with
significant opportunities for extended independent reading (Quirk,
Tri5111an, WelnbYrg & Halin, 19Hi; Goodlad, 1984; Anderson, et aI., 1985;
Al11ngton, Stuetzel, Shake, & Lamarche, 1986; Hoffman, 1981; Sanacore,
1990).
The less-fluent reader, who is unable to decode autOllltltically,
sponds 50 much effort and attention on decoding each word he is simply not
able to attend to the task of meaning processing at the same tilll8. To
comprehend either vtsually or audibly presented language requires the
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services of attending. The readers attention can be focused on only one
thing at a time \Samuels, 1976). Once the problem of decoding unfamiliar
words has been alleviated, attention can then be focused on the processing
of meaning. Accordin9 ~.o the automaticity theory, "a fluent reader
decodes the text autOl'l1titically - that Is, without attention - thus,
leaving attention free to be used for comprehension" (Samuels, 1979, p.
406).
Dahl (1974) investlgated the effectiveness of repeated readings by
comparing four poor second grade readers who received eight months of
repeated practice with four poor second grade rei'ders who did not receive
the practice. A standardized post-test indicated that the students
receiving the repeated reading practice had significantly increased their
reading rate while decreasing the number of miscues. The results of a
Similar study, conducted by Herman (1985), clearly indicate that less
able, nonf1uent, intermediate grade students benefited from repeated
reading. Oral accuracy and comprehension had both improved.
In the present study, stUdents participated in repeated reading
activities for one weekly period of ten to fifteen minutes. A set of
criteria for reading rate was set, beforehand, and students focused their
efforts towards the estab11shed targets. After listening to a recording
of a specific text 1n which the teacher's reading served as an oral
read1ng model, students reread the text until they were satisfied with the
degree of fluency achieved. Read1ng selections were from 100 to 150 words
long. Students kept records of the number of trials, reading rate, and
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number of lIIiscues for each reBeHng. (See Appendix 1 - 9 for a sWIlple
record).
A total of f1fteen readin9 selections were used for the purposes of
this study. These selections were taken frOlll a verlety of sources,
including class-developed language e;<perulnce stories, sections frOll II
novel being read to the class and related ~tores, and novels contained in
the SPRINT ReDdIng program (See References).
A reading or wnling conference is a short meeting between a reader
or writer and another person, or people, for the purpose of sharing what
has been read or written, Conferellcing is cons;do;ored by many educators
to be an fll\POrtant tnstrucllonal tool in that the stUdent may benefit (rOIl
what has been read or written (Russel, 1983; Graves, 1983; Calkins, 1986;
Staab, 1990). This IDay be especially true for those readers or writers
who experience difficulty In constructing lll8aning frOll text (Rl'Iodes &
Dudley-Marling, t988). Over a period of time, questioning the student
about his or her reading or writ;ng may help to develop the ability to
construct meaning,
Conferencing with students on a regular basis (I.e, a few minutes
several tlmes a week, dependIng on individual need) can be an effecttve
means of monitoring and assessing student progress in writing. This
qualitative approach to assessment may be more tn keeping with the
holistic view of learning in contrast to the more quantitative approach,
tn which emphasis is placed on product and on the testing of sub-skills
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for the purpose of assessing language growth. According to Cambourne &
Turbill (1990), In holistic teaching the two most commonly used sources of
information for assessing students' language growth are conferencing and
students' daily writing samples.
In the writ ing conference, tho teacher does not "correct" student
output. Rather, it is a means of gathering information about the
stude!'';'::: knowledge of writing. It allows the teacher to gain an insight
tnto the processes of writing for individual students (Graves, 1963).
l·hl~ "responsive evaluation~ is b.tsed on the philosophies of naturalistic
inquiry, as described by Guba & Lincoln (1981) and lincoln & GUba (1986).
Through direct involvement with Individual students, the teacher can
better determine what e~ch student knows and the individual needs of the
class.
Graves (1983) describes tile writing conference as the "heart of
teachIng the writing process" (p. 187). COnferenc1ng helps students to
take responsibility for their own writing as they ll!arn to become involved
in critiquing their own writing, and that of others, through pelir
conferencing and sharing.
The idea of ownersh1p has been emphasized by Graves (1983) and
Calkins (1985). This term is used to indicate that students, as writers,
can make decisions regarding the writing and editing of their work.
Calkins (1986) stresses that real growth takes place when students begin
to make their own decisions for revising - when they, themselves, decide
that there is II need for revision. According to that researcher, the
teacher may, by assuming responsibility for "correcting" a pi(jce of
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writing, be taking away the student's ownership of the writing. The
student may no longer f-ael that it belongs to him or tI\Jr'. Rather, the
student may perceive thdt it now belongs to the teacher.
Questioning during conferencing time is very Important. A\::cordlng
to Graves t 1983), questions ought to be limited. at the beginning.
designed to help the student to think about the topic on "'hich he 1s
writing, and to "teach the tll!lcller about his subject" (p. 188). Russell
(1983) contends that questionIng the students about a piece of writing,
rather than making suggestions 01' "correctlng" may prompt the writer to
make his own decisions regarding reVIsion.
Conferencing can be done with Individual students, WIthin small
groups, or with the whole class. Calkins (1986) reconvnends that teachers
begfn a writing activity WIth a "mini-lesson", or a whole-class
conference, focusing on a specific topic such as the teaching of II writing
skill that al' students 'f,ay benefit from. This would be not more than a
few minutes in durat ion.
Whole-class conferencing can also be II sharing session for students
to share What they have written. Sharing is very important in that it
allows stUdents to del,'~lop an awareness of audience for their writing. As
students critiQue the work uf others. through questionIng, they are at the
same time developing a set of standards or criteria by Which to judge
their own work (Graves, 19B3J.
Small-group conferenciny can be done in much the same manner as for
the whole class. This may be for the purpose of editing or for a mln1-
lesson, depending on need.
J2
An individual conference is a private meeting between the teacher
and one student. This mill be several minutes in duration, dur1ng which
time the student talks about his writing and answers questions related to
his wrHing.
During the course of this study, conferencing was done on a regular
basis. All students w~re given brief periods of time (e.g. approximately
five minutes) at least twice a week, in which to discuss what they were
writing and problems thfty may have been experiencing. Conferencing was
done on an individual basis, as well as within groups of two or three
students. IndIvidual writing records were kept by the teecher who also
kept extensive anecdotal f·ecords. (See Appendix 1 - 10 for sample writing
record, and Appendix I - Ii for sample reading record).
During wr1ting conferenclng, basic questions were asked, a list of
which each student kept in the1r writing folders (See Appendh 1 - 12 for
a sample list of questions). During whole-class confarencing. a volunteer
relld a first draft of a piece of writing while other students Questioned
the writer, using Questions from the list. These Questions were also used
during individual conferencing. Thus, students soon became familiar with
the list, applying their new learnings to later writing. During
Questioning on early writing drafts (pre-revisions) an attempt was made to
concentrate on content rather than on mechanical errors. such as spelling
and punctuatton. Mechanics were taken care of withln the context of what
was being written and with individual students. only if a problem was
"widespread~ throughout the class was it dealt with on a whole-class
basis.
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~"'ritin9 Folders !lnd~_Readin9 lQg~
Writing folders and reading logs are effective mean!> of record
keeping. Individual writings are kept in the student's own personal
folder and can be used for verification of student progress. for
evaluation purposes, and for a Quick check on whtlt the student is
currently writing (Greves, 1983).
In this study, students ke~t account of ....hat was written and when It
was written, by recording the title of each pi"ce of writ1ng. date of
first draft, and .:ompletion date on a sheet of paper which was laped to
one slde of the student's writing fold'!r. On a separate sheet a list of
possible titles for future use was kept. All drafts of writing ware
stored in the folder for th~ purpose of comparison and 8S an aide In
demonstrating to students that progress had been made.
likewise, reading logs were kept by individual students throughout
the term of this stUdy. A reading log is a daily entry of what a student
Is readIng (See Appendh I - 8 for a sample readlng log). Titles of
books, articles, and other selections which the students had read, number
of pages read each day, and completion dates were recorded.
Use of Reading Games
Researchers have pointed /Jut that read1ng Isn't slmply a mattar of
decoding words (Smith, 1979, 1982; Goodman & Goodman, 1971; Goodman, 1986.
Readers acttvely become Involved with the text constructing meaning by
drawing on their own background knowledge or schemata. Good readers use
a variety of strategies to get meaning from text.
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Word galles encourage language develoPlllent. They encourage children
to think creatively <lind deductl"/ely (e.g. ·Twenty Questions·, GolICk,
1987), and they are fun. They also develop prob18ll"""solvlng sk111s (e.g.
·Stlnky Pinky·. Gol1ck, 1987). And, IS a bonus, they contribute to
vocabulary development and enhanced spelling skills (e.g.~,~,
Han9lllan, crossword puzzles). Other games (e.g. Words wlth1n words) invite
the student to look closely at familiar words 1n order to find faml1iar
word patterns. SUch activities contr1bute to enhanced spellln9
capabilities. Thus, games can be used to enhance a number of language
skills.
rn the present stUdy, the use of gImes not only provided
recreational activities serving to re1nforce important read1ng skl1ls,
they also served the teacher as a fonn of ISsessraent of student
capabilities. For example, the teacher recorded student responses as they
were play1ng language games. Indiv1dual errors were also noted and
analyzed by the teacher to identify types and patterns of errors.
Information gathered In this way ",as used 1n subsequent lesson planning.
Many older students who are poor readers have difficulty rel!lelllbering
visual symbols. like young beginning readers they require much rePetition
of letters and words in order to remember how they look. Well-chosen
games can be useful in providing necessary repetition. Games are also
mot lvating and students enjoy playing them day after day.
3S
fu!...~
Many remedial readers present enormous problems to regular classroom
teachers, both In terms of academic output snd claSsroom beh8~iour. In lin
attempt to alle~iate some ot' these problems, motivation snd attaudinal
changes become ~ery important. The program utilized In the present study
was designed in an attempt to change negative attitudes to more positive
ones and to inst1l1 ~ yreater degree of self conf1dence in the reluctant
readers involved. Strategies used to motivate these students Included
language-experience a.:t 1~lt 1es, the use of a literature-based program,




RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH
~
Reading Instruction Is one of the IIlOst illportant activities
undertaken in today's classrooms. Proficiency In reading allows an
individual to become employable, to participate In social affairs, and to
become a productive member of society. However, despite the lmportllnce of
reading proficiency, 0. large proportion of school chl1dren continue to
experience difftculty In reading. Furthermore, according to Worzel (1991)
mora than 50 percent of students come through our educational system
wtthout the basic l1teracy skills necessary for successful careers 1n
today's society.
In general, students who have been labelled MSpectal Education,·
MRemedial,· or -Learn1ng D1sabled M have been so labelled because of
utreme difficulty lIany of th8lll have expertenced in leam1ng to read and
write. Often, the level of acadefllc achlavMent for those students
remains far belOlf that predicted by teachers based on certain indicators
of abl1lty, such as MlntelligenceMtests.
Over the years, a nUllber of explanations have been offered for these
students' problerllS. These explanations have included poorly developed
cognitive skills, Ineffective prograllllling w1thin the schools, tnd1vidual
and sociatel attitudes, and neurological impairment.
The purpose of this chapter is to present f1ndtngs related to three
areas of reading instruction and developlll8nt. The ftrst part will deal
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with variOlJs models of the reading process, PArt two wi II present 50me
research findings related to I~hl reading prograllls, and part three
will provtde a surve) of "eSeArch related to the relatlonsh1p between
students' reading attitudes and thetr read1ng ability.
Definitions and Models of Bndlng
Definitions of read1ng have changed over the years, from process to
product and, recently, back to process. Contemporary thInking about the
reading process had 1ts genesis many years ago. Thorndike (1911) def1nes
reading as a thinking process, whereas Rosenblllll (1938) and Dewey (1943)
describe it as a transaction between the reader and the text,
Dewey (1943) views the lIlOdel classrOOll as a laboratory in which
students are free to actively inquire and learn. language, he contends,
is a basic tool used for creat1ng and constructing within the classrOOlll.
Read1ng and writing, Dewey says, ~can be done In a related way, as the
OlJtgrowth of the child's soctal desire to recount his e;olperiences and get
in return the experiences of others· (p. 56).
Dewey (1943) also stresses the 1mportance of lIIaking what Is to be
taught meantngful to the student. He says -Relate school to life, and all
studies are of necesstty correlated •.. if school is related as a whole to
life as II whole, its various aims and ideals ~ culture, discipline,
information, utillty - cease to be varlants" (p. 91).
The def1nitions of bOth Thorndike and Dewey support contemporary
research. This suggests that the act of reading goes beyond the visual
aspects, SOMetimes called the surface structure, of the printed page.
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Reading is a task in which lin individual strives to make meaning of a set
of printed symbols, such meaning being dependent on specific factors.
Individual dlfferences due to prior knowledge. interests, and motivation
of the reader all influence the degree to which comprehension of text
occurs (Allen, Ig73; Chomsky, 1976, 1978; Rumelhart, 1977; Collins, Brown
& Larkin, 1980; Spiro, 1980j Tierney & Pearson, 1983; Carnine & Kinder,
1985). Readin9 and writlng are viewed as basically similar processes of
meaning construct lon, both belng acts of cOfllPOslng. "Meaning is creeted
as a reader uses his background experienc~, together with the author's
cuos, to come to grips both with what the writer is getting him to do or
think and what the reader decides and creates for himself" say Tierney &
Pearson (i983, p. 568). Simllarly, these researchers also say that a
writer "uses har own background of experience to create ideas and ...
filters these drafts through her judgetllllnts about what her reader's
background of experience w111 be, what she wants to say, end what she
wants to get the reader to think or do~ (p. 568).
Reading is viewed as en information~seeking process in which the
individual attempts to ffnd meaning. Meaning is generated by the
indtvidual as the connection is made between personal past experiences and
the printed page (Carnine & Kinder, 1985). The reader attempts to
organize information Into previously existing schemata.
A "top-down" model of the reading process suggests that the task of
reading begins with the individual's generation of predictions based upon
both visual and non-visual clues (lee & Allen, 1963j Goodman, 1961;
Samuels, 1970; Smith, 1913, 1979, 1988; Goodman & Goodman, 1971). These
"
clues depend on the student's knowledge of letter features and also on
knowledge of the syntax and se~antics of spoken language. Based on the
identified clues, the stud,Jnts formulate hypotheses about the meanings
inherent In the text. These hypotheses are verified, modified, or
rejected throughout the process as new information develops 1n their
awareness. Thus, reading becomes a ~psycho11rlgujstic guessing game"
(Goodman, 1967). This model I'iews the reader as going directly from the
111SUlil input to the meaning of the text. The reader gets meaning frOl!l
what is read ellen though miscues may occur. The meaning obtained may not
necessarily be the mea:,lngs intended by the author. Th1s model IIiews tM
reader as questioner of text rather than merely a perceiver. Smith (1979)
maintains that prediction is comprehension of text and, essent1ally, ~the
prior elimination of unlikely alternatives" (P. 85).
An interactive view of reading has several illlplicat10ns for
teaching. Reading instruction should place emphasis on developing
bacl<ground, or reltwant schemata, in preparation for learnlng new
lnformat1on. Students need to become involved in activities which will
help them relate new information to existing schemata. Another
implication (Goodman, 1967; Goodman & Goodman, 1977) is that derivations
frem the text, whiTe read1ng, which do not Interfere with meaning, ought
not to be corrected by the teacher, since such derivations mean that the
reader is integrating information from the sources available to hill1 In
order to get meaning for the text. This reading model assumes that
decoding of unfamiliar words is influenced by context. Thus, reading
sk11 Is ought to be pract lsed In meaningfUl context, and students should
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learn to use synhct·" and semant1c clues while reading. The results of
a study by Gtpe (19BO) support the use of contellt 11'1 ~hich students relate
new knowledge to their o~n personal ellperiences. This study suggests that
relating ne~ 1nformation to personal ellper1ences may be one of the most
important elements 11'1 gaining meaning from print. Chomsky (1976, 1978)
contends that the process of reading involves much more than can be taught
to an ind1vlduaJ. It is the contribut1on of the learner that 1s crucial.
This researcher also says that reading reQuires "active participation on
the chl1d's part" (p. 15).
Other authorities have presented a more linear view of the reading
process. These "bottom-up" models emphasize an hierarchical view (1.e.
from letters to words for word recognition and from the development of the
literal to Interpretative skills in cOlllPrehension: Gough, 1972; Laberge S
Samuels. 1974; Samuels, 1976; Chall, 1983). The view taken by these
theorists Is that reading begtns with the printed page, father than with
the learner and proceeds 11nearly frOID the visual data to meaning by a
serles of processing stages. Chall (1983) ref~rs to beginning reading
(Stage 0) as "pseudo-reading" and suggests that on beginning formal
reading chl1dren must "let go of pseudo-reading. They have to engage in
.•. becoming glued to the print in order to achieve real maturity later"
(P. lB).
Ashton-Warner (1963) speaks of raading as 8 "bridge frOlll the known
to the unknown, from A native culture to a ne~; and, universally speaking,
frOl'l'l the Inner man out" (P. 28). It is generally recognized that
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understanding and interpretation of text Is based on the personal
experiences of the individual.
It may be Inferred from current rasearch that a number of factors
Influence the read1ng development of young children. One of the greatost
influences may lie within the school system (Fernald, 1943; Seigler &
Gynther. 1960; RaYenetts, 1968; SIIIlth & Barrett, 1974; Farr, 1981; Abr8/lls,
1988). Ineffective teaching in over-crowded classrooms may result in the
failure of children to learn to read and write, Abrams (1988) states that
many children fail to learn how to read and write because traditional
methods of teach1ng actually prevent them from doing so. It appears tll8.t
some children are more negatively affected by poor teaching than are other
children (Smith & Barrett. 1914). They maintain that the poor reading
ability experienced by many older students may possibly be traced to the
introduct ion of formal reading Instruct ion without the chi ldren having had
the types of experiences necessary to become successful readers. Many
children coming from Ilnvironments in Which reading Is not a priority may
not have had a chance to become famil iar with aspects of reading such as
story structure or concepts about print. Individual differences are often
not a consideration when a child enters school (Smith & Barrett, 1974).
Oral language development. personal experiences, and visual and auditory
d1scl"";minat1on are all very important to the development of reading
proficiency.
Host children begin school eagerly, expecting to become readers and
writers. Traditionally, programs have focused on how to read and write by
providing drt 115 on sub-sk ills. However, these progrllllls, In general, have
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failed to provide the necessary opportunities for actually ill!l8rsing the
student in l18anln9ful reading and writing actlvittes.
Results of studies show that, generally, a very small portion of
instructional tiM Is spent In having sttxH!nts read (Quirk, et 81., 1976;
Alllngton, 1917; "l111g&n, '986; Allington, et aI., 1986; Hoffman, 1987).
If students are to learn to read, they must read (SIII1th, 1979; Calkins,
1986).
Results of a survey conducted by Mazur-Stewart & OeHedio (1990)
Indicate that reading programs of middle schools of the mid"'estern United
States continue to emphasize a traditional skills approach to reading
instruct ion and center on I Itera I, rather than 1nferent tal, comprehension.
It appears as if .any schools coot1nue to teach students to read for the
purpose of locating specific infOrMation, rather than for the purpose of
having them think aboUt the lI8aning of the text and to relate tt to their
own personal experience.
H11119an (1986) observed 34 elementary, Middle, and juntor htgh
school reading programs and Identified examples of not enough till8 being
spent on actual reading, an emphasis on phonic decoding, and focusing on
accuracy in oral reading rather than on comprehension. Sheridan (1985)
states that an error on the part of teachers Is to focus on fonn (1 •••
decoding and orel accuracy) rather then on meaning. Other authors claim
that reading to be greater than the sum of "teachable skills" (Vacca &
Johns, 1976; Vacca & Vacca, 1981).
However, not all researchers agree that teaching subsk11ls is a
mistake. Chall (1983, 1984), for example, S8elIlS to support this view when
"
she asserts that poor reading sktlls 1n the elementary grades are due to
the fact that studants were not taught the necessary skills in their early
school lng_
Language is central to the human exper1ence end to learning As
human beings, W8 depend on communication in order to share Mees and
knowledge and to express feeling. Halliday (1978) describes language liS
a social sym1ot1c, or language as "learning how to mean." Individual
meaning is gained depend1ng on specific need. Through repeated and
cont1nuous usage, language becomes 1nterna liled (Clay, 1975; vygotsky,
1918; Suhby, 1985). Students need to use language in Qrder to become
prof1clent users of language (Halltday, 1984). Rather than learning
separate sk11ls, the learner needs to becOll\6 involved in l118aningful
language acttv1ttes in speaking, In writ1ng, in l1stentng, and in reading.
Selected Research Related to Remedial Reading
Young children who are unsuccessful at school tend to elictt
sympathies and our understanding. Teachers tend to tlMled1ately blame a
poor home 8nv1 rOllment as a result of cultural or economic deprtvation
leading to an inadequate literary envirOlVllent.
Many teachers, hO'llever, do not have stml1ar feeltngs about
adolescents who are experiencing fal1ure. Many of these older children
try to appear to be "tough," and frequently are perceived by teachers to
be ready to cha 11enge authority. They have lost much of the Innocence of
early youth and are often held accountable for their lack of acad9llltc
Educators often fail to recognize the fact that emotionally
..
these students need uooerstandlng and acceptance as lIluch now as at any
time in their past.
This 15 a social attitude that appears to be reflected in the
acadeilic progranmlng far older learn1ng dfsabled students. There is a
dearth of materials for use with the older student; the focus appears to
be on the young begtnning reader (Hadsen, 1916; Cu1l1nan & Epstein, 1919).
The ineffect Iveness of many remedial reading progr8Jl\S have been well
documented (Glass & Smith, 1977; Sargent, 11181; Hunt.r, 1982; Weissman,
1982; Allington, at al., 1986; M111igan, 1986: Gentile & HacHlllan, 1988;
Pinnell, 1989; Walmsley & Walp, tQ90). In a study by Al11ngton, at al.
(1986), it was c,)ncluded that the lIajority of remedial programs are
fragmented In nature, that the focus of 1nstructton i$ invariably the
production of correct answers aocl not the thinking processes which the
student employed to arrive at an answer, that lessons are des1gned to
tel'ch sOllIe spectflc skills, aocl that /lUch classrOOlll time is spent
cCAPletfng worksheets unrelated to a specific toP1c Or thel!le. Pdo,·
learning, or background knowledge, 1s rarely a consideration. In these
classes, a very Slllall port1on of total tnstructtonal tll1l8 was spent on
dtrect reading act1Ylt1es, such as independent reading by the students.
Hl11igan (1986) reports that in many scllools programing becOllMls
1nflexible. Once students are referred for remediation, they appear to
remain poor readers and continue to be referred for remedial programs
throughout the1r school lives. This may be due to the fact that many
remedfal read1ng progr8lllS have been tneffective In address1ng the real
causes of reading f31lure. Hany r8f118d1al reading programs focus pr11llarily
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on sktlJs defIcits. Gentile & MacMillan (1988) suggest that this may be
due, in part, to the fact that results of standardized reading skills
tests are often used to design remediation programs in readin9. Basic
pragramning is, thus, focused on students' weaknesses or deflc1ts rather
than on their strengths. Other researchers report that many chl1dren Who
have been considered to have limi ted abll1t les have learned to become good
readers when programming has been designl>d around students' areas of
competence rather than around their def1cits. For example, Clay (i985),
Pinnell (1989), and Pinnell, Fried & Estice (1990) report significant
gains in reading ability with younger chlldren after involvement in
"Reading Recovery Programs." Such programs involve students in dei 1y
periods of meaningful reading lind writing activities in a one-one
relationships with thetr "raadlng recovery" teachers. It is found that,
typically, those stUdents are able to return to regular progranwnlng after
about six weeks of "reading recovery" instruction, lind that they rarely
need subsequent remediation.
FurthermOre, poor reading skills have been considered by some
researchers to be associated with underlying emotional and soc1al problems
(Newman, 1969j Gentile & HacHillan, 1988) and that it may be important to
consider those personal variables when planning remedial programs.
Relying only on skills deficits to identify students' difficulties in
reading may be, therefore, inadequate for helping them learn to read and
to adjust to becomin9 readers (Gentile & MacMillan, 19B8).
Pinnell (1989) asserts that Wtraditional remedial programs are
unequal tl) the task of remedial instruction. Neither pull-out nor tn-
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class models provide enough support or the right klnd of support for 510101-
progress readers" (p. 162). Remedial programs have been found, in
general, to be inefficient, segregating, and stigmatizing slow learners
(Savage, 1987; Pinnell, 1989).
Traditional prograll'llling for students with learning difficulties
appear not to be workIng. Reading difficulties appear not to have bElen
adequately addressed. Programming has been aimed specifically at teaching
the necessary skills to pass tests (Thorn, 1974; Farr, 1961; Ourkin, 1961;
Goodman, 1967; Wedman & Robinson, 1989; Calder, 1990; Mazur-Stewart &
DeHedio, 1990). Very l1ttle actual reading and writing has been done. It
has been a ~skl11s without applicat1on" approach (Wal.msley & Walp, 1990).
The use of piles of workbook sheets and granvnar act1vit1es will not teach
students how to read or how to express themselves in writing. To learn to
read and write, children need to be immersed in meaningful reading and
writing activities every day (Smith, \919; Calkins, 1986). In a study
carr1ed out on middle grade reading programs, Mazur-Stewart & OeMedio
(1990) reported the existence of a skills emphasis in most classrooms
surveyed. These classrooms, generally, relied on skills wDrkbooks and
basal texts, and few meaningful reading and writin9 activities were
e\l1dent. These researchers reCOfllJlended that more attention be directed
toward a holistic, rather than a skills, approach and that an emphesis be
placed on trade books, rather than on worksheets and basal te)(ts, as a
basis for readin9 programs.
In a similar vein, Hyklebust (1973) reports the most corrmon writing
problems among secondary learning-disabled students to be d1ff1culty with
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production and a lack of fluency. Alley & Deshler (1979) contend that an
over-emphasis on granvnar and spelling in wr1tten work has contributed to
those problems.
Too often, a lack of successful reading and writing experiences end
a concentrat10n on non-mean1ngful, bor1ng, llIaterle1 In the classroom
results 1n a early development of negllt1ve attitudes among students
(Hunter, 1982; Friedel & Boers, 1989). This vieloi is supported by Goodman
(1987) who contends that poor readers suffer from "over·ki1l~ after being
"locked" into basals and workbooks for years. l1kewise, Dionisio (1989)
suggests that even after years of remedial instruction and hundreds of
skill-drill exercIses, these students continue to experIence much
difficulty in reading and ",riting. He also says that r~ading and writ1ng
act1v1ties have been so stripped of meaning for students that they have
become virtually empty tasks. For these older remedial students,
"reading" becomes associated with drills and wr1ting out hundreds of
missed spelling words (1.e. punishment!). In these clusrooms the
emphas1s 1s on student weaknesses rather than on the1r strengths.
Progressively, their reading exper1ences become less posit lvely meaningful
and less joyful.
With a sim1lar perspective, Hartin (1988) suggests that students do
not need more of what they have failed at in the past. Remedial
1nstruct1on, he says, ought to be a pos1tive , rather than a negative
exper1ence for students. If a v1ew of read1ng as an act1ve thinking
process influenced by the learner's prior exper1ences 1s to be accepted,
then programs ought to be designed to reflect this ph1losophy. If a
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student approaches the task with 1nadeQuate pr10r knowledge or experience,
cOfl1pensator)l measures ought to be taken by the classroom teacher. Such
measures may Include read1ng to the child, regardless of age, prov1d1ng
activities and experiences with which the student can be successful, and
providing a role model 1n the classroom by d8tlonstratlng the value and the
enjoyment of reading. Success develops out of success (Friedel & Boers,
1989). When students experience success 1n reading and writing, thoy feel
good about themselves and want to continue doing well.
Selected Research Related to Student Attitudes and Reading Ab1Jjty
Current def1n1t Ions of reading support the theory that readlng is a
M t hlnk1ng process" 1n which meaning is generated by the indlvidual and is
1nfluenced by the back9round knowledge, lnterests, and motivations of the
reader (Chomsky, 1976, 1978; Rurnelhart, 1977; Spiro, 1980; Tlerney &
Pearson, 1983; Carnine & Kinder, 1985). Accord1ng to these definitions,
affective as well as cogn1t1ve sk111s are necessary In order to become a
successful reader. The individual's attitude about reading lIIay be of
importance in developing good reading skills. Brophy & evertson (1981)
defines "attitudes" as perceptions end 8II'Iotional reactions to
observat1ons, experiences, and expectations.
Although research related to reading attitude is 111nited, what is
available clearly suggests that a positive attitude is vitally important
in achiev1ng success in reading (Groff, 1962; Ravenette, 1968; Wilson &
HlIll. 1972; Ransbu,.y. 1973; AlexlInde,. & Filler, 1976; Deeds, 1981; Rye,
1983: Covington, 1984; Helmstetter, 1981; Casteel, 1989: Rag11n, 1990;
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Smith, 1990). A number of factors appear to Influence a student's
attitude towards read1n9 and towards academic work, in general. Of
primary importance is the young child's home en.... ironment (Hess & Shipman,
1965; Hansen, 1969; Hager, 1969; Squire, 1969; Carter & McGinnis, 1970;
Navin & Bates, 1967). According to these consistent vtl'''S, it is ....ery
important that parents be good role models for reading and to foster in
their children an enjoyment of reading. Parents IOho do not spend the time
with children involved tn activities such as reading to them, talking
about things IOith them, and 1istening to children read may be jeopardizing
"the development of language skills and posft1v9 attitudes necessary to
the development of good reading abi I ity" (Navin & Bates, 1967, p. 203).
The results of a study conducted by Nov1n & Bates (1967) indicate
marked improvement in attitude and comprehension of treatment groups over
control groups, such improvement occurring following group counselling for
parents. One explanation offered by researchers for this improvement IOas
the increased amount and quality of parent-child interaction with reading
and school-related activities. If reading i5 not v1ewed as being
important and not valued or reinforced at home, many children may begtn
school IOithout the necessary blltckground of experiences to enable them to
become successful readers. Too often, early negative home experiences,
combined with unsuccessful school experiences, quickly act to erode the
natural enthusiasm of the young child. The Indiv1dual soon develops
doubts about personal abilit1es and develops feelings of discouragement
and inadequacy. This may result 11'\ negati ....e attitudes about school and
about life in general.
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The results of a study by Deeds (1981) show that attitude about
personal ability plays an important role in acadH1c perfonreance. This
supports earlier views (Carter & McGinnis, lUO; Purkey, 1970) ttlat self-
concept Is affected by the acadelll1c perfonaance of the individual, and
that this lIay contribute to a negative attitude. Children with a history
of failure ellpect to continue to fail and do not bother to make the
necessary effort to do well. Failure 15 painful. To try and then to fail
15 even IIIOr. painful. When students fail again, negative attitudes are
reinforced and the cycle of failure continues. Each time the
~clrculllference is smaller~ (Weber, 1974, p. 4). By the time stUdents
reach high-school age, those who have not had enough success have built up
a system of defence mechanisms (Cromley, 1976; Farr, 1981; Friedel &
Boers, 1989). Such students typically beCQflll hostile toward the Msyst.-
and alienate themselves frOlll school and frOll teachers. At risk students
perceive themselves lIS fatlures and think that teachers do not show llluch
interest in theln. Schools are not likely to nell' these individuals unless
they are able to change fundamental school - at1Jdent interactions.
Reversing the feeHngs of alienation ellperi81'lced by at-risk students IlIUst
begin with the establishntent of a more positive soctal bond between
teachers and students (Wehlage, Rutter, & Turnbaugh, 1987).
Covington (1984) describes the self-worth theory of achievement
motivation. This "self-worth" theory assumes that a central part of all
classroom achievement is the need for students to protect their sense of
worth or personal value. Conflict exists within the individual betw..n
etternpting success and evoldlng failure. If success beCClll8S unlikely, If
"
the student experiences repeated failure, the pr10rlty then beCOlft8S to act
In ways which minimiz.e ~the Implications of fatlure~ (Covington, 1984, p.
B). Specifically, these "fai1ure-avoiding~ strateqies Include find1ng
excuses, avoiding tasks with which failure has already occurred, and
putting off making an effort. As the learner grows older, effort beCom,lS
less important since trying has become a threat to the individual's self
OIorth. Students OIho have repeatedly failed to succeed in school have
s100l1y lost confidence in their ability ever to succeed. Thls loss of
confidence has brought with It negat1ve attitUdes about school.
Helmstetter (1987) asserts that apathy among SOlll9 lOOier achievers
can be cured and that one way of doing this Is through improved att1tlXles.
During the course of Helmstetter's program, designed to give poslttve
reinforcement, hls eighth grade class ~emerged from their apathy to become
a group of active learners" (p.244). Motivational phases of the study
included (1) discussing attitudes, (2) a positive environment, (3) sharing
literature through oral reading, (4) reading for an audience, and (5)
act1ve ledrning.
Similarly, Howard (1988) developed a progrM utilizing a creative
approach with 75 poor readers, In an effort to II'IOdlfy negative attitudes.
The progr8ll'l emphas Ized the use of good literature, mot Ivat 1ng act Ivit les,
oral language development, and e~tensive writing and reading activities.
The approach proved to be very successful In eliminating the negative
attitudes of student and replacIng tlleftl with positive ones. The
researcher reports that, at the end of the program, the students OIere
reading independently and enjoyIng their reading experiences.
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Casteel (1989) contends that children's attitudes are very important
to learntng and that developing positive attitudes in the classroom can
often mean the dtfference between success and failure. He further states
that teachers can do much to develop positive attitudes in students.
Teachers can control the readlng environment of their students and foster
life-long reading habtts. II study carried out by casteel (lgS9) utilized
four classes, two experimental groups and two control groups, in all of
which attitudes were closely studied. The experimental groups were
manipulated In that much positive verbal language was used by the teacher,
while the control group received minimum praise and little positive
feedback. Results of this study showed that the control group demonstrated
more behavioral problems and were less interested 1n reading than were the
ellperimental groups.
A study by Rye (1983) demonstrates that more able readers tend to
Show more favourable attitudes tOllard reading than do less able readers.
The results of this study show a significant correlation between the
reading ab1l1ty and attitude to reading for a total sample of average to
above-average thirteen to fourteen year olds. Rye's (19S3) study
replicates that of Groff (1962) which reports modest correlations betllun
reading ability and readtn9 attitude. The researcher says that ~Clear'y,
it is important to attempt to change attitude because such a change may
influence the way in which the reader will approach and process the text"
(p. 16).
In a somewhat similar survey, Reglin (1990) indicates that positive
attitudas to a sltuation are
"
likely to result in positive
consequences, lind vice versa. Thus, strong attitudes can lead to self-
(ulfl1}ing prophecies. It was concluded frOl'll this survey that students'
attHudes toward education are 1nfluenGed by their experiences and that
"school conditions may well have II negative effect on at-risk students"
(p. 214). In II slml1ar vein, Smith (1990) attests that a reader's
attitudes toward reading will impact upon his "motivations for reading,
readin9 ab11lty, and reading habits- (p. 156).
Results of research have clearly indicated that chang1ng attitudes
may be the answer to increased reading ability (Ransbu~y, 1973; Rye, 1983;
Howard, 1988; Casteel, 1989; Reglin, 1990). However,.!lill! to 90 about
changing the attitudes of reluctant readers is less clear. Rye (1983)
contends that if the problem is approached purely frOlll a cognitive le~el
little success Is likely. This view supports that of Ransbury (1973) that
"reading attitude development should not depend on moro and better skill-
dri 11s but, rather, to an exposure to II wide variety of materials that
would elicit from him [the stUdent] more enthusiast Ie statements about
reading and stimulate his des1re to read" (p. 26). Positive att1tudes may
replace more negat 1ve ones 1f teachers structure more posit iva experiences
for their stLKIants. One way to fecilitate !luch positive expertences 19 to
use materials of interest to the students.
It has, therefore, been clearly establ1shed by now, that classrOOll
teachers can playa sign1ficant role in foster1ng positive att1tude
developnlent among ch1ldren. Other researchers (Mueller, 1973; Smith &
Barrett, 1974; Stauffer, 1980j 8r19gs, 1987) have reported that the
teachar's spec1f1c approach to teach1ng, her personal opinions regard1ng
"
the value or reading, and her basic philosophy of how children learn lllay
all influence the students with whoM she COlMlS tn contact. It ts the view
of SO'lle researchen that the teacher's role is cructal in bringing about
changes In attitude. It is, in fact, the role of the teacher to foshr
positive attitudes so that children will went to read (Briggs, 1987).
Another aspect of this hsue is the finding that some chi1dl'"8n lllay
be more negatively affected by poor teaching than are others (smith &
Barrett, 1914). The kinds of questions teachers ask students, teachers'
elCpectations of students, 9rouping practices, and both verbal and non-
verbal cOIMIuntcation may all serve to direct specific messages to
Individual students. Children are affected by the beliefs that teachers
hold about th8lll. These beliefs are tranSllitted to students and thy nature
of these tranSlliUed beliefs help detefllline students' attitudes about
thellselves (SMith & Barrett, 1974).
Chl1dren value ability (Carter & McCi1nnis, 1970: Covington, 1984).
People who do well develop a strong sense of personal value. All of us
need to preserve thh sense of worth. If it is eroded, I1fIgative attitudes
will 11kely develop. When children lose confidence 1n their ability to
perfone and succeed, reading problems develop. Elther the child beCOllMlS
unable to reed and unwilltng to try, because of her history of
unsuccessful attempts, or she Is able to read but 1s not motivated to do
so because of the developed fear of failure (Farr, '981).
Studies have shown that a reader's attitude affects comprehension of
text (WOson & Hall, 1972: Rllnsbury, i973; &nith, 1990). A posltive
attitude is essential for successful develOPMnt of reading skills since
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a reader's attttude will influence IJIOtlvatlon for readIng and reading
habits. In a longitudinal study (Healey, '965), It was established that
favourable attitudes are associated with stgniflcantly higher achtevBlllent
arM:! more reading.
Spache (l9H) and Farr (1981) contend that attttudes NY be closely
related to Interests. Negative attitudes May be replaced by I1lOre positive
ones 1f a particular reading program reflects the interests of the student
and ts based on personal needs. If the student perceives the materials as
being functional and meaningful to him, more pos1tlv. attitudes may
develop.
The first step tn chan9ing student attitudes, then, may be for
teachers to change the1r own attttudes towards students. Maybe, It would
be best to adopt the asslIIIPt10n that children want to learn. If students
percefve that SOllBOOe, especially their teachers, bel1eve tn therl and
expect thflll to achteve, then the likelihood is that students will do .uch
better.
SUINIlary
Proflcfel1CY In reading Is of vital 1lllPOrtance In today's fast-paced
technolo!Jical world. If the educational systBf!l is to prepare students to
becOl'l\B productive tIlBmbers of society, It is important that schools provide
the educational experiences which will allow Individuals to communicate
and adapt effectively (Ontario Ministry of :;ducation, 1982).
Varlous eJilplanatlons have been offered for the tnability of lIIany
students to becane proftcient readers. These eltplanattons tnclude
S.
progranwn1ng with1n the schools and the attitude of students toward
read1ng.
This chapter presented some of the f1ndings related to reading
1nstruct1on and development. These f1ndings are related to models of
read1ng. remedial reading programs, and the relationsh1p between students'
readIng attitudes and thetr reading abil1ty.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND ANALVSES
Introductlon
The objective of this study was to set up an intervention program
pravidlng successful reading experlences for a group of readlng-disab1ed
students. Based an the premlse that most children can, and 101111, become
functlonal readers and writers if glven the opportunity, the group was
presented wjth many readjng lind writing experiences. Evaluatlon of the
program utl1ized ln this study ....as based on quantitatjve and qualitatIve
analysis of the accumulated data.
The purpose and goals of thls chapter are fourfold: (I) To present
a brief description of the population used in thls study, (2) to explain
the procedure used ln data collectlon for this study, (3) to provide
descrlptions of the instruments used to determlne changes in reading
ability, and (4) to present the data, statistical analysis and findings
related to attitude and readlng-releted bellavlo'Jr.
The Study Popu1atlon
The study for this thesis was carried out a\'. an Intermediate-senior
high school (Grades 7 to 12) in a rural Newfound18f1d school district, from
January, 1991 to June, 1991. The subjects ....ere nlneteen students, all
male, ranging ln age from thirteen to seventeen. Five of these students
....ere assigned to grade seven classes, elght to grade eight classes, and
six were in grade nine classes. Most of the students had been attending
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remedial classes for a large portion of their school careers and their
classroom teachers were cont inuing to recOlMlend them for remedia 1 serv'ices
because they were still experiencing a great deal of difficulty In reading
and ...riting. Records indicate that their performance in these and other
school subjects W!iS at levels at least throe to five years below their
grade placement.
Host of the students demonstrated ineffective reading
strategies (e.g. word-by-word oral reading, read very slowly). Students,
generally, pointed to each word with a finger or pencil as tnay read.
Fluency was very poor, as was comprel1ension. Host students were unable to
recall relatively short text that they had read silently. So much of
their attention was focused on decoding that mean1ng was lost. Generally,
their ability to answer related Questions was at a literal level; rarely
did they demonstrate an inferential level of comprehension.
Most evident in writing were difficulties producing meaningful text
and a lack of fluency. Due to a limited vocabulary, poor spelling, and
generally poor sentence structure, the written products of this group
tended to lack most of the fluency characteristics exhibited in the
writing of effective writers.
Repaated fallures and limited positive school experiences may have
contributed to the generally negative attitudes that these students had
developed towards school, In general, and towards reading. in particular.
Virtually all of this group of students perceived themselves as failures.
They made 1itt Ie effort in most of their classes, seeming to operate on
the belief that "1 can't do it, anyway!" Host of these students expressod
"
feelings of 1nferlor1ty. Acadl!llfc success. for theil, had becOlll8 Mre
elusive each year. They talked only fn terlls of quitt Ing school and going
off to Toronto to find a Job.
The a111lS of the progratll used as the foundet fon of thts study were to
attempt to develop mre effectfve read1ng skills by focusing on individual
student interests and strengths. rather than on weaknesses, and to
encourage students to actively participate in classroan learning
experiences. An attempt was made within the classroOlll to foster the
concept that everyone' 5 contrfbut ion 1s worthwhi Ie, whi 1e at the same t lme
offering the ind1vldua1 students encouragement and support. Pr1marl1y,
the program was utilized to 1ll'merSe the students In meaningful and
functional reading and writing actwities, rather than to have students
experience drill with Isolated ~skllls.~
Through the use of quality literature, It was anticipated that
imagination would grow, as would a sensitivity to writing styles and
literary elements. It was hoped that. as a result of such activities,
basic reading and writing skills would develop.
The nature of the class of students Is such that the results of this
study should be easily generaltzed. like Ilany reading-disabled students,
the subjects of this study all live in a poor economic enviro(\/l'lent and
come from homes where there is very little intellectual stimulation or
resdfng materials. That 1s, they come from non-Ifterate backgrounds.
'0
Instrumentation
In addltton to the rather informal processes of keeping anecdotal
records of student progresS, changes in competoncies related to reading
lIere determined 1n a more formal manner through the util1zation of three
jnstruments. These Instruments are described below.
The Gates-NacGin1tie Reading Test- Canadian Edit10n
The first instrument utilized was the Gates-HacGin1tie Reading Test
Level E, a test designed for use at the seventh to ninth grade levels.
Both Form 1 and Form 2 of this test determine levels of vocabulary and
reading comprehension. It is a well-established and widely-used test
.lhteh "correlates well with other measures of reading ability, including
overall appraisal by classroom teachers" (Buros, 196B, p. 302).
Canadian norms were established for the Gates-HacGin1ti, Reading
!.!ili by using the results of test administrations to 46,000 students
through the ten provinces and Yukon. The student group for each province
was strat1fled according to city size and population of rural areas, and
also, where appropriate, according to the type of school board.
"Appropriate proportions of students were then tested In schools from
boards which had Deen randomly selected within the defined strata"
(HaCGinitie, p. iv.).
The Burns/Roe Informal Reading Inventorv: Second Edit jon
The second read lng instrument utilized in the study was the
Burns/Roe Informal Reading Inventory second Edition. This instrument was
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des 19ned for use by teachers as an eas; ly-admlnl stered reading asseSSlMlnt
lnstrument for their students. The inventory consists of graded word
1ists and graded passages t1lat can be used with children from prilllary to
senior secondary grades in order to detennine appropriate levels of
reading materials and each student's areas of strengths and weaknesses.
The inventory contains four equivalent forms of graded passages for each
level from pre-primer through to the grade twelve level.
In constructing the fuJ.rns/Rge Informal Reading Inventory the
passages were chacked for readab 11 it'll leve I us ing the Spacha Readabi lit'll
Formula for pre-primer through grade three, and the Fry Readability Graph
for grades four through twelve. Any selection that failed to fit the
level exactly was deleted.
The material used in the "Burns/Roe" was field-tested on students In
grades one through twelve by interspersing the new passages with passages
from the first edItion of the inventory. The new Inventory was then
administered according to the aut.hor's suggestions. It was concluded that
"the passages performed successfully: they becarne increaSlngly difficult
as the grade level increased" (Burns & Roe, HISS, p. 174.)
Even though there is an absence of data on the reliability of the
inventory, It stlll enjoys the trust of educators and researchers. Arno
(1990) say, for example, "1f used to st'ldy, evaluate, or diagnose reading
behaviours, the~l will prove to ba a'popular and valuable tool
for the classroom teacher· (p. 471).
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The Measure Qf~
The all nude survey ut 11 ized, a lIIOdlfted version of that ut1Hzed by
Tunnell, Calder & Jusen III (1988), has not been fteld tested. However,
validity was established for the lnstrument used by this research 9roup in
an adllinlstratton of the instrUlllflnt to students at Jonesboro, Arkansas.
The attitude survey consisted of twenty-five statements the response
choices of whtch were contained In a llkert-llke scale (Edwards, 1951).
Possible answers range from Mstrongly agree" to Mstrong1y disagree" with
a total of flve choices. Dlrections for respondtng were carefully
e..:plained to the students by the teacher, and each statement was read
aloud by the teacher to the students, after which the students lndicated
their responses.
Since some of the statf!lllents on the attitude survey are negatively
worded, and others poSitively worded, the polarlty of the negatively
stated itl!llls were reve~sed for scorlng purposes. This was done to ensure
that a one (l) represented the lowest reting and that a flve (5)
represented the highest reting. Thus, for scoring purposes 25 was the
1IllnllDlft possible score and 125 was the maxi.... possible store.
Procedure for pata Collection and Analysis
Educators have come to view reading proflciency as the degree to
whlch reeders are able to lntegrate graphophonlc, syntactic, and semantlc
infortnation to construct meanlng frOlll text (Pearson, 1976). FrCllll an
analysis of readlng measures it 15 posslble to determine the degree to
which students dre using all culng SystMlS when reading unfamillar tellt.
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The progr. outltned 1n Chapur I was utilized during the January to
June, li91, school ter.. "'sses~t consisted of four cc.porl6f\ts: a
standardized readlng tltst, an inforul reading lnventory, an attitUde
survey, and anecdotal records. Pretests and pasttests were a~tnlstered
to detellline chan9l!s 1n relldlng le~els and in reading attltlldes.
Oata cQllection for Readln.a.Ji.l2JlJt.1.]llrJ
The Gates~HacGlnjt ie Read1ng Jest level E, FOnll I wllS administered
as the pretest to determine readin9 levels, and level E, Form 2 I)f lhe
same test battery lias used as the pasttest. The Gates-MacGlnllle test
(Lel·el E, Form 1) was IIdntln!ltered as a pretest during the second week of
January, 1991, to small groups of between three arid slK stlXlents. Just
prlor to the end of the school telll, during the second week of June, 1991,
level E, FOIll 2 of the Cates-HacGlnitie test IIl1S dlnlstered to the
stlJdents, subjects of the study, in order to deten-iIM the gains made In
reading ccaprehenslOl'l oyer the January-June, 1991, periOd. Both fOflls of
the test were scorad by hand, util1zing the scoring keys provided by the
testpubllshers.
Alternate foras of the Burns/Roe Info'" I Reading Inventory were
utilized to detenllrlll 1ndlYidual levels of r••dlng fluency and
comprehension. 90th oral reading and silent reading ..asures were
completed, the cCllllbined results determining students' instructional
readingle...els.
Form A and Forlll 9 of the Burns/Roe inventory were adllllnlstered to
lndlvldual stlKlents as pretests of oral and silent reading levels durlng
..
the second week of January, 1991. Form C and Form 0 of the Burns/Roe
inventory were administered to these students during the second week of
June, 1991. Scores of the pretests and posttests were compared in order
to determine reading grolofth for the January-June, 1991 period.
In both the pretesting and the posttest1ng, 'olord recognition Miscue
analyses were recorded, based on the miscue-markin9 system provided by the
authors. Miscues considered included mispronunciations, substitutions,
refusals to pronounce, insertfons, omissions, repetitions, and reversals.
A second component of fluency, read1ng speed, was also measured
through the use of the informal reading inventory. Si lent readings were
timed in order to obta1n words-per-minute (WPM) reading rates of the
Individual students. A comparison of pretests and posttests determined
growth in reading fluency.
Because of the nature of an informal reading inventory, it does not
eas1ly lend itself to statlstlcal analysis. Rather, it 1s designed
pr1marll y to I:llI administered by the teacher as an instrument to determine
the instructional level of indiv1dual students. In such informal reading
inventories, reading miscues are to be analyzed in order to provide for
the student activities designed to develop reading and cOll'lprehenslon
skills depending on ind1vidual deficiencies.
It was decfded not to change the reconwnended adnlinistretfon
procedure for the Burns/Roe Informal R98dtng Inventory because it was felt
that data derived frOlll such contdved lIl8ans would have I imtted val tdUy.
Furthermore, it was felt that to administer the reading inventory in a
manner that would yIeld data that could be readily analyzed statisticallv
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would probably contricute to further reading dysfunction for these
students who had already had numerous negative experiences.
It was felt that a somewhat more phenomenological approach should be
taken. That is, it was decided to administer the Burns/Roe Reading
Inventory accord1ng to recanmended procedures and to examine the result1ng
data for commonalities, some of which would be appropriate only for
analyzing descriptively, and some of which might lend themselves to II'lOre
quantitative (i.e. statist1cal) analysis. (The descriptive and
statistical analyses are presented later 1n this chapter.) The data were
also analyzed qualitatively, in conjunct10n with the data derived from the
anecdotal records. This Qualitative analysis is presented in Chapter 4
and is based On the case studles, presented in Appendb 3 - 13.
Data Collection for Attitude ChanM;
It was deemed necesso"y to obtain an overall picture of each
student's attitude toward reading sk1lls. It was dec1ded that aflY
attitude measure should focus on at least reading for pleasure, reading In
the content areas, and reading during read1ng class.
Cull1nan (1987) suggests that "there are two goals for every school
reading program: (1) to teach children how to read, and (2) to make thelll
want to read" (P. 2). It is the contention of this author that the
primary task of every teacher ought to be to create conditions so that
children may develop a desire to read. If chtldron want to read, learning
to read may come more easily. This 1nvo1ves procedures wh1ch poslt1ve1y
affect attitudes toward reading, s1nce many students with readIng
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difficulties appear to hold negative attitudes about school and about
reading.
A short reading attitude survay, a modified ....ersion of that used by
Tunnell, et al. (lga8), was administered to students at the beginning and
at the end of the study period. The purpose of this survey was to assess
reading attitudes and to measure attitude changes as a result of the
teaching strategIes used in this program.
The attitude survey (See Appendix 3 - 1) was adm1n1stered to small
groups of from thr ..e to S1)( students during the second week of January,
1991 and agaln at the end of the program, during the second Ileek of June,
1991.
Anecdotal RecrJrds
As a format he evaluation procedure, ongoing observations were
performed and written records ....ere kept by the teacher for the January-
June, 1991 :>eriod. It ....as felt that an accumulat10n of data for each
student, based on recurring and consistent behaviours, ....ould assist the
teacher in determining the academic progress of each student.
For this purpose, the teacher kept a record book into whlCh dated
comments were entered for each student on a weekly basis. These records
show student react10ns, as well as materials read and types of acth1t1es
engaged in during the five month period. The information in these records
....as synthesized, and summaries were prepared on each student. These
summaries are presented in Append1x 3 • 13.
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Statistical Technig!.!ti...Jl1l..l
The n:nure of the data suggested that T-tests were the apprapr1&U
statistical procedure forlluch of the data. That 15, for HypothesIS l(a),
lnd for Hypotheses 2, 3, and 4, the design is a criterion (I.e.
correlation) design with the data consisting of two sets of scores (I.e.
matched pairs) on the S8llle sample. That 'Is, for each of hypotheses 2, 3,
and 4 there was one independent variable, the reading program, and pairs
of dependent vartable scores, the pretest and pesttest scores for the
reading sktlls. The nature of these hypotheses suggested a comparison of
means of matched pairs. Hence, T-tests seemed to be called for.
A T-test for paired data rests on two lIIajor assUlllpt'lons: (1) The
scores fOrM an interval or rallo scale of measurement (Borg & Gall, 1983).
and (2) scores tn the population under study are nol"llally distributed
(Shevelson, 1981; Borg to Gall. 1983). For paired T-tests no assu.pt1on
need be lIlade about the variances (Horusis, 1986).
Assumption 1 is readily seen to be satisfied since the reading
skills scores constitute an interval scale. AUUIIlptlon 2 can be tested by
comparing the standard deviation to the Ilean for each group (80rg & Gall,
'983) and by preparing a normal probability plot. If the nol1llal
probability ~ ... plot shows an upward slanting straight line, (onel lIIay
assUf118 the values are normally distributed" (Hintze, 1987, p. 19J.
The nature of the study precluded satisfying an additional
assumption, that the subject group constitute a random sample or be
randOll'lly asslgnlld (Bor9 1 Gall, 1983; Spalz & Johnson, 1981; Horus1s,
1986; Shavelson, 1981). Fortunately, tt'le T-test is fairly robust (not
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sensitive) to "moderate violation" of the assumptions (Norusb, 1986, P.
55). However, to minimize the possibility of Type II error (retaining an
hypothesis when not justified), the normal probability plot was examined
before the decision was made to proceed with a T-test in each instance.
Type I error (i.e. rejecting hypotheses when not justified) was
minimized by setting a relathely rigid criterjon probability level of p
, .05, as recommended by Beyer (I914).
In each lnst,mce. for Hypotheses 1(a), 2, 3, and 4, upper one-tailed
T-tests were utll11ed. Borg & Gall (1983) say that if one is fairly
certain that changes will be in the hypothesized dlrect10n. then a one-
tailed test Is appropriate. In the present instances, it would be I!l
rarity, indeed, for a student to obta1n lower scores, on a re11able
reading test, after a period of focused instruction. Hence, it was felt
that the one-tailed test was justified.
Hypothesis l(b) implies correlation and causality. Although a
s1ngle correlation (e.g. Pearson r) is not sufficient to determine
causality (Shavelson, 1981; Spatz & Johnson, 1981; Norusis, 1986), even if
simply because "the correlation model does not distinguish bt:Itween an
independent and a dependent variable" (Pedhazur, 1982, p. 40), it is still
a measure of how two variables covary. pedhazur (1982) says, further,
that the Interpretation of r as a measure of "the linear relation between
[tW{) variables] 15 inappropriate" (p. 41). Besides, a correlation
coefficient measures only the strength of a linear relationship (Hinkle,
Wiersma, & Jurs, 1979; Norusis, 1986) and a low correlation index may be
Indicative that a curvilinear relationship ex1sts between the two
"
varie-bles. However the square of the correlation (e.g r!) can be utillled
in linear regression, which is an appropriate technique "when the focus of
the research is on ... the predIction of a dependent variable" (Pedhazur,
1982, p. 41). When data are analyzed utilizin9 the linear regression
technique, not only does it yield a correlation (Pearson r) but, moreo....er,
a probabil ity index is provided which can be uti 1ized in determining
statistical significance. Therefore, it was decided that linear
regressions would be utilized to analyze the data addressed by Hypothesis
I(b).
An additional problem presented itself: what minimum number of
SUbjects could constitute a group of sufficient size for aT-test.
Although Shavelson (1981) suggests that a group as small as two subjects
could be justified, such a 9roup Is simply too small to indicate anything
about the shape of the distribution. FurtherlllOre, Beyer's (1974) analysis
indicates that a group wtth It : 3 is necessary for a T-test with
probability criterion of p ( .05. Consequently, It was decided that a
group with N = 3 would be the minimum sHe group that would be analyzed
util1zing T-tests.
~
Analysis of Data Related to.~
Data derived from scores on the Gates-Jol8cGlniti~~tl,the
Burns/Roe Informal Reading In~, and the attitude survey were treated
statistically, using i-tests and linear Regression with Pearson r. The
purpose of the i-tests was to determine 1f any stat1sUcally signiftcant
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changes 1n reading scores and reading attitudes had occurred during the
period durlng which the program was used. The 1inear regress10n technique
was ut1lized to determine if there was a predictive (Le., causal)
relationship between change In reading attitude, as independent variable,
and reading gain, as dependent variable.
Analysis of data related to Burns/Roe Informal Read1ng Inventory.
Comparison of instructional levels determined from the pretests and
posttests clearly indicate reading gains of at least one grade level by
all except one student. (See Appendix 3 - 2.) For one student, no read1ng
galn was made; instructional levels remained the ~4Jl\9 in both pretest and
posttest. A galn of one 1nstructional level was experIenced by seven
students, a g31n of two instructional levels was made by seven students,
and a gain of three instructional levels was experienced by four stUdents.
The mean instructional level increased from 3.57 to 5.47, a difference of
1.9 instructional grade levels.
Further examination of the Burns/Rot Informal Reading Inventory data
revealed that groups of students had completed COJllJlOO test levels for both
the pretesting and the. posttest1ng (See Appendh 3 - 3). Specifically,
one student had completed a pretest and a posttest at test level 2, five
stUdents had completed pretests and posttests at test level 3; five
students had completed pretests and posttests at tast level 4; two at test
level 5; four at test level 6; one student at test ltvel 7; and one at
level B.
Thorefore, following the criterion of Beyer (1974) (i.e minimum
group of N = 3), lt was determined that 1t was possible to statfst1cally
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analyze the data for fourteen of the nineteen students, the results of
which follow.
Test level 3 group consisted of five students (Students 3, ", 6, U,
15). It was detefllined that the nOnRal probebillty plots for this group
indicated a sufficiently nor.al distribution for a T-test (See Appendix J
- 4 for data). The results of the T-test for test level J group Is
presented in Table 3.1.
The results of paired data T-tests, upper one-tailed, for test level
3 group indicate statistically significant gllin In word recognitton (p ::
.0140), oral comprehension tp:: .0018), silent comprehensiol\ (p:: .0041).
average comprehension (p :: .0044), and reading rate (WPM) (p :: .0205).
Test levll .. group consisted of five studeJ'lts (Students i, 2, 1, 9,
19). It was dete"ined frOM nonnal probabt11ty plots for thts group that
a T-test was justH1ed (See Appendix 3 - 5 for data). Paired-data T-
tests, upper one-tal1ed, were lltilized to deter'lline the e",lstencb o(
statistfcal slgnificant gain on the five variables. The results o( the T-
tests (Upper one-tailed) for the paired data of this group is presented in
Table J - 2.
Results of the paired-data T-tests (or test level" group (upper
one-tatled) Ind1cate statfstically slgn1 ffcant gain In word recognition (p
:: .0026), oral comprehension (p :: .0019), sllent comprehension (p ::.0252),
average comprehenstoJ'l (p :: .0023), and reading rate (WPH) (p :: .0102).
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Test level 6 group consisted of four students (Students 5, 10, 11,
18). It was determined that the normal probability plots, indicative of
close to normal distribution, supported i-tests (See Appendix 3 - 6 for
data). The results of paired-data T-tests, upper one-tailed, for test
level 6 group are presented in Table 3 - 3.
The results of the paired data T-tests, upper one-tai led, for
Burns/Roe test level 6 group Indicate statistically signIficant gain in
oral comprehension (p = .0016), silent cOtl1prehenslon (p = .0156), and
average comprehension (p = .0062). However, the gains for word
recognition (p = .0986) and reading rate (p = .0833) were not
statistIcally signHicant at the p = .05 probability criterion level.
In general, analysis of the data of the Burns/Roe Informal Reading
~ indicate a statistically significant gain in reading fluency and
comprehension during the period of the study.
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posttest 98.8 1.6514 0.0986 -0.0112.
pretest 93.8
Oral comprehension
posttest 87.5 8.(;602 0.0016 0.g718
prEltest 75
Si lent comprehens jon
posttest 90 3.8334 0.0156 0.0000
pretest 68.8
Average comprehens 10n
posttest b8.8 5.4000 0.0062 U.7746
pretest 71.8







Analysis data related to Gates-MacGlnit1e Reading Tests. Alternate
forms of the Gates-MacG1nitie Reading Test were administered as pretest
and posttest In order to farther assess gains made by students in reading
comprehension and vocabulary during the period of the study. In January,
\991, at the beginning of the study, Level E, Form 1 of the test was
admInistered to all students. At the end of the study, in June, 1991,
Level E, Form 2 of the test was administered to these students.
Grade equivalency scores attained by students on the cOlllprehension
subtest of the Gates-MacGiniti.LB:eadlng Tests Leyel E Form I and E2r.m....l
(Oata provided 1n Appendix 3 - 1) indicate that all students except one
experienced some ga1n in reading comprehension. The mean grade
equIvalency level increased from 4.0 to 5.5, a mean gain of 1.5 9rade
levels In the five month period of the program.
A normal probability plot of the CCIIPrehens10n data indicated close
to normal distribution, supporting the util1zation of I-tests as th",
analysis tool. A pa1red-data T-test, upper one-tailed, was utilized 'o/ith
the raw scores (given in Appendix 3 - 8) yielded results which indicated
statistical significance (p = ,OOOl) The datI!. for the cOllPrehens1on T -
test. upper one-tailed, 15 presented in Table 3 - 4.
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19 39.421 6.4484 0.0000 0.1122
19 27.941
Grade equivalency scores on the vocabUlary SUb-test of the Cates-
MacGin1t1e Test, Level E, Forms 1 and 2 (Data provided In Append1x 3 - 9)
tnd1cate that sixteen of the nineteen students experienced some gain jn
vocabulary during the perjod of the program. The mean grade equivalency
increased from 4.5 to 6.4, a mean grade equivalency increase of 1.9 years
in vocabulary development durlng the .5 years of the study.
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The normal probability plot for the vocabulary data indicated a
c1ose-to-normal distribution (raw scores provided in Appendix 3 - 8), thus
supporting the utiliation of a T-test as the analysis tool. Analysis with
a paired data T-test, upper one-tai led, for the vocabulary data revealed
that the gain in vocabulary was statistically significant (p ( .0001).
The r.!!,sults of the Vocabulary T-test, upper one-tailed, is provided in
Table 3-4.
The data for Total Reading Abl1ity were likewise analYzed. The
results of the related T-test indicated a statistically significant gain
in total reading ability {p ( .0001). The results of the total reading
ability T-test (Upper one-teiled) is presented In Table 3 - ...
Analysis of Data Related to Attitude Gain
A short reading attitude survey, a modified version of that used by
Tunnell (1988) was administered to all students at the beginning snd at
the end of the program utilized for this stUdy. The purpose of the
attitude survey (Appendj.( 3 - 1) was to assess reading attitudes and to
attempt to measure att1t·.dinal change assocleted with the teaching
strategies used in this progrem.
The data gathered by the two administrations of the attitude survey
(Append1x 3 - 10) sholol that of the n1neteen stUdents in the program,
sh.teen made some gains 1n reading att1tude dur1ng the course of the
study. The mean read1ng attitude sc:ore Increased froo 60 to 70.5, a
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difference of 10.5. (Note: The minimum possible score we5 ~5, t/'le maximum
possible score was i.25.)
A normal probability plot of the reading attitude data was prepared.
It was determined that the data were sufficiently normally distributed to
justify utilizing a T-tellt as the analysis tool. The paired data of the
pre administration and post administration of the attitude suryey were
then subjected to a T-test, upper one-tailed. The T-test results for the
att ltude data are presented in Table 3 - 5.
Table 3 - 5






70.5263 4.7194 0.0001 0.1426
59.5263
Note. M1nimum score;; 25; max1mUln score;; 125
The results of the pa1red data T-test, upper one-tailed, for the
attitude instrument (T ;; 4.119; p , .OOOl) ind1cate that statist1cally
significant gain 1n reading attitude occurred oyer the period of this
study.
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AnalYs1s of Dato. Related to Reod1ng Attltydt and R,ading Abi11ty
Hypothesis I(b) illlPlies a predictive relationship between reading
dttitude gain, as 1ndependent variable, and gain In reading ab111ty, as
dependent variable. This hypothes1s was tested by subjecting the relevant
data (See Appendix 3 - 11) to simple l1near regressions.
Three linear regressions were ut1lized to daterlline the natura of
the relationships between attitude ga1n and vocabulary ge1n, between
att1tude gain and reading comprehension gain, and between attitude gain
and total reading abl1ity gain. The results of this analysis 1s presented
InTable3- 6.
These results indicate that for the attitude - vocabulary data r .; -
0.29, F .; 1.67, and p = 0.214. This result indicates that the
relationship between aLtitUde qz.in and vocabulary gain Is not
statistically significant, with attitude gain accounting for less than g,
(,J = .0894) of the varhnce in vocabUlary ga1n. The hypothesis was not
suppOrted by these data.
The results for the attitude - cQllprehension data (r .; -0.OS7, F .;
.06, P = 0.816) indicate that the relationship between attitude ga1n and
comprehension gain Is not statist1cally s1gnlficant, with attitude gain
accounting for less than I' (,.1 = .0033) of the variance in comprehension
gaill. The hypothp.5is was not suppOrted by these data.
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Table 3- 6
















ThB rQSults for thB attitudB - total readin9 ability gain (r = -
0.24, F; 1.04, p; 0.321) indicate that the relationsh1p IietweBn attitude
gain and total reading ability gain was not statistically significant,
with attitude gain accountIng for less than 6' (,-2 = .0578) of the 'Iar1ance
of total reading ability gain. The hypothesis was not supported by these
data.
An examination of the scatterplots for attitude and reading skills
(See Appendix 3 - 12 for datal did not indicate the presence of
curvilinear relationships bet....een attitude and the reading 'Iarlables.
Hence, no further analyses were undertaken.
§!mID
In general, analys1s of the data derIved from administrations of the
Burns/Row Informal Reading Inyentory and the Gates-HacGin1tie Rnding TeU
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indicate statistically significant gains in reading fluency,
comprehension, and ...ocabulary development during the period of this study.
According to data derived from administrations of the~, the mean
instructional level 1ncreaed from 3.57 to 5.47, a gain of 1.11
instructIonal grade levels. Data from the comprehension subtest of~
~ll..!!.i§ revealed an mean increase in grade equivalency from 4.0 to 5.5,
a mean gain of 1.5 grade lavels. Data from the vocabulary subtest shOwed
a mean Increase from 4.5 to 6.4, a mean gain of 1.9 instructional years.
Results of the palred-data T-tests for the attitude instrUlJl9nt (T =
4.719, P ( .001) Indicate a statistically significant 9ain in Reading
Attitude o...er the period of the study. Data for Attitude and Total
Reading Ability Gain (r = -0.24, F = 1.04, P = 0.321) Indicate that the
relationship between these variables was not statistically signifiacnt,
w1th attitude gain accountin9 for less than 61 of the variance of Total
Reading Abil1ty Gain. However, although no statistically significant
lInear (causal) relat lonsh1p between these variables were detected,
read1ng scores 1ncreased and there was also a gain in reading attitude.






Evaluation and interpretation of this study was based on empirical
data gathered from the results of testing, as well as from Qual1tative
analysis based on documentation and anecdotal records of student behaviour
and records of daily teacher observation of performance. In this chapter,
interpretations of both Quantitative and Qualitative analyses are
presented. Discussion will focus on the developnl8nt of students' reading
skills (i.e. fluency and comprehension), their interest in literature, and
their attitudes toward reading which occurred during the study.
The study was basad on the premise that most children can, and will,
learn to become readers and writers 1f the envIronment in which they
function is conducive to their learning. During the cour':lfl of this study,
the subjects were involved in a wide variety of activities considered to
be effective in enabling them to become better readers and writers. The
effectiveness of this program has been assessed through both Quantjtive
and qualitative analysis of the data collected.
Results Associated with Measures of Relldiog Gain
Determination of reading ga10 was basad on the results of the
Quantitative data, as well as 00 an 8x8/lliolltion of the qualitative data as
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revealed by a study of the anecdotal records. Discussion of both sets of
analyses follow.
I.fi1jrpretations of Resylt_1i Associated with Burns/Roe Informal RellQJ.ng
tftVlID1:..Q..[Y•. _2..ru;j_,_~JL._
A comparison of pre-test and post-test scores on the Burns/Roe
reading test indicated that the programs utilized in the present study
resulted in posit1ve outcomes for the students involved. Analysis of the
data collected by means of the inventory indicated a statistically
significant gain In readlng fluency and comprehension.
Comparison of instructional levels, as determined from pretesting
dnd posttest1ng, clearly ind1cate reading gains of at least one grade
level by all except one student (See Appendix 3 - 2). The reading gains
of the nineteen students who were subjects of the study were as follows
for the five month period of the study:
For one student, no lll8asured gain was e)(per1enced; instructional
levels remained unchanged in pre- and posttestlng.
For seven students, there was II measured galn of one instructional
year.
For seven students, there was a measured gain of two instructional
years.
For four students, there was a measured galn of three instructional
years.
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For the student population, the mean instructIonal level increased
from 3.57 to 5.47, a difference of 1.9 instructional grade levels.
In general, analysis of the data associated with the Q.l!muff.Qi'!
Informal Reading inventory indicated a statistically s1gniflcant gain (P
( .01) in reading fluency and comprehension during the period of the
study. This finding supports Hypothesis 2 - J.
Interoretations of R~~MocjatedlIith Gates-MacGinit Ie Readill.9.l!l.gi.
LevalE Forms\~
An analysis of scores attained on the cQllPrehension subtest of the
~~it~dlD.!LIlit~clearly indicate a statistically significant
gain 1n reading comprehension for the total study population. The mean
grade eQuivalency level increased frO!ll 4.0 to 5.5, a melln gain of 1.5
instructional grade levels over the course of the five month program (see
Append1x 3 - 7). The results of a paired-data T-test also yielded results
show1ng statistical significance (P (.0001. Sse Table 3 - 4).
On the vocabulary sub-test of the Gates-HacGinltie Test sixteen of
the nineteen students experienced vocabulary gain dtlring the five month
program (See Appendix 3 - g). The mean grade eQuivalence increased fran
4.5 to 6.4, an increase of l,g grade levels In vocabulary,
Analysis by m"lans of II paired T-test indicated a statistically
significant gain in vocabulary scores (P (.0001. See Table 3 - 4).
"
In general, analysis of tho data associated w1th the G.!!.tJ.s,:,.
MacGinitie ~l!.t...-b..e_v.~l ~,..fQ.D!l$.J._'ill~L.? reveal a significant gatn in
comprehension and vocabulary during the five months of the study.
Irlt.Wll".tl!!:J.Q.n.L9f_8@!idin!LGAj n_ !l.a~_Q..n_~lJ.~~qo.!,@..L~oill
Acco.'ding to the literature, one il\ElanS of conducting qualItative
research is through participant observation, such as that used In
ethnographic studies (Spradley. 1980; Craves. 1983: Woods, 1988; Goodman,
et al, 1989). Other researchers refer to this method of analysis as
"responsive evaluat ion," based on the phi 10soph1es of natural jst ic inqul ry
as described by Guba & Lincoln (1981) and lincoln! Guba (1986), In thts
method of analysis the researcher Is expected to gather Information by
being "re.sporlsive" to the subjects 1nvolved. Through direct. involvement
with the subjects of the study, the investigator has an opportunity for
insight Into the processes of on-going activll.ies among the participants
(Graves, 1983). Often, it is the processes, rather than tha final
product, that is most raveallng and that answers the question "Whl;lt does
this student know alxlut re!lding and writing?"
Woods (1986) sU9gests that teachers are ideally placed for
participant observation, since "they already occupy a role within their
own institutions" (p. 33). He further points out the existence of !II
cOlM\onality of Identity and purpose between ethnography and teaching,
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since ·much of a lucher's lillle is spent in doing ethnographic work,
observing, lislenlng, seeking to understand the pupils.••• (p. 20).
If lhe needs of reading disabled students are to be Mt, it may be
necessary to first see these students as individuals, to appreciate them
as hUlll8n belngs, and to recogniz, the fact that these stodents have hopes
and dreams similar to those that most of us share. In an effort to
further understand, and support interpretations of, the quentitative data,
the case studies (APpendh 3 - 13) were closely eX8Inined. It is to be
noted that these case studies are of real students. Each of them
describes a student frOll\ the remedial reading class within the school in
which this study was carried out. This class 15 considered to be typical
of a group of adolescent ·slower learners~. N8l'Il8s of students have been
changed In order to protect Individual 1dentttles.
During the course of the present study, a detailed record was kept
by the investigator. This record Included audio-tapes of stuclents'
readings, students' writing folders and reading logs, and anecdotal notes
contalning Infomatlon gleaned frOlR conferencing with students and frOlll
direct observations of stUdent involvement, interactions, and behaviours.
Thh was the data base which supported the development of the case studies
on each student participating in the program Which was the basts of this
study.
Student characterhtics at beginninG of study. Analysis of the
anecdotal records prepared at the beginning of this program on the group
..
of students participating in th1s study revealed a number of
COlJl'llonalities. Some of these are given below.
1. All of the students were reading well below grade level - by at
least three years.
2. Academics appeared to have no real meaning for those students.
Raised in a culture in which unemployment and welfare is a way of 1He,
these students failed to s£e any connect1on between school and their
personal lives or futures.
3. Students exhibited extremely low levels of self-confidence, often
using such terms as ~I'm stupid W when sp8!king of themselve'3.
4. Attendance at school was sporadic, with students often appearing
for reglstrat10n only to "disappear" en route to another class.
5. Host students demonstrated little respect for the school or for
the teachers within it; they had become Quite alienated, not only form the
teachers but also from many of their peers. Lo,", self-esteem had caused
them to dissociate themselves as much as possible, both physically and
psychologically, from those whom they perce1ved as unacceptlng of them.
6.Genersl1y. attitudes about school and reading were quite negative.
Stydent "haracteristics at termination of study. Over the course of
the program, as studenf:.'l began to experience success, self-perception and
attitudes began to be replaced With those of a more positive nature. As
students began to realize that they really could do better, more effort
"
was put into school ....ork ....hich resulted 1n more positive consequences. By
the end of the study per10d the following changes were noted:
1. All students became obv1ously pleased with succass. Each would
be sure to mention to the remedial teacher any test that they had written
1n another class, especlally lf a passing mark was achieved.
2. Students' reading quant1ty had Increased.
J. Students felt better about themselves. ....s they experienced
success, they showed greater self-confidence and were .... i 1Jlng to take more
risks in their writlng. This greater degree of self-confldence was also
demonstrated by a greater willingness to take responsibility for their own
learnlng, belng more wl11ing to work 1ndependently aM wlthout constant
supervision frOlll the teacher.
4. In general, students were better abla, and more likely, to view
themselves as being "students" or "learners." They accepted the
responslbl1 tty of studying for a test, and appeared to expect to be
successful. Hany of the students expressed hopes of doIng we,l
academically. Thus, they appeared to become a part of the life of the
school.
Results ....ssociated with Measure of Attitude Change
Our1ng the course of this study, an attempt. was made to measure
attHudlnal change attributed to the teachlng strategies utilized 1n the
program. For thls purpose, a short reading attitude survey instrument was
"
adm1nistered to all students at the beginning and at the end of tho five
month program,
An analysis of the data revealed that of the nineteen students who
were subjects of the study, sixteen experienced posit1ve gains In reading
attitude over the period of the study. The mean reading att1tude score
increased from 60 to 7i, a positive difference of 11, The results of the
associated paired-data T-te:.t (T = 4.719, P ( .0001) Indicate a
statistically significant gain in attitudes associated with reading
experienced b~ the students over the period of the study.
It was determlned that, in general, based on the statistical
analysis, the students involved in the study developed more posItive
attitudes towards reading during the course of the study. Thus,
Hypothesis Hal was supported.
General Interpretations
The adolescent who 1s at risk of becom1ng a school drop out w1tl'lout
attaining the basic reading and wrltlng skills to become a functional
member of our society cont1nues to be a major problem within today's
educational system. Many of these students are of average, or about
average, intel11gence. Reasons for their failure to succeed academically
vary widely. According to some researchers (Farr. 1981; Smith, 1983;
Davls, 1990) reasons may include cultural deprivation, 9IIIOtional and
psychological factors or, in many cases, ineffective teaching strategies.
"
!'!any children, for whatever reasons, appear not to have gotten off to a
good start In the beginning stages of reading.
It is Interesting to note that Dunn (1986) cites consideration of
IndIvidual differences and IndlVldual learning styles as vital factors in
the academic develOPment of children. It appears as 1f early reading
fallure lIlay cause irreparable damage to children (Pinnell, 1989; Slavin,
Madden, Karweit, Dolan & Wasik, 1991). These researchers have concluded
that reading failure ls preventable for all cl'dJdren, regardless of
economic background. Prevent10n of failure in early grades could spare
individuals the ignominy of being categor1Zoild as disabled later on.
The purpose of thh stUdy was to deveh>p an alternative reading
program for intermediate level l"enled1al students. Research has shown that
trad1t iona I remedia 1 programs, In genera J, have been tneffect Ive In
helping students to become fluent readers and writers (Savage, 1981;
Gent111 & MacHillan, 1988; pinnell, 1989). Some of the reasons offered
for the 1neffect1venes:; of such programs have been thilt they consist
largely of drills and worksheets (Savage, 1987) which stUdents perce1ve as
having little personal meaning to them. Ganttl1 & MacMillan (1988) claIm
that programs have been developed prtmart ly in an attempt to develop those
skills in which deficiencies occur, and to do this have focused on the
deftcits of the student, rather than on their strengths.
St11l another problem with remedtol programs 15 that many of them
fall to effectively integrate read1ng and writing (smith, 1983). Hany
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programs appear to be desigrled to teach students how to read or how to
wrlte withOut actually having children engaged 1n meaningful reading and
writing activities. Research dattng at least as far back as Ashtoo-Warner
(1963) has stressed the effectiYeness of using students' OIo'n eKperlences
as a basis for a reading and writing program. Hore recently, Calkins
(1983) asserts that if learning-dtsabledstudentsaretolearntowrlte,
they must write for an audien<;e; thetr writtng fIIust be done for thll
purpose of read1ng. This view ts supported by Graves (1983) and by
Goodman (1986).
For the purposes of the present study, a progr1llll was dl'ye10ped to
provtde these older remedial students w1th successful learning
experiences, A foundational phllosophy of this program was that with
success negative attitudes could be replaced \ltth more positive ones,
resLllting in progress in reading and writing.
In the progr8ll many of the strategies used to teach ltteracy skills
to beginning readers were modified and used to teach older students.
Thase strategies included the following:
(a) use of quality literature along with use of student·generated
materials, such as lllnguage expertence stories, as a bash for read1ng and
writing,
(b) use of materials on a reading level at which the students can be
successful, such as picture books,
(c) use of meterials related to tnterests and needs of students,
"
(dJ a .... ide varlety of prlnt materlals in the classroan, including
books, magazines, comlcs, ne....spapers, and student-generated stories, and
(8) Ume provided for Independent reading and .... riting, liS ....ell as
for sharing reading and writing experiences, rather than emphasis placed
on sk1l1s work.
According to recent publicatIons, one means of conducting
qualitative research is through participant observation (Spradley, 198O;
Graves, 1983; Woods, 19811; Goodman et ai, 1989). During the course of the
present study, the investigator, through direct involvement with the
subjects, was able to gain SOOle insight into the processes involved in
reading whfle Individual students became actfvely involved in activities
within the classroOOl. A detailed record kept by the investigator included
audla-taped readings by stUdents, writing folders and l"8ading logs, as
well as anecdotal records of student interactions and behllviours
throughout the program.
1n general, students responded well to the 1iterature/wrtt1ng-bllsed
program that was ut1llzed in this stUdy. 8y the end of the five-lIlOnth
period all students were demonstrating a real enjoyment of a novel being
read aloud. Hany within the group were, by then, reading ahead,
independently, in the selected novel because they were unwilling to ....ait
for the next reading period to find out What happened next. They were
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actjye1y InYolYed 1n neYels, making predlct1ons, discussing characters,
and using concepts and eYMts discussed in the neyels as bases for their
own personal writing In journals,
The problem for many of the students in this study 15 that, for one
reason or another, they haye been unable to maintain pace with the style
of learning and leaching being demallded by much of today's educat 10nal
system - a system which evaluates students according to test scores.
Raised in a sub-culture where "book-learning" is not valued and where
unemployment and various forms of welfare and dependency is a way of life,
these students fail to see the connection that their schooling e:o:perlences
heve with the1r everyday lives. For many of these students, schooling is
something to be tolerated while they are waiting to become old enough to
legally quit. For them, tlme and attention tend to be focused on the more
immediate issues of 1ife, such as gett ing the snowmobile ready for another
season of winter activities, and such as the fact that the "bread winners"
of the family may not find enough work te qualify for unemployment
insurance benefits this year. This is not to be misconstrued as laziness
or attempts to "beat the system." The majority of these children come
from very hard-working, but undereducated, families. They live In the
here and now, responding to everyday pressing needs of survival. Thus,
unless there is immediate and practical value ln a task, these students
dismissed it as fool1shness.
"
Each success tnat these students experience brings increasing self-
confldence. ThlS is why it is $0 Import&nt that they be provided wtth
tesks in which they can be successful. Insuring success In all IIreas of
the curriculum would greatly help these itudents. That is, It is possible
to get them ~hooked" on success,
It wes the experience of the researcher in the prellent study. who
wes the remedial teacher, that success 1n a reading class has often not
"carried over" to other classes. HIlnY of the students still reported
fail tng grades in other classes even though they hed progressed in reading
andwntlng.
In general, anal)sts of anecdotal records and Quantitative data
appear to suggest that both academic and personal growth occurred In the
students Involved In the present study.
"
CHAPTER V
SUMMAFit, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMfolENOATIONS
IMLoductlon
The object tve of the present study, carried out in a rural
Newfoundland high school, was to de... elop and evaluate a program designed
to provide an alternative reading program for a group of intentedlate "low
performing" students. The study was carrled out over a five-month pertod,
January to June, 1991.
1!J!L!il!.1J.!.!1~
The program ut Iii zed In t.he study was pr1mar11 y literature-based, In
that no basal texts were utl11zed. Daily acttvitles lncluded language
experlence actIVities, shared reading, del1y journal writing, repeated
read1ng, time for independent reading and wrltlng, the use of picture
books, as well as motivational games. AbaSiC contention, fOrll1ng part of
the foundatlon of this study, was that most students can arMS wtll learn to
read and wrlte 1f they feel the need to do so. In order for such learn1ng
to occur the learner must decide that what ls betng taught Is worth
learnlng. Skills are most effectlvely and effic1ently taught Within the
context of meaningful act ivit las. Host students who have exper1enced
fallure at school have developed negati ...e attitudes about school and about
learning. The program ut 11 lzed 1n the present study was designed In an
attempt to replace negathe lIttlt.udes with those of a more pOslt1't'e
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nature, and to attempt to Instill a greater degree of self-confidence 1n
the reluctant learners invollled.
Throughout thiS study, in addit1oro to the IIOr8 inforul method of
track1ng studlnt progress (1. e. participant observlt10n and keep1ny
anecdotal records) changes in relldfng and writing c'*P8tencfes werB
determined In a IIIOre fOrllal manner utilizing three lnstrlMll8nts: alternate
forms of the Gatos NacGlnlt1e Reading Tests Canadhn r~1.U2!J:, Level E;
alternate forms of the Burns/Roe Informal Rudiog Inventory; and a short
readlngllttitudesurvey.
Form I of the Gates NacGin1tle was used for pretesting vocabulary
and read1ng comprehension; rami 2 was used for posttest1og these
cOlDpE!tenc1es. Alternate forms of the Burns/R08 were utilized to detlnlioe
IndIVidual levels of reading fluency and c~nhension. Both oral and
silent reading lll8asures \tere cOlIPleted and the cOMbined results were used
to deterllline students' instructional reading levels. Fa,.. A and Fa,.. B
of the Burns-Roe ~re utilized as pretests of oral and silent reading
levels, respE!cttvely, and Fa,.. B and FOIll 0 were administered for the
purpose of posttesting these read1ng «lllIpetencills.
A short reading attitude survey was adnlinistered to stUdents It the
beginntng and at the end of the study period. The purpose of the attitude
survey was to assess reading attitude lind to measure attitude change os a
result of the teaching strategies utilized in this language arts program.
"
Rs lated Research' '" Summary
Generally, students have been labelled ~special education" or
~learnjng disabled M as a result of the extreme difficulty these students
have experienced in attempting to learn to read and write. Explanations
for these deficiencies have included poorly developed cognitive skills,
neurological impairments, and ineffective programing within the schools.
Research findings related to the present study were reviewed according to
three categories: models of the reading process, research findings related
to remedial readin9, research dealing with the relationship between
reading abllity and attitUde.
Research suggests that the act of reeding exceeds the vbua 1 or
surface structures of text. Rather, the reader strh8s to make meaning of
the printed symbol. Prior knowledge, individual interests, and motivation
of the reader all influence the degree of meaning achieved 'Allen, i973;
Chomsky, 1916, 1918: Rumelhart, 1911; Collins, et al, 1980; Sp1ro, 1980;
Tierney & Pearson, 1983; Carnine & Kinder, 1985). Meaning is generated as
the reader forms the conn~ction between persona 1 experiences and the
printed page, bridging the gap between the known and the unknown (Ashton-
Warner, 1963). This interactive view of reading has several implications
for teaching. Students ought to be involved In act1vities designed to
assist them in relating new information to existing schemata. Instruction
ought to emphasize developing relevant schemata, and miscues which do not
gg
1nterfere with mean1ng ought not to be corrected by the teacher (Goodman
& Goodman, 1977).
According to the "bottom-up" model of reading, emphasizing an
hlerarch1cal v1ew, reading begins with the printed page, rather than with
the learner, and procet:ds linearly from visual symbols to l1leaning through
a serles of stages (Gough, 1972; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974; samuels, 1976;
Chal1, 1983).
Research flndings related to remedial reading programs Indicate
that, in genera J, most ha~e pro~en to be ineffect lve in teaching students
to become proficient readers and writers. Such programs tend to be
fragmented in their approach, wlth lessons destgned to teach specific
skIlls. It appears that there continues to exist in many classrooms a
sItuatIon where the bulk of teachlng time ls spent on having students
complete worksheets unrelated to a specific topic, rather than on direct
readln9 end .... ritln9 act1~lt1es (Allington, et ai, 1986: Ml1119an, 1986;
Gentile & MacMillian, 1988; Pinnell, 1989). Basic proRremmin9 ln these
classes, it appears, focuses on stUdents' deficits rather than on thetr
strengths (Gentile & MacM1J11an, 1988).
A purposa of thiS study was to determine the effectiveness of an
alternatlve to the traditional "skllls approach" methodology of teaching
reading and writlng. A prem1se of this study was that there is
signifIcant educational value in providing students of all ages with
successful schooling experiences. Other premises were that stUdents
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beCOlR@ successful readers and writers by engaging in _anlngful related
activities (Sillith, 1988; Cullinan, 1981), and that reading and writing are
rectprocal processes (Ashton-Warner, 1963; salth, 1913,1983, 1988; Allen,
1976; Ft 11101'1, 1985; Gocxhan, 1986; Goodman, et aI., 1989). These
eletllents ara supported by daily lessons destgned to l!IIIPhas1ze individual
strengths allowing present competencies and knowledge be put to effective
use (Pinnell, Fried & Esttce, 1990).
Reading Qualtty literature dnd dally wrtting activities were central
to the program used In this study, the origins of whlch may be found tn
the work of lee & Allan (1963), Ashton-Warner (1963), Clay (1912, 1985),
Rosenblatt (19115), Hall (1979), Holdaway (1919), Veatch (1985), Cullinan
(1987), Sm1th (1988) and Pinnell (1ge9). According to tile views of thes.
researchers, literacy cons1sts of two primary aspects, nll/l8ly reading and
writ1ng. Reading consists not only of teaching the skills necessary tn
learning to read b4Jt also the reading of real literature. Likewise,
writing consists not only of practising isolated skills but, rather,
writing to COll'llunicate.
Although research relating to reading attitude Is sOlll8what 11lllited,
what Is available clearly suggests that a posltive attitude is of vital
importance in becom1ng a successful reader (Groff, 1962; Ransbury, 1973;
Covington, 1984; Casteel, 19a9; Regi!n, 1990; smtth, 1990). II number of
factors appear to 1nfluence student attitudes towards school and towards
'0'
reading. These include the y01Jng child's home enviro~nt. the
indIvidual's experiences at school, and self-concept.
By ut III zi n9 the program of the present study an attt!!llPt was Idde to
replace negative attitudes with positive ones. This was done through tt1e
use of Quality literature as a basis for the progralll, the use of
moUvating and meaningful activities, and extensive variety of reading and
writing activities. This was supported by the teacher who tried to make
students feel at ease tn the classroom and to fBel that all of their
contributions and attempts were worthwhile.
Conclusions B.!sed on Quantitatiye Malysis
In general, analysis of the Quantitative data of both the~
Informal Reading Inventory and the Gates-MacGinltle Reading Tests indicate
that the students experienced statistically significant ga1ns in readfng
fluency, canprehension, and vocabulary developnent durtng the periOd of
this study. Comparison of instructional leveh, as detel1ll1ned from pre-
and posttesUng, utilizing the Burns/Roe Indicate that the lD9an
instructlonal level 1ncreased from 3.51 to 5.41, a differenca of 1.9
Instructional grade levels.
Grade equivalency scores attained by stUdents on the cCIl!Prehension
subtest of the Gates-HacGinltie indicate an incresse in mean grade
equivalency levels (rom 4.0 in January to 5.5 in June, a mean gain of 1.5
grade levels. On the vocabulary subtest of the Gates-MecG1n1tte the mean
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grade equivalency increased frOlll 4.5 to 6.4, an increase of l.g years in
vocabulary development during the .5 school years of this study.
Analys1s of the data related to attitude gain revealed that of the
19 students participating in this study, 16 of them made some 9ain 1n
reading attitudes. The resuits of the paired-date T-test for the attitude
instrument (T :: 4.719, P ( .0001) indicate a statistically significant
gain In reading att itude over the period of the study.
Analysis of data related to reading attitude and reading ability
indicate that the measured relationship between thue variables was not
statistically significant (r :: -0.29, F:: 1.67, p:: 0.214). This is also
true for the measured relationship between attitude ga1n and comprE';',enslon
gain (r :: -0.057, F : .06, p :: 0.816).
Data for attitude and total reading ability gain (r :: -0.24, F ::
1.04, p:: 0.320 indicate that the relationship between these variables is
not statistically significant, with attitude gain accounting for less than
6* of the \'driance of total reading abl1ity gain. Thus, Hypothesis 1(b)
was not supported by the data of this study.
Although there was no stat1stically slgnHlcant linear causal
relat10nsh1p between attitudEi change and reading gain, it should be noted
that there was posit1ve attitude change according to the measure of
Attitude, and there was reading gain, as measured by the reading tests.
This suggests the possibility of a non-linear cBusal relationship between
attitude change and reading gain. It 1s not clear from the date associated
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with this study whether any possible non-linear relationship 1s in the
Attitude -) Reading Gain direction, or vice versa, or if there exists some
more-complex interactive or cyclical relationship. A cyclical
relationship, as used here, refars to a relationship ...hare two variables
Interact and grow incrementally. That Is, there may be an interdependence
between the two variables.
It may also be possible that Attitude and Reading Gain are not
responding to each other but to some variable not present in the design of
this study. For example, the climate established in the classroom,
ch.lracterized particularly by the respect and acceptance for the stUdents
exhibited by the teacher. The caSe stUdies (Appendix 3 - i3) appear to
provide some support for this poss1b1l1ty. However, no data was collected
that would permit investigation of these possibilities, and they \O'ere not
anticipated when the stUdy was des1gned.
Rec9!!!!lendation!l
In the course of any investigation questions will becollle apparent.
Hany of these could not, ordinarily, have been anticIpated by the
researcher. The process of investigation contributes to the researcher's
developing syntheses of related Issues. These syntheses give rise to
realizations that there are many other related issues and questions that
need to be addressed. For example, in subsequent research, efforts to
answer the following questions might be attempted:
"4
1. Is there a causal relationship between the climate of the
classroom, as independent variable, and reading gain, as dependent
variable?
2. Is there a causal relationship between classroom climate,
indepandent variable, and reading attitude, as dependent variable?
3. Is there a causal rt,lationship between classroom climate,
Independent variable, and some dynamic combination of reading gain +
attitude, as dependent variable.
4. Is there a dynamic (La interactive) relationship between the two
variables Reading Gain and Attitude, and a l1terature-basad, holistic,
approach to readtng instruction?
5. Could the methodologies utilized in the present study be
effectively ut ili zed in develoJ)mental prograrrming for intermediate
students?
6. What is the effect of including a strong writing component in the
reading program? How is student writing development affected? How is
student reading development affected? (Note: Although a strong integrated
writing program was a fundamenta"l aspect of the total language program
provided to the students 1n this study, no attempt was made to measure




The object of this study was to determine if 8 l1terature-based
read1ng and wr1tlng program, provided according to hol1st1c methodolog1es
consistent .... ith the research literature. would be as effect1ve for
readlng-d1sabled intermediate students as for younger beg1nning readers.
The research supported the use of these methodologies, in contrast to the
l1m1ted effectiveness of the more tradit10nal sk111s approaches, for
YOllnger children. The underlying assumption was that since these
intermediate reading-disabled students had not developed efficient read1ng
facHities, they would have many similarities to younger beginning
readers. They were, in many respects, in fact. beginning readers.
The analysis of the Quant1tative data, corroborated by the case
studies, clearly 1ndicate that these methodolog1es can be very effective.
In each case, but one, student read1ng skl1ls increased by at least one
year .... 1th a mean ga1n of almost two years over a f1ve fllOnth period of
exposure to, and experience .... ith. these non-traditional methodologies for
read1ng and wr1ting instruction.
The Quest10n of generalizabl1ity naturally arises. There appears to
be no reason why these methodolog1es would not be equally effective for
readlng-dfsabled students at any educational level regardless of socio-
econom1c context. Furthermore, since the students involved in this study
wert:l not true beginning readers, as indicated by pretesting. it appears
'0'
reasonable to conclude that methodologies utllized in thts study would be
equally effective in any regular developmental reading class.
The question of efficiency also 8rises. When older students,
particularly those with a history of negative educ8tional experiences and
school failure, respond tn the manner as dtd the students in this study,
with gains as great as three lnstructtonal ye8rs in a ftve mooth period,
there seems to be little reasonable doubt that the methodologies utilized
are effic1ent.
It is also important to note that although the nature of the
relationship of Attitude wIth Reading Gain has not been determined,
students' negat tve att ltudes were successfully supplanted by significant ly
more positive ones.
It can be concluded, therefore, that the methodologies utilized In
th1s study are effective not only for the instrumental benefits normally
expected to be associated with reading gain, but also for the instrumental
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APPENDIX 1 - 1
An Example of a Group-dlctated Language Experience Story
SPRING COMES TO THE HARBOURI
Spring is here!
People are going out sealing. There are lots of seals r1ght out on
the harbour lee. People get sMls to sell. They also kill them to get
meat to eat.
Blrds are com1ng back from the South to make thfllr nests. They look
for somethlng tl> eat.
The weather is dr8lldful in Spr1ng. It rains for days and days. It
15 cold and foggy most of the ttme.
The snow 15 9radually melting. It 15 black and dirty. There was an
awful lot of snow this vlnter.
It's niGe to see Sprtng agaln.
In Spring. sOllIe people go down to Labrador to fish. They w111 be
gone all slDIIEIr. SOJDe years. the ffshing 15 very good. But, other years,
it 15 poor and the fisherll8n don't earn very lIlJCh money.
It Is good to see Sprlng again.
The End
IThe stlRlUlus for thls activlty: Smith, E. (Harch, 1991). ~Sprlng tn
Newfoundland". f..1.U~£ 1(3), p. 8. (first Tl me Readers Is a
supplement to IllL.£1.l.Qtl.
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Skll Is Development Activjties
l. Write the plurals of the following words: seal, nest, bird.
2. Find the words with meanings as follows:
(a) to hunt for seals
(b) homes for birds
(c) thick mist
(d) horrible
3. How many~ are in this story?
4. How many~§ are In this story?
5. Write all of the D..QYD.i from your~.
6. Write all of the~ from your~.
7. Write the root words of the following words: sealing, coming, g01ng,
dreadful, meltlng, foggy.
".
APPE.HOIX 1 - 2
Wordless Piclufe Books Utilized In the Study
DePaola, Tomte. (1918). eA.ncakes for breakflst. New York: Harcollrt Brace.
Krahn, Fernando. (1976). fu!.P.!i!ll!LA!!.d the lfIyshrQ9m. Hew York: Dillacorte
Press.
Hayer, Hercer. (1961). ~~oq and th, froq. Hew York: Otal Press.
-----(1!il16). ~. New Vorl,:: 0111 Prf'SS.
-----(1911). Q2Q1. New York: Otal Press.
Winter Paula. (H76). Jl!t.....bear and the fh. N8\I' York: Crown Pub11shers.
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APPENDIX 1-3
Picture Books Used as Models for Writing
Briggs, Raymond. (1970). Jim and the Be~. london: Ham1sh Haml1ton.
Crauss, Ruth. (1945). The Carrot Seed. New York: Harper & Row
The Brothers Gr1mm. (1919). Hansel and Gretel. (E. Crawford, Trans.). New
York: William Morrow.
Klpl1ng, Rudyard. (1967). How the Leopard Got His sPOts and Other StQ..C..i.n.
New York: Grollier.
Lee, Jeanne H. (1982). !...e.B.Wd of the Ml1ky Way. New York: Holt Rinehart &
Winston.
Hayer Mercer. (I983).~. New York: Golden Press.
Parker, Ed. (1919). Jack and the Beanstalk. Mahwah, NJ: Troll Associates.
Southgate, Vera. Jack and the Beanstalk. LOU9hborough, Le1cestershire:
ladybird Press. (Undated).
Wildsmith, Brian. (1966). The Hare and the Tortise. london: Oxford
University Press. (Based on the fable by LaFontaine)
Wise Brown, Margaret. (1949). I.hi...lm~.New York: Harper Trophy.
How Eire Came to the Indians
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APPENDIX 1 - .(
A Sample Skeletal Poem
HE
I ,m
I feel sorry when
Yesterday ~~=~======-Tomorrow I'llBut today
Being "H•• '_'::"-=========cause _
I am "U~"~W~h~."~~~~~~~~~I am "down'· whenI needTo keeD
Without I am
But wIth I can
I 'm
Cromley. Harcy. (1976). Skeltal poems: Effective techniques for
affective teaching. Journal of Reading. 19 (4), 291 - 293.
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APPENDIX I - 5
Picture Books Util1i:ed in Teaching Analysis Elements of Ltterature
Exaggeration:
Stevenson, James. (1977). r;ould be ....orse. New York: Green .... illow
Books.
Munsch, Robert. (1983). David's father. Toronto: Annick Press.
----- (1986). ~~r2. Toronto: Annick Press.
Conflict (Edernal):
Belov Gross, Ruth. (1974). Hansel and Gretel. New York; Scholastic.
Kellogg, Stephen. (1976). Much bigger than Martin. Ne.... York: Dial
Press.
Munsch, Robert. (i985). Thomas' sno....suit. Toronto: Annick Press.
Conflic:t(Internall:
Disney Publishing. (1973). Pinocchio. New York: Random House.
Personification:
Silverstein, Shel. (1964). The giying tree. New York: Harper & Row.
Simile:
Shaw, Charles. (1947). It looked like SPlit milk. Na.... York: Harper
& Ro.....
Irony:
Zamach, Herva. (1969).~. Toronto: Collins PUblishers.
Hood:
Llonnt, lao. (i9S3). ~. New York: Dragonfly Books.
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Flashback:
Marshall, James. (1983). Bapscallion Jones. New York: Viking.
Plot:
Cunvning, Petere. (1984). A horse called Farmer. Charlottetown:
Ragweed Press.
Steig, W1l1iam. (1982).~. New York: Sunburst.
Metaphor:
Belting, Natalie. (1962). The sun 1s a golden earring. New York:
Holt, Rinehart & Winston.
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APPEllOIX 1 - 6
L1st of Novels and Related Books utll1zed in the Study
Theme: The Mct ic.
Key Novel:
Houston, James. (1917). E.r:...ozen f1re. New York: Pengu1n Books.
~lated Titles:
Cralghead George, Jean. (1972). ~.ulje of the wolves. Toronto:
F1tzhenry & Whiteside.
Hoffman, Mary. (1987). M,-i!!!!lls tn the wlld' Bear. Toronto:
Scholastic.
Houston, James. (1965). Um'.lii(tak: An Eskimo legend. Naw Vork:
Harcourt, Srace & World, Inc.
-----(1982). Long Claws: An Art<.~. Toronto: McClelland &
Stewart.
Johnson, Annabul & Edgar. (1964). !..t!I....a!:.i. New Vork: Scholast1c.
Marsh, Winnlfred. (1983). People of the willow. Toronto: Oxford.
Metayer, father Maurice. (1975). Tales from the igloo. Edmonton:
Hurttg.
Mowat, Farley. (1956). Two against the North. Toronto: Scholastic.
Munsch, Robert. (1988). A promise is a promise. Torcnto: Ann1ck
Press.
Serrenty, Vincant. (1983). Animals of the wild' penguin. Toronto:
Scholastic.
'"
Simon, Noel. (1985). Wolv~. London: J. M. Dent.
Stonehouse, Bernard. (1982). Just look at.. li'/in9a~,
LondoI"': MacDonald & Co.
Harnden, Ruth. (1962). T~~. Toronto: Scholastic.
Theme: Owls.
Key Novel:
HOltat, Farley. (1961), Mi..J.n...1bLfMl..lb:. Toronto: Little. Brown
and Company.
Related Titles:
Angell, tony. (1974). Qltli. Bellingham: UniversIty of Washington
Press.
8rady, Irene. (1974). Owlet the greAt horned owl. 80ston: Houghton
Mtfflin.
Cochrane, Oral. (1986). The great horned owl. Steinbach, Hanitoba:
Derksen Pr1nters.
Kalman, Bobbie. (1987). Q!til. Toronto: Crabtree.
Macarthur-Onslow, annette. (1969). !l.!1J:l. sydney: Ure smith.
Mckeever, Katherine. (1984). Granny's Gang' l1te with a most unusual
family of owls. Toronto: Greey de Poneler Books.





Hughes, MoniclI. (1982). Hunter 1n the dark. New York: Atheneum,
B.U~1lt§:
KIIdhol, Harit & Oyen, Wenche. (1987).~. St. John's, NF:
Breakwllter.
Kennedy, R1chllrd. 91916). Come a9111n in thll spr109. New York: Harper
& Row.
Kubler-Ross, El1zabeth. (1982). Remember the secret. Millbrae, CA:
Celest1al Arts.
Patterson, Katherine. (1977). Bridge to Terllbithia. New York: Harber
& Row.
Vlorst. Judith. (1911).~ good thing about Barney. New York:
MacMillan.
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APPENDIX 1 - 7
E,ll'lmple Of a Choral Reading ExerCIse
Solo: He took a deep breath
All: as the panic subsided.
A: "Now? MOllI, it's only nine-thirty,
8: and we've just ordered."
All: There was a sil'ilnce at the other end.
A: "Mom, are you still there?"
B: "Ves." Her ....oice sounded brisk.
All: "I"m sorry. 1 wasn't thinking."
Solo: "Look, f1n1sh your plzza, and then come
All: right home, all right?"
Solo: "sure, Hom ••• "
Source:
Hughes, Monlca. (1982). Hynter 1n the dark. New York: Atheneum.
P. 27.
'"
APPENDIX 1 - 8
Sample Reading Log




Today I Read Date













1 - 9 Jan 24











94 - gg Feb 11
APPENDIX 1 - 9
Student Repeated ReadIng Record
REPEATED READING CHART
Name:~N[W _ Oate:_Feb. 16, 1991



















Top1c Genre First Draft Revised Edited Printed comments
Snow Poem Jan 18/91 x x Very reluctant
writer. Poor spe 11 ing skt lls. Sentences too long. Poor structure.
Insenslt1ve to punctuation.
Polar Bears
Research Jan 24 x x - Short Piece.
Gralllllar stlll very poor, but more concerned with spel11ng.
Me Poem Feb 1 x x x Very
concerned wIth neatness. Rev1sed several times. Showed creat1vity.
Oops! Ch1ldren's story
Feb 12 x x x Enjoyed this
act1v1ty. Was very pleased with f1nal draft. Dec1ded to make a
cover.
Why a Frog Is Green
legend Feb 27 x x x Worked co-
ope rat 1vely w1th James. Worked well together. Exellent mot tvat1on.
Very pleasing fina 1 draft. Spelling and gramar 1mproved.
I Was So Had
Ch1ldren's Story
Harch 1B x x x Asked jf he
m1ght do th1s. Really enjoyed it. Came up with some really
creative 1deas.
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APPENDIX 1 - 11
Sample Reading Record
Student: ,James 8. _
Q!O.O!!t.'---- TL1'.t-tlLo. ~Qllf§..LQn£!..JfQt.n
Jan 10/91 Penguins A very reluctant reader.
Chose a s1mple picture book after making several trips to the
bookshelf. Freely discussed photographs in the book. Points with
finger and moves lips when readIng.
Jan 30 The Grizzly Read for 10 minutes today.
Able to name main character, setting. Had good recall of what he
read today. However, was unable to remember details from previous
chapter. Said he likes thIS story.
Feb 20 Trapped In the Ice Finished this today.
Beginning to show a real Interest in independent reading. Able to
discuss character resourcefulness. Read words like "knowledge",
"channel", "impractical" Is better able to use context in decoding
words.
March 6 Burn Out Has read several of these
books (Paul Kropp series). Says he llkes these because "the
characters are cool". He said he liked~ best. Often takes
a book home to read now.
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APPENDIX 1 - 12
Quest10rls for Corlfererlcing
1. Which part of this writing do you like best?
2. Are you havIng pl'oblems with this piece of writing? What are
they?
3. Does your topIc sentence "grab" your audience?
4. 00 the paragraphs seem to be in the right order?
S. Does each paragraph st ick to ana topic?
6. Are there repetitions of words (especially 'and' and 'then')?
Can some words or phrases be omitted?
7. Are some sentences too short? Can some sentences be combtned?
B. Are there places where you may be able to use more interesting
adjectives or verbs?
9. How do you feel about this piecB of writing?
10. How do you feel about the ending? Does it end too quickly? Are
there more dehils which you nBed to add?
(Adapted)
Source; Russell, Connie. (1983). Putting Research Into Practlce:
Conferencing with Young Writers.~. 60, 3. (333 - 3(0).
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APPENDIX 3 - 1
Attitude Survey
Name: oate: _
Please respond to the following statements, us1ng the key to help






1. When I have free time at school, I like to read e book.
2. I often check out library books.
3. I would rather read a book than watch TV.
4. I seldom read at home.
5. I really enjoy reading.
6. I wotJld l1ke to become a better reader.
1. Reading 1s my felvour1te school activity.
8. Host of the books in my clessrOOO'l are not interest 1n9.
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9. I like to listen to a novel being read by the teacher.
10.• would rather look at pictures In my social studIes book than
read It.
1 2 3 4 5
11. I find my scIence te1.t difficult to read on my own.
12. I understand what I read jrom my soc1al stud1es text.
13. I ....ould lIke to have lots of bonks to read at home.
14, I would rather read than go skidooing.
15. I enjoy reading aloud 1n social studies class.
16, I enjoy readIng aloUd in language arts class.
17. I feel happy when I am read1ng.
18. Being able to read well 1s very important.
19. Reading is a fun way to learn.
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20. Reading is boring.
21 . I may be able tl.: get a better job if I am a good reader.
22. Readlng at school is a waste of time.
23. I would I ikt to join a book club.
24. I enjoy free reading in language arts class.
25. I would get better marks in all subjects 1f I could read better.
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Mean 3.' 5.' +1.8
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APPENDIX 3- J
Corrrnon Test levels (Pretests snd Posttests) on Burns/Roe
Pretest posttest
Fo,," Form Form Form Fo,," Form Fo", Form
A A B A e e 0 e
WR DC se Ave WPH HR DC se AVe WPH
----------------------------------------------------------------------
, 96 75 75 75 B3 99.5 95
"
90 137
2 94 70 75 72.5 7' 99 IDO B5 92.5 93
3 92 50 60 55 81
"
B5 75 BD 113
4 87 70 50 60 71
"
95 BO 87,5 BO
5 96 B5 65 75 82 99 100 '00 '00
'"6 94 65 60 62.5 70
"
'00 BO 90 96
7 85 60 30 45 47 94 90 B5 87.5 B9
B 94 45 50 47.5 '0 97 75 75 75 96, B7 50 60 55 38
"
'00 BO '0
"10 65 60 65 62.5 32 99 75 BO 77.5 39
II 93 50 75 62.5 51 99 75 100 '00 84
"
'7 25 40 33 51 99 BO B5 82.5 95
13 96 40 60 50 65 96 75 BO 77.5 7'
14 93 30 40 35 57 99 '0 B5 87.5 B3
15 96 BO 60 10 52 96 '0 BO B5 51
16 93 50 40 45 B5 9B BO '0 B5 86
17 96 JD 65 67,5 95 97 BO '0 B5 104
16
"
B5 BO 82.5 53 '00 95 '0 92.5 51
"
94 60 JD 60 94 99 '00 '0 95 101
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Key: S = Student WR = Word Recognitton DC = Oral Comprehension
SC = Silent Comprehension AVC = Average Comprehension
WPM = Words Per Hinute
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APPENDIX 3 - 4
Data for Burns/Roe I~st level 3 Group
PRETEST
WR oe se Ave WPM WR
POSHEST




























Key: S = Student
WR = Word Recogn1t Ion
OC ~ Ora 1 Comprehens Ion
Ave = Average Comprehens ion
WPM = Words per Minute
SC =Silent Comprehension
'"
APPENDIX 3 - 5
Data for Burns/Roe Test level Four Group
PRETEST POSTTEST



















87 50 60 55 38 96 100 80 90 66
19 94 50 70 60 94 99 100 90 95 101
Key: S; Student
WR = Word Recognltion
OC ::: Oral Comprehension
AVC = Average Comprehension
WPM; Words per Minute
SC = Silent Comprehension
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APPENDIX 3 - 6




AVe WPH WR ac se A.ve WPH
96 85 65 75 82
10 85 60 65 62.5 32
17 96 70 65 67.5 95
18 96 85 80 82.553
Key: S.: Student
WR .: Word Recognition
OC .: Oral CoMprehension
99 100 100 100 129
99 75 80 77.539
97 80 90 86 104
100 95 90 92.5 el
Ave.: Average Colllprehens1on
WPM.: wards per Hinute
SC .: Silent CoIlprehension
'"
APPENDIX, 3 - 1
Grade EQuhalency Scores of Gates-Hactl1nlt 1e Reading CoIIprehens1on Subtest
Student
Pretest
level E, For,. 1
Posttest
level E, Forn 2
Gain
Score
1 2.1* 3.' +0.7
2 ,.. '.3 +0.93 3.' ,.. +2.6
• 3.7 '.1 +1.4, 3.' .. , +5.1
• 3.' ,.. +2.01 2.' ,.. +2.3
• ,.. '.3 '", .., ,.. ~1. 3
•• ...
,.. +0.6
11 2.7' 2.' +0.2
12 ... '.7 +1.7











19 3.' ... +1.1
Heon ... ,., +1.5
* The lowest grade lKIuivalency eeasurably by this fom of the test 15 2.8.
Since these students scored below 2.8, they were assigned a score of 2.7
for analysts purposes.
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APPENDIX 3 - 8
Raw Scores for Vocabulary. Comprehension, and Total (Gates-MaGGi nit f8)
----------------------------------------------------------------------
Vocabulary COlllPrehens1on Total SCore














31 13 32 27 63, I. 17 I.
"
2. J3
1 12 17 t1 21 23 3B
8 21
" "





17 21 31 31
t1 t1 12 7 12 18

















11 15 27 2S 23 ,. 5.








"an 13.S 19.8 14.5 19.5 21.g 39.4
Sl.Dev. 4.3 7.2 a., '.8 7.8 11.0
Var1ance 18.3 S1.3 24.3 22.5 60.2 122.0
------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 3 - 9








, 5.7 5.4 -0.3
2 3.7 4.8 +\.1
3 3.4 4.8 +\.4
4 3.4 4.8 +1.4
5 4.8 9.2 +4.4
• 3.' 5.1 +2.17 4.1 5.7 +1.6
8 8.1 11.7 +3.6
9 3.4 5.4 +l.0
10 4.1 5.4 +0.7
11 3.9 4.3 +0.4
12 4.5 4.5 0
13 '.0 8.' +2.6
14 3.' 7.1 +3.5
15 4.3 '.8 +2.5
"
4.' '.3 +1.5
11 5.0 8.1 +3.1
18 3.' 7.3 +3.0
19 5.8 5.4 -0.4
Mean 4.5 '.4 +1.9
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APPEHDIX 3 - to
Raw Scores on Attitude Survey
Mlnl~ Possible Score = 25; Maxi_ Possible Score = 125
Student Pretest PO'ittest G1l1n
1 35 11 36
2 50 11 2t
3 13 78 5
. 50 '0 10
5 60 54 •, 60 55 -5
7 45 57 12
• 60 77 11, 61 61 0
'0 63 78 15













16 61 66 5
11 105 111 6
18 6B 6B 0
19 59 67 8
Hoan 59.5 70.5 11
Sl.Dev. 14.8 13.2









Student Vocab Comp Total Pco Post Gain
--------~-------------------------------------------------------
1 -1 6 , J5 71 •, J J 6 50 71 ,
J , , 6 7J 78 ,
4 4 , , 50 60 a, 17 19 J6 60 64 4
6 7 6 13 60 55 ,
7 , 10 15 45 57 ,
6 12 4
"
60 17 •9 7 7 14 61 61 0
10 2 4 6 53 78 ,
"
, , 6 41 65 •12 a , 2 53 64 I
13
"
, 15 74 87 J




16 , 7 12 61 66 ,
17 12 -, 10 10' ,\I 6
16 13 0 13 58 58 0
19 -2 6 4 59 67 6
----------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 3 - 12
Raw fore and Po,' Scores and Ga 1n Scores for Gates MacGlnitle Tests
and AttHude Survey
----- ------------------- --------------------------------------------
ST VI V, V, V' V, V' V7 V8 V' Vl0 VI1 V12
----------------------------------------------------------------------





" " " "




• • 8 73 78
,












• 10 17 10 16 '0 33 7 • 13 .0 55 -,7 12 17 11 21
" "
, 10 15 .0 77 17
8
" " "
28 51 67 12 •
"
.0 77 17







16 17 21 31
"
2 • • 63 78 1511 11 12 7 12 16
"
1 , • .. .. "12 13 13 15 17 28 '0 0 2 2
"
58 1








10 22 7 16 17 36 22 • 21 57 71 "15 12 21 17
"









, 7 12 61 .. ,
11 15
" " "













Me" 13.5 19.8 14.5 19.6 28.0 39." ... '.1 11.5 59.5 70.5 11
S.D. '.3 7.' '.0 '.8 7.8 11.0 5.' '.5 7.8 1".8 13.2 10.2
VAR 18.3 51.3 2..... 22.6 60.2 122.029.020.2 60.2219.3 17 ... 8 103.2
--------------------------_._--------------------------
Key:
Sf: Student \/1: \/ocabullry For. I
\12: Vocabulary Form 2 1,13: Ccaprehension FOf"ll 1
V.. : Comprehension FOf"ll 2 1,15: Total Raw Fonn 1
V6: Total ... Fo,.. 2 1,11: Vocabulary Gain
1,18: COGIprehens1on Gain \/9: Total Galn





The Students: Indivtdual Case Studies
Student 1: Tony. ege 15.
Tony was an eighth grade repeater. "lthough well-dressed and clean
tn appearance, it was important to him that he maintatn an air of
"toughness" to demonstrate his strength. Hts shaved haircut, dangling
earring. and black leather jacket served to malntain thl$ illlage, He had
been on the basketball team earlier in the year but was kicked off because
of aggresstve behaviour and foul language,
Tony's poor att1tude about school was evident on the firat day of
class. He sauntered into the classroom five minutes late. slung his booka
on the table, and demanded that David (another student) get up from "my
chair". He muttered something about the fact that he shouldn't be in this
class, an}'\flay, because "I don't need no help. I do okay in other clasa8a,"
According to reports from other teachers, Tony had been doing very little
tn school except "terrorizing other kids. ~
During the flrst month of class, Tony tried hard to impress on all of
classmates his total lack of respect and utter contempt for them and for
the activities they were involved in, He appeared to be very nervoys most
of the time, almost to the point of hyperactivity. His hands and feet
were continually moving. often flicking one of the other students with a
pencil, jumping up to open the window. shut the window, look out into the
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corr1dor, or just to go for a ....alk. He would deliberately atteMpt a
confrontation in the hope of being sent outside the classroom, as was his
hab1t with other teachers. Thus, he would be free of a stressful
situation-that of belng expected to perform tasks at which he had already
failed so many times before. He was generally very disrupt1ve, especially
during reading time, several times convnenting that he hated "listening to
that ole novel." The other studsnts in his group would become upset with
him, especially if they were forced to stop reading or to end a game they
might be playing.
Ourlng this time Tony d1d very little reading or .... ritlng. A typical
journal entry, if he attempted anything, was often one scrawled, defiant
sent.ence, "r hates school and I hates all teachers." He read very little
during SSR time and refused to keep a log as other students were doing.
One day he walked into the classroom, tore up his journal and
declared he was ~doln' no work today." In the pest, patience had been
tr1ed with Tony in an effort to avoid confrontat10n. However, at this
point, something else had to be done. He was told to go il,,"ed1ately to
the principal's office. He got up, grinned, and said, ~You're finally
goln' to kick me out. ~ At the office a chair was placed outside the
principal's door, and Tony was told to sit on it until someone came for
him. He received no reprimand and no report Was filed. However, the
principal had previously been made aware of this problem and of what had
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been planned tn the event that it beCM\8 necessary to remove Tony trOWI the
classrOOll.
After class, during a d1Scussion, the teacher asked him, "Is it lie
that you dislike so Much?" He appeared surprised at this question and
said, MHo, H1Ss. 115 I\C't you. t don't know what'5 wrong with 1118. M He
also mentioned, durlng the course of the discussion, that he had a social
studies test later that day. It become obvious that he was experlanclng
some anxiety lIbout this.
The following day Tony breezed Into class and asked If the class
might playa game today. Their writing asslgl1lllent for that day happened
to be a poem. They hdd been discussing individuality as part of a novel
they had been reading. A lIOdel for the PCIetII was presented to the class,
and they were given a skeletal OlJtl1ne to work with. The following 1s a
copy of what Tony wrote that day:
I all often in a bad 1IOOd.
I feel sorry when teachers
tell IlEl off.
Yesterday I had a test.
Tomorrow I'll get it back.
But today I'll just have to watt.
Being "llI8 M is good because
I do what I want.
I am M Up• When I pass.
I all'l Mdown" when I fai 1 my test.
I need holp at my homework
to keep my grades up.
Without help t am going to
fail this year.
But with help I can pass.
I am ME! Who are YOU?
by Tony
'"
Tony used the word processor to type the PoetI and the final draft
""as prfnted and placed on the bulletfn board. He was obviously Quite
pleased with the final product.
several times throughout the term, Tony would put himself down with
cOlllllents such as, ~l'lI stupidl Mor MJ can't do nothtn' r1ght.- It became
clear that Tony wasn't IS Mtough- as he would like one to beHeve. He was
just turned off from school, distrust of teachers keeping him alienated
frcwn that which had caused him so much stress. His self-confidence had
been eroded to the point where he had given up, his ag9n!Jssive behaviour
serving as a cloak to hide his feelings of Infertority and insecurity,
Progress, In Tony's fOrll8tive years, may have been illpeded by
conditions within his personal environment, such as lack of support frOll
parents and teachers. A!o t111lB passed, a grow1ng distaste develeped for
reading and writing because he was not experiencing success in the area.
Increased anxiety and expectatfon of failure lIay have led to hill
developfng a defensive attitude about his lack of success. COlIPensatory
behavtours, such as aggressiveness and avoidance tactics have all served
as obstacles to progress for him.
Tony d1d not become a model student dur1ng the course of this
program. Hfs attitucie toward read1ng d1d fmprove, however (see Appendix
3 - 10), and hfs readfng scores increased by two grade levels (see
Appendix 3 - 2). He brought a new exerctse book, started a new journal,
and wrote alllOst every day. His other wr1t1ngs included soveral poems,
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several short stories, as lOell as a longer story for children. He also
cooperated with another student to write a fairy tale - a modified \lersion
of ~ Jack and the Beanstalk".
At the end of the year Tony, who had never before sang in public,
asked jf he might sing at the final assembly. The song he choose WAS one
by his favourite rock band, REM. The song was "LoosIng m)' Religion". He
was very pleased when the audience clapped loudly. and has decide that
next year he would like to join the school's guitar club.
Student 2: Gary, age 14.
Gary was an eightt} grade stud'ent with a history of failure. Hts
regular-ciass teachers had referred him for remedial reading because he
was unable to function in the regular classes. Gary was a Quiet boy,
small for his age, with red hair and freckles, and with an impish grIn
that belied his sombre nature,
Pretesttng showed that Gary was reading at a third grade level (See
Appendb 3 - Z). He had never attempted to read a novel on his own,
saying "It don't make sense when I read it." Journal entries were short -
usually not more than one or two sentences and, generally, were
repetitions of previous entries. Gary's spellir,g was poor: his
punctuation was often nonexistent or in error: and his sentences tended to
be short and choppy.
Gary's main interest was hockey. He often spoke about playing
street hockey or ice hockey with his friends, depending on the season, and
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about the hockey games on TV. rhus, he enjoyed activities related to that
sport. A major piece l,lf writing for him was a research paper on the
Montreal Canad1ens for wh1Ch he garnered 1nformation from newspapers,
sports mllgazlnes, and hoc~ey cards. He began to write longer journal
entries and to include more detall from the information that he had been
collecting. Much of the Information he had already been aware of, but he
had found it difficult to "r'te it down because of his poor spelling and
his poor syntax and sentence construction skills. After hearing his
journal entries r""ad by the teaGher, and after reading it aloud himself,
he became better .:It recuyni:1ng how words look (i.e. word shape, letter
sequencing, and proper spelling) and at synthesizing his information.
Gary's other writing during the program included se..,eral poems,
several short stories, a "r ..wntten" fairy tale, and a written opinloo: "1
think that the Hontreal Canddiens 101111 win the Stanley Cup this year
because•. '
Word games such as Scrllbbl/l, ~ill and Spell, and Hangman also
helped Gary improye his spelling.
Posttestlng, after the five month program, showed Gary to be
functioning at a fifth grade reading leyel (See Appendh: 3 - 2).
Student 3: John, age 14.
John was repeating the seyenth grade. He had been referred to the
remedial unit by his regular-class teacherS beceuse he was "failing
everything" and "making no effort" in his regular clesses.
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When John was asked to ma"e a list of his favourIte rock bands and
songs during the first week of remedial chss, he wasn't able, or chose
not, to 1ist any. He said that he didn't remember any titles. John
appeared very insecure, manifested by his frequent "giggling" episodes in
class. He seldom concentrated on what he was supposed to be doing. For
example, during SSR time, he spent a great deal of time just looking
around at the other students. trying to catch someone's interest, then
clowning to try and hold their attention. This behtlvlour. as appeared
obvious from the beginning of the term. was belng used as c:n avoidance
tactic In an eff,J,·t to evade an dctivity which he disliked. Fear of
failure prevented John from making any real effort.
At the beglnnlng of the term, John's approximate readlng level .... a!;
low grade two (See Appendix J - 2). His journal entries consisted of
practically indesclpherable sentences. His spelling was highly unstandard
and his handwriting was hardly legible. An early ellample of John's
writing follows:
On the wek-end I did go up 1n caben. and left weats - went in the
road.
Translatlon: On the weekend, I went to lhe cabin. I lifted weights
and went for a wtllk on the road.
John didn't work well Independently. He complained that he neaded
assistance with spelling and that reading was "too hare. However, he dld
enjoy listening to stories being read and he had ellcel1ent recall of what
he had heard read.
."
The use of language ellperience activities worked well with John,
seeming to give him confidence in his own ability to read and wrHe. He
began to put more effort into his handwr1ting and "cooperative" pieces of
writ ing were copied into his own notebook. While typing his own
compos1t ions, ut i J i zIng computer and word processor, he became very
concerned with such skills as spelling and paragraphing. If unsure, he
,"auld take the time to refer to his personal word l1sts or ask another
student or the teacher for assistance.
As John began to experience success in his wrH1ng, he also began to
read short stories and snort novels from the Sprint Reeding program. He
was very careful to keep In account of readings in his personal da11y log.
Also, John's behaviour improved noticeably toward the end of the term. He
no longer tried to fHld something to giggle about and he began to talk
about what he was doing In his other classes. If he had a test scheduled,
he would want to talk about it and he beglln to ask for assistance wlth
some concept that he didn't understand.
In early June, John came to class one day and said ')4Iss, I got my
Social Studies test back." When asked how he d1d, he sm1led and sa1d
"sixty seven percent." He was obv1ously very pleased that he had,
finally, "passed" a test. Before he left the classroom on that occasion
he asked "00 you want to see my test?" and he left it on the teacher's
table.
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During the final weeks of school, John worked dilIgently, saying
that he really wanted to pass this year. His other teachers were very
pleased with his change In attItude and in work habits.
During the five-month term John's reading level Increased by two
years (See Appendix 3 - ~l and hls spelling and writing skIlls showed
marked impro\'ement. But, mO;it importantly, his confidence about his own
ability to s'Jcceed ddveloped and, seemingly, as a consequence, his
attitude regarding school and .lbout reading Increased concomitantly. It
appears that the itage has been set for success In the dighth grade.
Student 4: Andy, age 15.
Andy was an eighth !jrade student with significant delays in language
deve lopment (express i ve, recept lve, and reading skills) and wi th a hIstory
of school failure. !-ilS at'ility to recall how words look was very poor.
During the first class period, he asked how to spell such words as "James"
(his own middle name), "Black" (his regular class teacher's family name},
and "gym." H1s reading fll,;ency was very poor, with word-by-word reading
his only skill. He had already been seeing the speech pathologist
regularly for about a year.
Andy's journal entries were often lndecipherab1e. He was
embarrassed at not bein!! able to spell simple words and, when given
assistance, attempted to hide his lack of ski \1 with remarks such as "I
knew that!" or "That's what I had first!"
"3
Andy had also been exper1encing severe headaches, diagnosed as
"migraines". It 1S suspected that these headaches may have been
symptomatic of school-lnduced stress.
At the beginning of the program, it was neCeSsllry to discuss with
Andy the results of some of the llssessment that had been carried aut
durlng the first few days of the term. This was to shaw him what some of
his problems were and tu help him understand that his problems did not
mean that he was "stup1d", a term thdt he frequently applied to himself,
but that his problems had a "medical" explanation. Then, he received an
explanation of why it was important to do activities such as writing,
language rnl.perience stories, repeated readings, and the use of games such
as~ These activities helped Andy improve his spelling end his
reading fluency. Andy really enjoyed listening to, 8nd had excellent
comprehens Ion of, the frequent storfes that the teacher read to him.
Because Andy's problems were so acute, progress was very slow. His
inability to progress or to finish a writing activity as quickly as some
of the others often caused him to become qutte frustrated and discouraged.
He often erased and rewrote a sentence as many as three times. After he
had read his efforts, he would realize that several words were left out,
that word spellings were reversed, or that words were written in the
incorrect order.
As with most of the remedial students, Andy's self-esteem was very
low. A poem, which he composed about mid-term, follows:
'"
I am <lumb.
I fee 1 sorry w~,en I
fail a test.
Yesterday I failed.
Tomorrow l hope I'll pass.
6ut today I'm in my
house studying.
B&ing "me" Is hard work
6ecause I'm dumb.
Andy really enjoyed uSIng the computer for his writing activities.
He expressed his pleasure at seeing.l poem printed out and looking "like
one tn a book." He started spending more and mere time at the tomputer
composingwHh the word procassor, often staying to finish even after the
dismissal bell had gone. He was afraid that something "might get lost~ if
he didn't get a hard copy of his composition before turning off the
computer. He didn't trust the computer's SAVE function to faithfully
preserve his efforts.
Andy's spe 111n9 IS st i 11 in need of much improvement. But, progress
has been steady, even if slow. Strategies such as having him write his
tests, such as in social studies and science, in the remedial classroom,
where he can be assisted with his spelling and with reading the test
questions, have resulted in improved scores in content area subjects.
This has given him muth satisfaction.
Content area tests had been a source of continuing frustration for
Andy, who so aptly exp1alned once "I hates it b1:!C8use I knows _hat the
answers is but I can't get it down".
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Andy was very pleased, during a repealed reading exercise, when he
managed to audio-tape h1mself readlng a 125 word passage in 122 seconds,
without any miscues, on a fourth reading. His first effort at reading the
passage had taken 200 seconds and contained 11 miscues.
Student 5: larry. age 16.
larry was a ninth grade student who was referred for remedial
assistance by his regular-class teachers because he refused to do anything
i'l any of his classes, and because he was a discipline problem. He was a
sullen boy wlth In unkempt appearance - long straggly ha1r and rather
dirty blue Jeans.
While working on <I Questionnaire, during the second class period of
the program, larry asked to spell "fforman~, h1s own middle name. and
"lester", the first name of one of his re!:1ular class teachers. When he
waS asked to read aloud, he asked ~Oo I have to? I hates to read out
loudl" But, he did read, in a slow, faltering voice, word-by-lorturous-
word. It was determined by his assessments that his reading competency
was at the fifth grade level.
Larry was very Quiet. during the (i rst weeks of the program,
speaking only if dlrectly spoken to or if asked a direct Question. His
writing indicated a very low vocllbulary level, poor Ilpelling, and poor
sentence structure. His writing efforts were characterized by
underdeve loped themes and very limited detai l.
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Ouring the first week of classes, Larry explained that he hadn't
done any writing at all during tile previous year. When asked why this was
so, he shrugged and responded ·Couldn't do It!" On.iom& days, larry
appeared to be very depressed and lI'ould not respond even when dlrecth
addressed. He would .iimply fold his arms, sit in his chair, and stare
directly ahead, It was several weeks into the first noyel lshared
reading) before he began to exhlbit any interest. He selda.. responded
during class dls.;ussion, and he answered direct Questtons with a mmlrnorn
of words, showtng no emotlon. He also refused to show any personal
feeling tn his writing, His Journal entnes sOl1l&times described a
personal experience. but never how he felt about the experience.
Then, suddenly, Larry began to ask "Can we read today?" Frequently,
after a shared reading session was completed, he would ask 'if the tellchar
would ..... read a lilt Ie more - just to see what happens next?" Theil, he
began to finish chapters Independent:y dur1ng 55R t lme,
For the first weeks of the program, Larry read yery little,
independently, saylng "I hates to read. I can't read! It Wll:> in the
second month of the program before he consented to engage In s1 lent
reading for a ten minute period.
One day, larry was shown some C!.nadian GeQS!:!Ip.hj£ magazines. One
magazine had an article about tile Canadian north. At the tllllEl, the class
was reading~, a novel set 1n the Canadian North. He read It
alld found it Quite Interesting,
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Because larry enjoys hunting and be1ng in the woods, he related to
the no~els ~!9.ll!!.....£.1[.J, by James Houston. and Hunter in the..Q!d. by
Monica Hughes. His recall of story events was excellent. He gradually
began to contribute to class discussions and even to give his opinions.
One day, for e~ampJe, as a writing exercise related to Hunter in the Der!!..
he was asked to gl~e his opinion about a comment made by onB of the
novel's characters: "LIfe isn't fair, Mtke, or unfair. It just Is. It's
a girt whether it's !'log or ~hort. Perhaps, it's the "ll'ay we live, the
qual1ty of our life, that counts, rather than the quantity" (P. 78).
Larry muller 1t o~er for some time and it took him three class
periods to write his response. But, he finally completed it. He was
still very reluct.ant to give his opinions; he had so ltttle self-
confidence!
At the first staff-meeting. teachers were discussing a student that
was causing some serious problems in their classes. He was being sent out
of class for "talking back" to teachers, and for dIsrupting class. It
wasn't until the name "L.:trry" was l'IIentioned, tha.t his remedial teacher
realized who was being discussed. She couldn't believe it because this
\las ttle same Larry that was corning to remedial class. Other than on his
"Qulet" days. he was very \lell behaved. A few days later, a colleague
walked into the remedIal classroan and noticed Larry wrltlng busily. That
teacher said that he couldn't believe it when larry raised his hand and
asked "Miss, can you come hera for a minute, please? I need help. ~
'"
The teacher as"ed "Ldrry, how come you don't act this way In your
other classes? How come you don't get along "11th your other teacher"s1"
Larry responded "I don't 11ke the way they talk to me! When they
talk to me right, I'll talk to them right."
Over the nellt several months, Larry read two (short) nO\lel$,
mSSlazlne articles, short stories, and comic books. He wrote two book
reports dealing with literary elements such as flashback, simile,
characteri;:ation, plot, settln'3, tllems, suspense, and metaphor. He wrote
a children's story, usIng a familiar I;hlldren's book as a model, as well
as a legend and severa 1 poems.
Much of Larry's writing was composed on the computer, and by May,
there was notit::eable improvement in his spelling and In the general
quality of his writing. One day, while writing about ~.!L..~,
for e~ample, he sald "I like the way the author uses flashbacks. They are
lmportant to the story because if they were not used. the reader wouldn't
know much abOut Hike's background. J also lIke the way the author makes
the characters seem like real people. Hike and Doug seem real tome - as
if I know them."
While writing in his journal, Larry was using words such as
'leukaemia,' 'characters,' 'symptoms,' etc. When he had trouble with
spelling, he would go to a diet ionary or he would refer to the novel.
On the last day of school, hIs remedial teacher was leaving the
building about twenty minutes after the 1ismissal bell. Most of the
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students had already ~acated the bl.lilding, The teacher was surprised to
find that Larry hadn't left since his bus had already gone,
His teacher sald to him "\tIt,y, Larry, how come you haven't gone on
your bus?"
larry smiled and sa1l;1 "I couldn't leave until 1 saw you, nowr'
When his teacher asked him If he planned to return to school
September, he said '·Ye!h. J thInk I'll be back.·
Larry was a lonely. shy. and sensitive boy. His remedial teacher
thought she saw hIS neE:d to be treated as a person, with respect - instead
of being 'spoken down to' or ignored because he happened not to be as
successful as som'il of the other students.
Larry responded well to that approach - and co that respect.
Student 6: David, ag9 15.
David was repeating the seventh grade. He was a small, pale, thin
boy with long, dirty hair and tlred-looking eyes, His attendance at
school ~as sporadic. He often arrived at school on the morning bus, only
to leave again before the first class bell. saying that he had" ... a
headache" or that he had ..... to go to the clinic.·
Pretesting results indicated that Oavid had =in independent reading
level of grade lwo {See Appendix 3 - 2). His writing skills were very
poor, and he disliked reading and writing because he'd had so few
successful experiences.
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Oa .... id enjoyed "rabbit hunting" and "going in the woods wIth Oad".
Thus, language e)(perience stones were composed related to these tOP1CS.
He was also encouraged to write about his personal ell.pBrjenc9s ;n hIs
daily journal.
David really enjoyed lIstening to Frozen-.£ll:~, beIng able to relate
to some of the experiences of the maIn characters. Surnnarles of what had
happened in each chapter we,'e also a source of writing inspiration fa,
him. His recall of events from the story was good.
As the class progressed through the novel, OavHI began attending
class with a I tttle more regulari':y. He liked to use the computer for
some of his writing, arld this also ser ...ed as an Incentive for him to come
to class.
David rleeded lots of support and encouragement. Ourin9 hls
schooling e)(perience, he had failed so many times, <'It so many things that,
for him, success was something unattainable, ambItion unknown. He often
said "I know I won't pass. I'm toa dumb."
When some of his strengths were pointed out, such as how wall he
could recall and write about a naval ha 'olliS reading with his teacher, he
would say "Yeah. That stuff is easy. I can't do anything in the other
classes. ~
Posltesting showed that David was reading at the third grade level
(See Appendix 3 - 2).
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David still has a lot of problems, salf-perceptlve and academic.
However, If can be persuaded to attend class regularly, David, too,
able to ellperience success.
Student 7: Peter, age 14.
Peter was repeating the seventh grade. His main interests in life
are going out in the WOODS ln the winter, and going fishing with h1s
father in the spring and summer. A Quiet, re3erved boy, Poter ellpected,
and receIved, little from school. His attendance was sporadic, and when
he was in class, he usually sat and day-dreamed until 1t was time to go
/lOme. He was generdlly very co-operatIve and friendly but appeared to
ho!lve no intent lOn of reading or "doing work" in school. He would
cheerfully spend all day toting cartons of books frOln classrooms to the
storage room, tldying up the classroom, or stacking chairs in tile
gymnasium. However, given a pencil and some paper, Peter suddenly became
quite helpless, declaring that he was "too tired" to work.
Pretesting showed Peter's independent reading skl1ls to be at tile
second grade level (See Appendh J - 2). His writing ability was,
likewise, very low. He had difficulty with spelling such c"'Vllll'lOn words as
~there" (thir), "Mthey" (thay), ·'like~ (lik), "blue" (blu), and "done"
(don).
Peter's attitude about school was very poor, Like most of the
other remedial stUdents, he vjewed school as beil19 lUll""r', "'d'it ,,) 1'1," .'!lld
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haying little meaning ln his daily life. He conSIdered gOIng to school a
"waste of tir.Je,·' and reading and writing /IS "junk M ,
Because Peter had such low confidence in his ability to succeed, he
was yery reluctant to try. One way to ayoid fal1ure, in Peter's yiew, was
to ayoid doing anyth1ng. Thus, he made no attempt.
As the class began to get into the noyel Er~tr.Q, Peter bag/ln to
enjoy it more and more, empathizing with the plight of the noyel's
characters when thei r snowmobi18 broke down and they were forced to wa lk.
(Peter had had simllar e)l:perlences: his snowmoblle had also broken down!)
He actiYely partlClpated in cooperat1Ye langauge ell.perience stories /lnd
didn't mind fe-reading "nd re-writing or engaging in actiyjties utilizing
his key words because, he s!lld, "This is easy stuff".
Peter thorough ty enjoyed 1istening to novels, and he I iked to write
responses to what he had heard. His dai ly journal entries became longer
as his vocabulary increased and as he felt marC! confident wiln spelling.
He enjoyed typing with the computer and he wanted to use it for a 11 of his
campos1t ions.
In Hay, Peter completed his longest piece of writing up to that time
- a tWo-P/lge composition on Friendship. This achleyement had taken 111m
more than a week to do. He wanted to change several p/lrts after re/lding
the first draft because he decided that some of the sentences "didn't make
sense". After the final draft came off the printer, he W/IS yery ple/lsed
with his success.
Peter's sentence structure was now quite good, and his wntlng also
showed creatlvlty. For example: "I like 90lng in the woods with my
friends. It's good eating moose and bread and tea at the cabin."
Peter began to attend school - and class - more regularly, and he
deveJopt'j a real Interest in writing, DurIng the final month of school,
he wrote several stories and poems. His spelling was stU! poor. But,
here, too, he had improved markedly. His reading scores had increased by
t ....o grade levels durIng the five month program, according to his reading
post.test (See Appendix 3 - 2~. Also, his homeroom teacher conrnented
several times on his attItude change.
Student 8: Don, Age 14.
Don was a ninth grade student referred to the remedial unit because
he was Mdoing nothing in any of his classes."
Lines from a poem that Don wrote mid-way through the program:
Being me Is not good
I am stUll.
Don had very poor writing skills and at the beginning of the program
and would wrtte only a few wnrds tn his journal entries. For example, as
one entry 1n his daily jl."urnal, he wrote "Today is Friday." He also had
'len poor spelling, especially with word endings, contractions, and non-
phonetically spelled words. However, just because Don was a poor writer
didn't mean that he was unintelligent. His comprehension was excellent
and he knew the meaning of many words even though he was unable to write
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them - words such as 'adapt,' 'effective,' 'quality,' 'focus,' and
'relevant.'
Don appeared to be "carrying a very large chip on his shoulder"
accqmpenled by a very poor attitude toward school. He kept creating
excuses for not having finished assignments from other classes, His other
teachers reported incidents of s\Oearing in their classrooms and of his
skipping class,
Pretest1ng showed Dan's reading and comprehension sk1lls to be at
the seventh grade level ISee AppendiX 3 - 2). In comparison with the
other students assigned to the remedial unit, his skills were not low.
His greatest diff1culty, however, was with written 18ngullg9 skills, wh1ch
were not formally asse.~sed for this study. Don was able to recall words
that were written and was able to use context effectively In decoding
words, However, he had much more difficulty recalling how to write words.
It appeared that he program might not work for Don because of his
attitude that this was "kids' stuff," During shared reading time, he
often ignored the remainder of the class and he would pick up a magazine
and go sit by himself to read,
Oon's family OWI1S a small games arcade and corner store, where local
teens 'hang out' at ntght, Oon reported that he was 1n charge of this
facility, often citing this as a reason for not having his homework
canpleted.
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Oon gradually began to pay attention during reading time and he
began to join the group. After he became' involved' in what the class was
reading, he took the book with him to read on h1s own. He was soon ahead
of the remainder of the group and he felt pleased when he was able to
summarize tHlrore the others could.
After finishing his first poem and printing it with the computer,
Don began to put more effort lnto his writlng. He still disliked having
to edit anything. That activity was ~foolishness" to him. However, he
was pleased wh~n his ork ....as placed on the bulletin board.
Posttesting stw ed Dun's reading scores to have increased by one
grade level dur1ng the five month program (See Appendix 3 - 2). He is
still reading two years below grade level. If Don maintains his momentum,
it 1s ellpected that he w1l1 be doing average grade-level work within a taw
months into the new school term.
Student 9: Derrick, age 15.
Derrick was an eighth-grade student who had completely given up on
school and, seemingly, on himself. He was making absolutely no effort in
any of h"is classes and he appeared not to care whether he succeeded or
not. He usually came In the classroom, sat down, folded his arms, and
stared straight ahead. He rarely smiled and spoke only to respond to l'\
question, wh1ch he answered In as few words as posS1ble.
Pretesting showed Derr1ck's reading level to be grade three (Se6
Appendix 3 - 2), accompanied by a poor attitude toward reading and toward
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school. He axhioited e)"tremely poor writing skills, and his spelling
skills were very low with words like 'friend' (frand), and 'want' (whlnt)
causing great problems for him.
Derr1ck's reading was painfully slow. He read word-by-palnful-word,
polnting to each word with a finger. He was unable to recall much of what
he had read because much of the meaning would be lost during tne effort of
decoding. His typing, on the computer keyboard, was also slow, a:; he
timidly used only one finger to type. With much practice, however,
Oerritk's s~ills began to improve.
It was necessary to give Derrick lots of encouragement because his
self-confidence !'>ad eroded to an extremely 10'1/ level.
It took Derrick almost a week to comple~e and print his first poem,
which began:
I am Derrick.
r feel sorry when someone
gets hurt.
Derrick was really plElased when he was complimented on how well he
had done. He wrote several more poems, a children's story, using II model,
and several short stories, as well as a book report and dally journal
writing.
Posttest1ng revealed that Derrick's reading ::.core had Increased by
one grade level (See Appendix 3 - 2). However, there was no change In hIs
score on the attitude instrument.
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Student 10: Roger, A9lI 15.
Roger was an eighth grade student whose pre-test Stores ind1cated
that he was at a fifth~grade reading level. Roger was a very friendly
bo~, always co-operatlVe in class, who would read Quietly dur1ng SSR time.
However, when Questioned about ....hat he was reading, he was able to recall
very little.
Roger's listening recall was much better than hls recall from
independent reading and he was able to write short sunmar1es of what was
read. His stelling skills were very poor, as were hi~ sentence structure
and punctuation. Host of the standard writing conventions were absent
from Roger's work. Examples of his spelling follow: 'yourself' (your
salfe), 'said' (sead), 'answered' (anserd).
Conferencing with Roger showed that he ....as able to spell with
greater facility If words were pronounced slowly for him. He was taught
to do this for himself during his wrltlng experiences. He engaged in word
building by wr1ting each syllable on a practice sheet, and then assembling
and checking the whole word. Roger was given mUch practice by using many
of the basic sight words 1n writing wh1ch encouraged automatic responding.
Along with this, repeated readings helped him develop his fluency.
On posttest1ng, Roger's scores increased by one grade level (See
AppemJh; 3 - Z).
An example of Roger's wr1t1ng from near the end of the program
follows;
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Four bright blue sweaters.
Five b/w t,v.s; one each.
Sh, shIny WIndows 1n my house.
Seven fat pigs that eat and eat.
Eight sheep on an island of grass land.
Ntne ducks; two have grey feathers
and seven white.
Ten brown doors to shut tight, one
in every bedrOCll.
Student 11: Shawn, Age 14.
Shawn, tn grade seven, was a haf!lllOphlliac who had spent e large
portion of his life In hospitals. At the beginning of the progr&ll he WllS,
practically, a non-reader. Teachers at his elementary school had informed
the remedial teacher that 51 ,awn Just would not partic1pate tn class. He
refused to read or write. On his first day of school, In Kindergarten, he
announced to his teacher that he would be quitting school as soon as he
became sixteen years old because his dad had said that he could.
Apparently, he's been reafffl1lllng that ambition each year since then.
Shl,,"'s biggest thrill Is ~going out on the boat with Oao. ~ One
wr1tlns assigfVllent, early In the terJll, was to select a certain animal,
convnon to the local area, do e little research, and wrIte about the
'information that they had gathered. Shawn didn't know which anllllal to
choose. The teacher suggested the s8,I, about Which he had been talking.
He was relishing the anticipation of seeing seals on tho coasul Ice later
on In the spring. He decided on the seal.
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Shawn was asked to tell ever~thjng he knew about seals (which turned
out to be QU1le a lot). The tedcher wrote the 1nformation as the stUdent
atctated. Then the student was asked to read it. The taacher also read
to Shawn from several books that he had selected after wh1ch he retold th6
tnformatlon as the teacher wrote it down for h1m.
Shawn worked on d number of these langauge experience stor1es over
the course of the program. He espectally enjoyed typlng h1s stor1es with
the computer.
At the beginning of the term, Sha'Wn refused to read or wr1te. When
the teacher discussed silent reading ttme (SSR) w1th the class, he said
that he had never read a novel. When asked why, he responded ·Can't read!
Oo.,'t want to!"
The teacher asked h1m if he'd like to learn to read a novel. He
shrugged and said "No!"
Whtle the other children wrote or read, Shawn just sat QUietly, very
lethargic. He was not disruptive jn class, and he was always very
friendly and cheerfUl. However, he appeared to have no 1ntent1on of
read1ng or writlng anything.
A typical journal entry for Shawn would be something 11ke "1 r1d b1k
the wekend," w1th no date.
However, Shawn enjoyed Ilsten1ng to a story be1ng read, Around the
second week 1nto the first novel,~, by James Houston, he
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started to ask, as seol1 as he came to the cl11ssrocm "Hi 55. can we read
some of that book today?"
After several more weeks, the class was working on a language
experience story, one day - an activity related to E.t~@!Lf!.rt. A chapter
had just been read and the group was rete 111ng what had happened as the
teacher wrote, exactly as they dictated. later, during the same class
period, the students were asked to read the jusT.-comp1eted dictated story.
Shawn asked the teacher if he would be permitted to read it all. He did -
and without miSSIng a word! He read ....ords like 'Signal,' 'mIrror,' and
'roast' with no problem. He was very pleased when the teacher
complimented him 0'1 how well he had done. He grinned and said "Yeah. 1
only rBad that because I knew it!··
In February, Shawn started to read dUflng SSR: very short novels,
such as.l.QID. (from the Sprint Reading program), short stor1es, and COOlie
books. At first, he wouloJ read for only about five minutes, pointIng at
words wIth a finger, and .... ith IIp movements.
Because Shawn enjoyed us illg the computer, thlS was capi ta lized upon.
He Degan to write storieswlththe computer. He was told thatal1 wrItIng
shoold be edited. He often worked with another student: one would type as
the other checked for spelling and punctuation errors.
One day, while workIng on a legend, tihy the Eagle has, Bald Head,
Shawn typed a paragraph of slx or seven Hnes. Several tlmes he pointed
out errors to his computer buddy and articulated the need for capital
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letters and punctuat Ion -arks. The two students would type a word, such
as 'where', and then stop and discuss spelling because one of ttwn had
some doobts: ~J think It's 'w ERE'. R After the problelll was remedied,
they would resUlllfl their typing and collaboration.
Shawn went on to ccnplete several pieces of writing independently,
IncludIng a chIldren's story, ["'<!IS so NlJd, based on IJ. book of the same
title by Mercer Mayer. He also completed several book reports, short
stories, poems, as well as Informational writing.
One day in May, fIrst thIng in the morning when he came tn the
classroom, he said "I've got th1s to finish today.~ Htt was writing a
poem, tIIh<!lt Jlofve / Got? One Hoe read ~sh small windows, dirty and
broken. ~




Four furry, fat dogs.
Fhe big doors, SlllIl6 creaky.
Sill SIlIal1 windows, duty and broken.
This poeM was wrHten independently. The only original spelling
error was 'wendos' for 'windows', which he corrected in the final draft.
At the end of the program, Cory was reading at the second grade
level (See Appendix 3 - 2) , st111 far below hts grade level. However,
there is no doubt that Shawn has lIIade trlllll8ndous progress.
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Student i2: Nelson, Age 16.
Nelson was the youngest of a famlly of nine c"-l1dren. He had baen
asslgned to special education classes sinca his second year at school and
looked forward only to going to Toronto to find a job. Nelson said that
his s1stolr lives in Toronto and that she loIould be sending him a plana
ticket so that he can fly to Toronto after school finished 11'1 June. He
said "If I gel a job, I won't ba back herel"
Nelson ....as a handsome, bright boy, but one whose social backgrounr!
was such that education was not perceived as having value, unless it
brought irrmedlate financlal~gain, such as giving access to a job where one
could work long enough to "earn" the minimum number of "c;tamps" to;) qualify
for unemployment Insurance benefits. Nelson could not see the value of
having a full-time job which would require that on· gAt up early every
morning to go to work. "I'd rather sleep in" t,e would say.
Nelson's attitude toward school and toward reading was ver"! poor.
Pre-testing silOwed that he was reading at the fourth grade level (Slie
Appendix J - 2). His word recognition was at a bit higher level than hIs
comprehens10n. It was dHflcult to determine his true level because he
would not cooperate during assessment, responding "Don't know" when asked
a question.
It was quite apparent from lh- beg1nning of the term that Nelson was
completely "turned off" from school and that he had chosen to "tune out"
all demands made on him in the classroom. He wOIJld sit watching the other
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students, commenting often on what they were doing "Why are you doIng
thet? That's foolishness!"
Nelson did enJoy listening to his remedial teacher reading 3 novel,
however, and she often noticed him l1!';tening intently, while pretending
that he had not been listening at all if the teacher askl:ld him a question
dur1ng postreading discussions.
Nelson's worK habits were also very poor; his writing untidy, and
his work. disorganized. Journal entries tended to consis'.. of one sentence:
"I don't know what to write" r,r "1 don't liko wrIting."
However, his spelllng skills were better than those of the other
students of h1s group. This strength was pointed out to Nelson afttlr he
had described himself as "stun." One day, t,e mentioned the.t he had done a
social studies test, then said "I knows I failed. I'm stun." Then he
added "r dOn't care. I won't be here next year. I 'Ill g01ng to Toronto."
Nelson was asked to help some of the other stUdents who were typing
at the cOOlputer. He had no difficulty using the word processing program
on the computer after being shown only once. He enjoyed helping other
students with their spelling and he worked with much conf1dence.
Before the end of the first month, Nelson was asking, as soon as he
came to class, "Hiss, read some of that book, now, please."
In February, the group was working on a piece of writing abOut tha
value of friends. It took Nelson several class periods to get started on
his work. This was to be his first 'long' piece of wnting. Then, he
,.,
worked dll1gently for several days rewritlng, changing parts that MDon't
sound right-, and finally typing and pr1ntlng the whole thing. He began
to read, during SSR time, SOllIe adventure storles, the type that he l1ked
best.
By the time the class haC finished two novels, Nelson was taking an
actlve part In discussions and writing IIct1vltles ralated to the novels.
He later wrote an 'Incllan Legend;' II chl1dren's story, usfng a plctur.
book mooel; several poems; alld two book reports.
Saveral days aftar tha social studies test, he came into the
classr·oom, grinnIng bro.:ldly, and announced "Mhs, I got 71:11: on my test.
I thought I failed." This was discussed for a fe'" minutes, Then, the
teacher asked him ho'ol he felt aboUt that mark. He responded "Not too
good, cause I knows I won't pass any I:Ore thts year."
When asked why he felt that way. he answered "Cause I won't. That
one was only easy. I wouldn't have passed it if it was hard. - Afte r
this, the teacher discussed with hi. why some things only S&ellI to be
"hard- or -easy. - But, he wasn't convinced. Then, he fl1ppantly satd, as
he usually did "I don't care. I 'III not cCllltng back next year, anyway.-
Posttestlng showed that Nelson was reading at the sevent" grade
level (See Appendll( 3 - ~).
If Nelson decides to return to school, succen 13 st111 possible for
him, too.
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Student 13: Hartin, Age 15.
MartIn was a n1nth grade student who had been referred to the
remedial unit because of very poor wr1ting skl1ls and work habas. Even
though Martin's oral vocabulary and general knowledge appeared to be
normal, his regular-class teachers reported thnt hls written assignments
showed elltremely low organizational and spelling skIlls.
Pretesting showed Hartin's reading skills to be at the sixth grade
level (See Appendh. J - 2). On attltude, he scored above the class norm.
After working WIth Hart'!n and his mother, it was obvlous that he was
feeling some pressure from hIS parents to do well. He was constantly
belng cempared with hls older slster Who had "breezed through" school.
His parents demonstrated open dlsappointment that Martln might not do well
enough to be accepted at universlty.
At home and at school, Mart1n became a victim of his older slster's
academic record. Hls parents and soma of hls teachers cha llenged Mart in
by comparing his performance with that of hls sister. Martin was unable
to meet the challenge. He would work only with personal encouragement.
He was always surprised when he did well at sOll\Elthlng.
Because he was afraid of failure, Martln was very nervous of
anything that hr;' perceived as a 'test.' When asked to do the~
MacGlnltie Rea~, he said ~That's too hard. I don't think that 1
can do that."
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Martin was easily distracted during the testing and at the end,
expecting that he might not have done well, he tossed the test booklet on
the table and sald"I wasn't in the mood to do this. It's stup1d anyway."
During group discussion of novels being read 1n class, Hartin's
recall of information was obviously excellent, as were his inferencing
skills. He paid close attention during reading time, and each day he
would look forward to novel reading. However, he did not, at first, enjoy
independent reading. Ourtng SSR t1me he would exchange books qu1te often,
and he generally looked bored.
Martin's handwriting was very poor and his composition sktlls were,
aha, at a very low level.
Mart tn soon began picking IJp the novel being read in class to read
during SSR t1me. he began using the computer for his writing and, l1ke
many of the remedial students, found It very motivational. Using picture
books to teach literary concepts also appealed to Mart1n. Book reports
completed later 1n the program demonstrated his knowledge of concepts such
as personification, metaphor, flashback. and so on.
Martin's writing began to improve. He began to use more deta11 and
story structure was more eVident. His vocabulary and spelling also
improved. Post test Ing showed Hartin to be reading at the eighth grade
level (S~e Appendl .... 3 - 2).
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Student 14: J8Ill9S, Age 15.
James, in grade eight, was the eighth chj]d in a family of ten.
Neither of h1s parents ...ould consent to come to the school to discuss hIS
progress. H1s father made it clear that he had 'no use for' the school or
the teachers.
Normally a cheerful boy, James sometimes came to class very upset.
On several occasions he swore on teachers 1n the corr1dor when he felt
threatened by them. The only way that James knew ho... to vant hIS
frustrat10ns was through v10Jence. If provoked or threatened, h1s face
....ou1d lose its colour and he mlght go into a fit of seemingly
uncontrolleble rage, hItting out at whomever m1ght be within his reach.
James appeared to have 8 lot of anger that he just didn't know how to deal
w1th.
It was suspected that the quallty of James's home life may have
contributed to h1s behaviour. He often complained to his remed1al teacher
about his other teachers saying, on one occasion, "If a teacher ever
touches me, I'm g01ng to punch him right in the face. Dad said that's
....hat I should do. ~
At the beg1nning of the study, James's 1ndependent reading level WllS
second grade, character1z.ed by a lot of diff1cu1ty with spell1ng simple
words such as 'they,' '!lone,' 'our,' and 'aga1n.' He Ignored word endings
both In reading and in spalllng. He seldom used capltal letters or
punctuation. Oral reading was word-by-word w1th very poor fluency.
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James told hIs remedial teacher, on one occasion, that he d1d no
work In any other class, not even bothering to take a pencil or notebook
to class. As long as he was Quiet In those classes, however, he was left
alone. Teachers had come not to expect anything from him, and they got
nothing.
James's main interest loIas "catching rabbits" during the autumn and
snowmobiling 1n the winter. Several language experience stories were
completed on these toplcs. These themes were also used for repeated
reading Qll.erc1ses. He refused to use a tape recorder for this exercise
but he was willing to read aloud.
After working with these activities and themes for several weeks, he
had no diffIculty spelling words such as 'snowshoes,' 'tracks,' 'motor,'
'rabbit slips,' 'Skidoo,' and 'tra j Is.' Many of hi s journa 1 entries dea It
with skidoo races or with tee-fishing.
James enjoyed using the computer for his writing activities and,
like most of the other students, made an effort to use good story
structure, standard spelling, and punctuation when typing with the
computer. He would often seek permission from his other teachers to come
to the remedial centre to complete a composition that he was developing
with the assistance of the computer.
Sy March, James was working with key words such as 'rougher,'
'garbage,' 'weigh,' 'gallons,' and so on, and he had no difficulty reading
them In isolation or in spelling them.
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Meanwhile, James continued to come to remedial class with storles of
being 'l(lcked out of' French class, and of being sent to the principal who
threatened to expel him from school If his behav10ur didn't Improve.
One day, as James was OIrit1ng a summary of 8 chapter that tl')e class
group had read from Er~_£..i!.J!, he stopped OIhen he tried to write the
word 'stopper' in the sentence "They went over a hump [in the sno... ] and
the stopper came off the gas [snowmobile] tank." He asked the remedul
teacher how to spell it. Then, before she could respond, he ..aid "No,
don't tell me. I'll get lt 1n a minute." And, he did!
James experienced sigrlif1carlt improvemerlt over the coursCl of the
fiva-month program. For him, the program seemed to work very well.
Posttest1ng showed a markea galn in attitude scores (5ge Appendix J - 10)
along with 3 reading scores increase of three grade levels (See Appendix
3 -2).
James' writing, towards the end of the program, showed much
creativity. For example, one story, based on Mercer Mayer's I Was So Mad,
began as follows:
I wanted to go out and sit on the steps
But Mr Small wouldn't let me.
r was so mad.
r wanted to go home
But the principal said "No!"
r was so mad.
Student 15: Reggie, Age 14.
Reggie, ninth in a family of ten children, brother to James (Student
14) was repeating seventh grade. He would come to class and slouch down
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\n a Cha1r 1001\1n9 totally bored .... ith e....eryth1ng. Reggle appeared to have
few Interests, other than sk1pp1ng as many classes as poss1ble. When
ask'!d what he dId at home. he answered "Nothing only ....:ttch TV and go to
bed." Reggie WIIS apathet1c and unmot1vated.
Assessment at the beginning of the term shOwed that Reggie was
reading at ;econd grade level (See Append1l1 3 - 2). He d1sliked
Independent reading. and during SSR, for the first few weeks. would be
cont1nuously selecting books, declaring them to be "too boring·', and
exchangIng them for others. His .... r1ting skills were very pOor and he
disliked writing. His dail) journal entry WIIS a chore. Elich O..lY he ....ould
ask "Do I ha ....e to do this junk again today?" Obviously, his att1tude
towards school and towards reading was quite poor.
As the class progressed to reading a second novel. Owls in the
E!rrJ.1lY:. by Farley Ho....att, Reggie began to look fOfiJard to novel-reading
sessions, reminding the remedial teacher if it appeared that she was
forgetting that activity,
One day, during the second month of the term, his homeroom teecher
was showing h1s cless II movie and Invited the students fran Reggie's group
to watch 1t. However, Reggie preferred to come out to the remedial centre
to f1n1sh some writ Ing that he had begun on the prev10us day - an anecdote
hEl had written based on the owls In the no....el.
Reggie appeared to benefit fran langauge experience stor1e5.
Because he had such difficulty wah written cOlm1unication, and because hIs
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writIng \las so :mer. he beca:ne frustrated very Quickly. HIs writing
lacked detail, ana dld not adhere to other wrlt1ng conventions. How'!lver.
Reggie enjoyed writIng a cOClPerative story, reading It, and copyIng It
Into 1'115 notEibook or typing 1t with the cOlllputer. He was generally very
careful with spelling 3nd he liked to put his finished work on the
bulletin board. He \lften referred to his word list \lhen writing in hIS
Journal or during other ... ntlng activities. tie usually had little
difficulty reading and writing key words.
Slowly, the list of titles in Peggie's reading logllrew until he had
five titles - all of Whh:h he could read with SUo:.":6$$, and all from the
Sprint Reading progr:tm.
At the beg1mlng of the program, Reggle had very poor spelling
skills. Words such d5 'jaw,' 'park,' 'they,' and 'had' were problems for
hill. He refuse..J to try to spell these words ln~tependent ly, and he beC8llle
frustrated when encouraged to try to do It hillself, to go ahead and try It
and have it discussed dUrlng conference tlllle. He 1I0uid orten just slt and
refuse to go on until someone gilve hlm the correct spelling. later in the
term, he began attetlptlng to figure out hOw to spell problelll words. He
was soon writing words like 'paInt,' 'wolf,' and 'candle' Independently.
Reggie's wrlt1ng began to sho\l Impro....ement; he became more adept at
editing his Independent and his cooperative work. tie begen to realize the
need for punctuation 8S he wrote IIlOre dialogue. Through the use of
plcture blJo"s. he began to understand such story elements as exaggeratl0n,
conflIct, and similes.
Composing stories USlng wordl",ss picture books, and UsIng children's
book .. as mo,jel .. for hIs own writing, were also worthwhile experiences for
Reggie. These actlvlties bui,t on his vocabulary and gave him a "sense of
story," which had been lacking up to then.
Reggie's pastIest scores snowed that he was still at a tnird grade
reading level - well below grade lavel (See AppQndix 3 - 2). However, the
change in attitude was striklng, He seems to have reached a plateau of
thInking wh1ch, gl ...en 1\n accepting envtronment, can be translated into
success for Reggie.
A 'haiku", wntten by Reggie in early Spring:
Soft whIte snowflakes
Salling 1nthQ sky,
GIlstenlng cold on the ground,
Student 16: ThOmas, Age 16.
Thomas. a ninth grade student, was obviously very bored in a
sHuat ion which appeared to hjm to be hopeless. He had been hi 1jng for
so long that he had forgotten what success feels like. He cOlMlented, on
several occasions, that he didn't pass previous grades, that the teachers
"... only put me on to get rid of me. ~
Thomas was a tall, very mature-looking boy who often wrote accounts
of ".. being drunk on the weekend. ~ He hung out with people much older
than him, and he came to school only if and when he felt l1ke it.
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Generally a qUIet boy. Thomas would ignore eyeryone else when he
came lnto the classroom....antlng only to ba left alone until the dIsmissal
bell rang ....hen he ...ould be free agaIn, like a prlsoner serVIng a
sentence.
Thomas was referred for remedlal olSsistance because of difficultles
in all areas of langauge arts. Pretesting sho...ed him to be readln\! at a
third grade level. H1S !,In.} readlng ...as very slo.... and his comprehensIon
was poor at level (our. HIS wrlt1ng skills ...ere also Yery pour. He hdd
di f(leu It)' wi th spe 111ng bas 1c words su..::h as ' ...oman,' '1011'10,' and 'schoo I, '
which he spelled as 'wouem,' ·ho... ,· elM 'schaal.' He had considerable
dH(iculty ... riting more than a few short sentencas WhlCh, in any case,
contained very little detall. An ellampla from an early dally journal
entry follows: MYesteday r was sik so I didn't do much. I wath ty,"
Thomas's greatest enjoyment ...as being out in the woads around the
cotmlunlty with his friends. Later In the term, he wrote about some of
thase ellper1ences. In contrast to his earlier entry, cIted above, In
April he wrote the (ollow;ng, c;cpled ellec;tl)' as he wrote It in his daily
journal:
When we go rabblt catching, we usually ta~e along e bottle of drInk
[pop] because 1t 1s a long walk to our snares. We go over the pond and
acros the road to c;hec;k our 82 snares. We do thlS two or three t.lme each
week. Some of tha time we go on skldoo. My (rlend, Jack, l.~ns a 12 h.p.
H it is not work1ng we walk. So far I have got \8 rabblts and Jac;k got
12. When we went to check our snares yesteday, they were snowed in. Now
we haye to find them but I think I'll wait.
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Because Thomas was wrIting about something that was meaningful to
him, the prue!uct was of much tn':Jher quality, 1n terms of spelling and
sentence structure. He usee! his word 1ist to spell words which he found
to be problematic.
Towards the ena of the program, Thomas was writ ing for periods of up
to a half hour at a time. He wrote several poems, !l 'legend,' several
short stories mak1ng Wie of dialogue, and several book reports. He
enjoyed listening to puvels and he read se....er:jl short novels frcxn the
Sprint ReadlnQ program dllrHlg SSR time.
Posttestlng showe,j T;,omas's readtng level to be sbth grade, an
Increase of almost three grade levels over t.he ftve month progralfl (See
Appendll13- 2).
WIth support and encouragement, it is ;:>osstble that Thomas wt11
become functIonal as a reader and as ;, writer - if he doesn't become
another drop-out.
Thomas is another e~ample of the type of student who, due to stmple
lethargy, just cannot keep up. He ha~ developed an 'easy-goIng'
personal tty, content to sit back and be over"oo"ed in a classroom of other
students demanding the teachers tIme !.nd energies.
Student 11: Anthony. Age 15.
Anthony was a grade eight student from a transient fami ly. His
father has always had to IJ\I)ve fatrly often in order to ftnd emploYlllBnt.
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The;r IJtest stint had been to Alberta. returning just after Chrlst"as
after ha'J1ng been away for sh months.
Pretesting sho....ed that Anthony had fairly good word recognition
skills. He could read ....ell at level 4 {See Appendh 3 - 2). Ho....ever. he
had difficulty re.;alllllg Information, using vocabulary, and inferenclng
beyond level 4.
Anthony ....as referred for remediation because of very poor .... rit.nll
Skliis. His .... riting showed weak organizational sk111s. poor spelling alld
grammar, and barely-decipher<1ble handwriting. Anthony was generally very
pleasant, hO'o/ever, 3nd enjoyeu using the compuLer for his compo~\tlons.
Wnting responses to what was read aloud worked well for Anthony.
Key words were selected from clJSs-composed and independent summaries for
independent vOC<lbulary activities (as described 1n Chapter 1). Since he
was quite interested in snol<lll\obillng, writing activities were planned for
him utilizing that theme. He spent a considerable amount of time reading
sno....moblle advertising brochures secur"'d from a local sport shop and
wrHing about the features of the various brands of machines. He 1.1150
compared and contrasted various brands And models of snowmobl1es and wrote
opinions of which machines were best.
Anthony had good thinking and verbal language skills. He was (lble
to formulate logical answers and partic1pated well tn discussions.
However, he had much more difficulty using written language. Once, while
'"
s",archtng for the right words to describe an event in writing, he sa1d "I
got it in my head. But, I can't get it down."
Anthony enjoyed 11stening to stories being read. After listening to
frozen Fill, he read independently another novel by the sarna author.
Although his writing did improve, he has not yet reached the stage where
he enjoys the activity.
Anthony's Posttesting Indicated sixth grade level read,ng skllls
(See Appendix 3 - 2).
Student 18: Lloyd, Age 16.
Lloyd was a ninth grade developmentally delayed boy who had two
outstanding characteristics: He was always pleasant and cheerful, and he
was always patient. Being afflicted with a muscle disorder, Lloyd was
very slow-movlng, His co-ordination was poor and he had difficulty
grasping small objects. However, Lloyd's handwriting was surprisingly
good. His speech was slightly Impaired, contrlbut.ing to his ability to
rBad only very slowly.
Lloyd rarely finished an activity in step with the remainder of "his
group", but usually plodded on and finished in his own tima. Lloyd also
had the advantage of having parents who were concerned about their son's
future and who have a strong desire to see him develop and grow
academ;ci'll1y and to his fullest potential. His par~nts gave him support
and encouragement when it was needed. They conmented, on several
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occa~ions, on their surprise and plellsure that Lloyd had I114naged to stay
in school, considering the poor pr>Jgnos1s of earlier years.
Pretesting lndlcated that lloyd's reading ability was at the sixth
grade level (See ,\ppendlX 3 - 2). His post test scores revealed that
overall grade levels did not change during the course of the progrllll. His
reading skills remalned at the sixth grade level. Grade scores ellel
change, however, with average comprehension scores increasing from 82.5'
to 92.5~.
lloyd was an avid hockey fan and liked to keep up-to-date on sports
events. During SSR time, he liked to read the sports section of the
newspaper, and he would write, 1n his journal, cCllllftElntary on sports
events. The fact that lloyd was not able to function on tee-skates did
not lessen lloyd's enthusiasm for playing street hockey, which he
thoroughly enjoyed playing with his friends.
lloyd wrote a paul, Illdway through the prograa, expressing his
desire to play hockey. Part of the poeJI follows:




I need to skate
to keep me happy.
Without skates
I'm useless.
Student 19: Charles, Age 16.
Charles was a ninth grade student who was referred for remedial
reading assistance because he refused to anything in his regular class.
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Charles was a sullen. brooding. explosive boy who had the ability to do
much better academically. However, He refused to try. His regular-class
teacher reported that Charles continually avoided classes, attending only
occasionally. Most of his time at school was spent in the cafeteria w1th
several of the other "dlsc1pline problems." As long as they created no
disturbance, these students were allowed to remain in the cafeteria. One
teacher remarked "At least my class is a 1ittle more peaceful without him!
He usua 11 y has to be sent outside when he does come to class, anyway,
because nobody can get along with him."
Charles would never bring a book or writing materials to class. He
reported, on a number of occasions, that he ..... never does anything 1n any
classes, anyway." His file revealed a record of suspensions from school
for "deliberately picking f1ghts" and for disruptive behaviour in the
classroom. A stereotypic "discipline case," Charles was placed in a
slower-learning group out of desperat10n on the part of the school's
administrators.
like many other "discipline cases," it was obvious that Charles's
unacceptable classroom behaviour was, at least partially, the result of
boredom. As his successful experiences became "fewer and farther
between," his desire to make an effort diminished concomitantly. He spent
his days with stUdents l1ke himself, who understoOd him in a way that his
teachers could not.
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Charles' pretest ·readlng scores showed that his reading functioning
was at the thIrd grade level (See Appendix 3 - 2).
For the first tWO days that Charl85 was in the rellllldial class, he
refused to co-operate In any IlIanner. On the tMrd day, he didn't appear.
The remedial teacher went to look for hill and found hill In the cafeteria
playlng cards with three other students. He was so surprlsed that someone
would come to look for him, that he made no protest whatever but, when
requested by the teacher, came tu the classroom and sat quietly. That day
he co-operated during assessment.
For the ne~t three days, the remedial teacher had to go to the
cafeteria to flnd Charles. He would always return to class with the
teacher, quietly and without complalnt. During these days, the rlllll8dlal
teacher did not berate Ch3rles or thraaten hir~ In any way. The teacher
really believed that coercion or attempts at Intillidatlon would not work
with him. (Besides, he was IlUch bigger than the teacher!)
00 the seventh dlly, Charles, lIuch to the teacher's surprise, Cllfll8
to class praoptly at the bell. When the teacher told hill that she was
happy to see hilll because -I really dldn't feel Ilke walking way down to
the cafeteria, today, - Charles muttered -I figured I 111lght as well come on
in, rather than have you come after me again," Then he asked -Hi", how
corne you come looking for me? Why don't you leave me alone like other
teachers?"
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The teacher and Charles chatted briefly about why it was important
thal he come to class. After playing a game of~, he was in a more
pleasant mood and askod if we could read" .. ,some of that book" today.
The teacher never again had to go to the cafeteria to look for
Charles. He always came to class. Every day, he would ask to have some
readIng .... ith the teacher. On some days, they read together for the ....hole
period.
Charles wasn't always in a pleasant moCK!. On many days, he
regressed to his sullen ways, and refused to co-operate, especially ....hen
he became frustrated with a piece of writing. But, usually, a word of
encouragement or praise would help lift hts spir1ts,
On one occasion, Charles came to class and said "I'm not in the mood
for thIs, today."
The teacher responded "Come on, Charles. It's Fr1day, and a
beautiful day for skidooing after school. What a nice sweater you're
weering, today. 'lou look great!"
Charles grinned, and after a faw minutes he was wr1t1ng intently.
Chal'1es's greatest need ....as to be accepted, When he was recognized
for making an effort, whiln his efforts were recogn1zed as valuable, he
really put II lot of effort into his work. He would work diligently if
success was anticipated.
Tha program ....orked we 11 for Charles - strategies 1i ke expedance
writing, shared reading, and using children's books as models for writing
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all helped develop Charles's spelling skIlls and served to give him some
confidence 'in his aloin ability. This appears obvious from h1s skills
1ncrease from the third grade level on, pretest fng, to the sllcth grade
level, on posttesting (See ,6,ppendb 3 - l).
The follolol1ng excerpt 15 from one of Charles' poems later in the
program:
r need someone In my life
to keep me mov1 ng on.
W1thout hope I
am lost.
But loIi~h hopes I can be myself.
There are many Charles to be found in classes of slower learners.
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